A toast to our
10th birthday

Inside

Celebrating
10 years of
Time Out Tokyo

Celebrations of any kind call for a drink – and when it’s our 10th
anniversary, we’re not going to stop at just one. In fact, we’ve been
making our way through the best bars currently shaking up Tokyo’s
vibrant drinking scene. Craft beer is taking over the city at the
moment, especially since so many quality ales are coming out of local
breweries. It’s the same with Japanese wines; crisp and delicate-tasting
varieties using the country’s native koshu grape have been wowing
local oenophiles. We also can’t ignore the artisanal gins in Japan that
are breaking new ground with local botanicals including umbrella
pine, kombu and shiitake mushroom. Don’t drink alcohol? We have
something for you, too. Who says you can’t raise a glass with locally
roasted coffee or premium green tea instead? Cheers!
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Yayoi Kusama’s polka dot piano
For the reopening of the South Observation Deck at the
Tokyo Metropolitan Government Building in Shinjuku,
the famed artist decorated a piano with her signature motif.
Good news: anyone can play it for free.
àtinyurl.com/TOTtmg
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Rugby World Cup 2019
Japan is the first Asian country to
host the prestigious tournament.
There will be 48 matches
happening across 12 cities from
September 20 to November 2.
Expect the festivities to spill out
from the stadiums and onto the
streets over the six weeks.
àDiscover top things to do in the host cities at rugbyjapan.jp
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Japan’s consumption tax takes
a hike from 8 to 10 percent
starting October 1. However,
this excludes takeout food and
nonalcoholic beverages, whose
tax will remain unchanged. So
if you’re an overseas tourist,
there’s even more reason to carry
your passport to enjoy tax-free
shopping at selected stores
across the country.

The Tokyo 2020 Olympics are less than a year away, and the party
has started early, with Games-related festivities already taking place
throughout the city. The first ticket lottery for residents in Japan has come
and gone (there will be another one in autumn), the venues have been
announced, and now the medal design has been revealed.
Over 400 entries were submitted to the nationwide contest, with the
winning design coming from Osaka-born Junichi Kawanishi, the director
of the Japan Sign Design Association and the Osaka Design Society.
His medal design stood out for its sleek aesthetic that references both
Japanese and Olympic elements.
The ribbon adorning the medal is also inspired by Japanese tradition.
Ichimatsu moyo, a navy and white checkered pattern popular in the Edo
period, will be a main feature on the ribbon; the same design is also
used in the Games’ official logo. The colours, on the other hand, are
inspired by kasane no irome, a colour layering technique associated
with the kimono. These traditional elements are then fused with modern
technology, in which the tactile silicone convex lines allow the wearer to
identify if the medal is gold, silver or bronze just by touch.
Sustainability has always been a guiding force for the Tokyo 2020
Games. For two years starting April 2017, the public was invited to donate
their unwanted cell phones and other small electronics, from which
gold, silver and bronze will be extracted and made into 5,000 medals for
the winning athletes. These medals will then be made domestically by
Japanese craftworkers. Kasey Furutani

àkarakuri-giemon.net

Tokyo, zoomed in

We know how frustrating it can be trying to locate
specific places in Tokyo given the metropolis has
no street names (save for major roads). Which is
why starting from this issue, we are incorporating
what3words addresses in selected features (‘Autumn
Walks’, p54-55, and ‘Memory Lane’, p64-65).
This new digital geo-coding system uses a unique,
and permanent, three-word address for each 3m x 3m
square in the world, resulting in addresses that are
as precise as GPS coordinates – only much easier
to say and share. These what3words addresses are
preceded by the symbol ‘///’. To navigate, simply
download the free what3words app from Google
Play or the App Store.
àwhat3words.com

Shibuya’s highest observation deck
to open on November 1

At 230 metres, the outdoor observation deck on
the roof of the new Shibuya Scramble Square
building will be the tallest in the area. Aside from a
360-degree panoramic view, you might even see
Mt Fuji on a clear day (pictured).
àshibuya-scramble-square.com
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Shibuya goes dry for Halloween

On Halloween, the Shibuya Scramble and its surrounds turn into one big and wild outdoor costume
party, so much so that the authorities have banned public drinking to curb any unruly shenanigans.
This new regulation will be enforced on October 31 and November 1, as well as the Friday, Saturday
and Sunday of the previous week, plus over New Year from December 31 to January 1.
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Made entirely from handcrafted wooden gears, the karakuri is a traditional Japanese mechanical doll
dating back to the 17th century. You could say they are an early ancestor of modern robots, created as
tools of entertainment. They come in three varieties: the zashiki karakuri are made for personal use,
dashi karakuri are for display on moving carriages and floats at festivals, and butai karakuri are the
puppets used in plays.
The tea-serving doll on the cover is a form of a zashiki karakuri, said to have the most complex
mechanics. When a tea cup is placed onto the tray in its hands, it starts moving forward to serve the
drink. Once the empty cup is returned, it’ll make a u-turn, heading back to its original placement.
Despite the karakuri’s diminishing appeal among the younger generations, Karakuri Giemon is one of
the few independent doll makers that’s still keeping this tradition alive. Youka Nagase

© TOKYO 2020

Tokyoites
are talking
about

TOKYO METROPOLITAN GOVERNMENT

FIVE THINGS

ON THE COVER

THE VIEW FROM YOU

Cool
spaces
in Tokyo

Shibuya Crossing
By @alx.fto

Tokyo International Forum
By @erenjam

Higashiya Ginza
By @thewalkingchopsticks

Send us your best Instagram photos of the city with #TimeOutTokyo
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Tens across the board
To celebrate our 10th anniversary, we’ve picked
our 10 favourite covers from the past 10 years
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Sendagaya
Nestled between Harajuku
and Shinjuku Gyoen,
Sendagaya has quietly
become one of Tokyo’s
hippest neighbourhoods. The
area has long had strong ties
with fashion, architecture
and other creative fields,
thanks to a host of cool
eateries, design studios and
fashion showrooms being
based here. By Darren Gore

In 2009 Time Out Tokyo
launched with a series of guides
and maps, as well as the opening
of Time Out Café & Diner in
Ebisu. It wasn’t until late 2013
that we first published our
quarterly magazine. Here are
ten memorable covers that best
celebrate the metropolis we are
proud to call home.

ISSUE 1: NOV 2013-JAN 2014

ISSUE 4: OCT-DEC 2014

Our inaugural issue, which boasts about
the 50 reasons why Tokyo is the greatest
city in the world, opens with a local icon,
the Shibuya Scramble.

This style issue pays homage to Japan’s
anime and manga culture with an original
illustration by manga artist Mebae. The
cover star wears an outfit created by famed
designer and fashion guru Mikio Sakabe.

EAT & DRINK

ISSUE 6: APR-JUN 2015

This combined café and grocery store, created and run by the famed design
outfit Landscape Products, is like the unofficial club house of Sendagaya’s
fashion and creative scenes. The natural wood-rich interior is one for lovers
of the earthy, Kinfolk magazine-style aesthetic, and Tas Yard pays great
attention to ingredients used in its simple and healthy curry, pasta and ricebased dishes. On warmer days, the lush terrace is one of Sendagaya’s best
spots to kick back and indulge in some people-watching, fresh drip coffee or
all-natural soft drink in hand.
à3-3-14 Sendagaya, Shibuya (Kita-Sando Station). 03 3470 3940. tasyard.com.
11.30am-8pm, Sat, Sun & hols 11am-8pm.

PHO 321 NOODLE BAR

With traditional Vietnamese dishes served in a pareddown yet well-designed space, you might call this the pho
experience, elevated. That said, prices here are reasonable:
both pho and bun noodles (pho are flat white rice noodles;
bun cylindrical, spaghetti-like rice noodles) are priced from
¥830 for a small bowl.
à102, 2-35-9 Jingumae, Shibuya (Kita-Sando Station). 03 6432 9586.
pho321.net. 11.30am-8pm (last orders 7.30pm), closed Sun.

To prove that not everything in Tokyo
is expensive, this eye-catching
‘Cheap Eats’ cover showcases
Tokyo’s overwhelming abundance
of food that won’t break the bank.

NARIFURI

Artist Tokujin Yoshioka’s all-glass
interpretation of a traditional tea house,
set in front of a heritage temple in Kyoto,
is the perfect way to introduce 50 of the
best things to do in Japan.

ISSUE 8: OCT-DEC 2015

ISSUE 10: APR-JUN 2016

For our ‘Culture Shock’ issue, we dressed up
J-pop sensation Kyary Pamyu Pamyu in a
striking, over-the-top ensemble, depicting
bold Japanese aesthetics with a quirky twist.

The ‘Great Tokyo Walks’ issue features cult
artist and local legend Takashi Murakami
posing at one of the alleyways in Nakano.

ISSUE 14: APR-JUN 2017

à3-52-1 Sendagaya, Shibuya (Kita-Sando, Harajuku stations).
03 3403 3007. narifuri.com. 12noon-8pm, closed Mon.

A fun graphic delivers a simple message:
open Tokyo. This deceptively straightforward
cover conveys a larger meaning of inclusivity
and diversity in their many forms.

KISA TOYOSHIMA

ISSUE 7: JUL-SEP 2015

Cycling wear doesn’t get any hipper than that from Japanese
label Narifuri. More than the skin-tight lycra that might come
to mind, the focus here is on super-stylish men’s clothing
that functions superbly for those who like to get around the
city by bike. Several different collections will kit you out for
everything from office commutes through to chilled-out,
freewheeling weekends, and there’s also the Narifuri Active
line for those serious about cycling as a sport.

SHOP

ISSUE 15: JUL-SEP 2017

ISSUE 19: JUL-SEP 2018

The double covers showcase Japan’s sleek,
minimalist aesthetic, as well as Tokyo’s
sophisticated nightlife.

Time Out Tokyo October-December, 2019

We adorn the cover with original versions
of one of Japan’s best-loved creations –
the emoji – to express just how much
we love Tokyo.
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ISSUE 23: AUG-SEP 2019

Hello, Doraemon! What better way to
encapsulate the many great things to do in
Tokyo than having our favourite blue catrobot hanging out in a capsule hotel pod?

COVER ART DIRECTOR: STEVE NAKAMURA (EXCEPT ISSUE 1)

PLAYMOUNTAIN

If there is one figure, and one company, behind the
emergence of Sendagaya as a hip destination to rival larger
neighbour Harajuku, it is Shin Nakahara and his Landscape
Products interior design firm. As well as designing popular
venues across Tokyo, Landscape Products conceived hip
Sendagaya eateries Pho 321 Noodle Bar and Tas Yard.
Thanks to this Landscape Products-run furniture and
interiors store, you can now bring a touch of Nakahara’s
contemporary yet natural world-informed aesthetic to your
own home.
à105, 3-52-5 Sendagaya, Shibuya (Kita-Sando, Harajuku stations).
03 5775 6747. playmountain-tokyo.com. 12noon-7pm daily.

LOOPWHEELER

Loopwheeler is focused on perfecting a deceptively simple
garment: the humble sweatshirt. Disappointed with the
quality of modern mass production, founder Satoshi
Suzuki tracked down an original, decades-old Tsuriami
loopwheel knitting machine. The result is a supremely soft
and comfortable garment that has garnered a cult following.
Loopwheeler’s unisex sweats and hoodies are not cheap
(a basic crew-neck sweatshirt costs around ¥15,000), but
they’re proven to last and age beautifully.
àB1F, 3-51-3 Sendagaya, Shibuya (Kita-Sando, Harajuku stations).
03 5414 2350. loopwheeler.co.jp. 12noon-7.30pm, Sat, Sun & hols
11am-7.30pm.
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DO
LAUNDRY GRAPHICS GALLERY
Anybody with an interest in Japanese
graphic design and illustration will want to
check out this small gallery. The space was
opened by award-winning, locally based
designer Yasuharu Kanedai, with the aim of
providing a forum where his fellow design
pros could educate and inspire each other.
However, there is plenty here for the casual
visitor to enjoy, too.
à101, 1-11-3 Sendagaya, Shibuya (Sendagaya,
Kita-Sando stations). 03 6447 1619. laundrygraphics.jp/gallery. Opening hours dependent upon
exhibition; see website for details.
October-December, 2019 Time Out Tokyo
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Peace can be Realized Even without Order

3

Enter a ‘spiritual’ realm in this installation and be entranced by the
procession of mysterious figures projected on glass panels, each
playing their own instrument. A sense of tranquility will wash over you as
you listen to the steady rhythm of drums. Some of these curious folks
will react as you approach them, turning towards you to play their tune
and beckoning you to come closer. The figures are computer generated
instead of pre-recorded, meaning no single moment will repeat itself; it is
as though the souls move at their own free will. Later, you might find some
of them in the bamboo forest in the hallway outside, taking a nap amongst
the fireflies.

2

Art is all around
Forget fighting through hordes of people just to look at a single portrait.
The immersive digital art at teamLab Borderless surrounds you from every angle
and becomes more vibrant with every interaction
The opening of Mori Building Digital Art Museum: teamLab
Borderless in 2018 was an explosion in the Tokyo art scene. A
year on, not only is it one of the top museums in Japan, but its
creators, teamLab, have also attracted an overwhelming amount
of attention for their digital art ventures overseas.
Half of the visitors at teamLab Borderless are from abroad, hailing
from 160 different countries; some having travelled to Tokyo
purely to experience the museum first-hand. But teamLab’s
Time Out Tokyo October-December, 2019

facility has not only revolutionised digital art – it has redefined the
art-spectator relationship by dissolving the boundary between the
two. The artworks at Borderless are not timed video projections;
they are creations that react and evolve in response to their
viewers. Moreover, they’re not confined to a given area or room,
but rather stretch and roam throughout the space. Want to
understand what it means to enter a ‘borderless’ art world? Here
are some of the most immersive installations you can dive into.
10

Crows are Chased and the
Chasing Crows are Destined to
be Chased as well, Floating Nest

It takes a moment for your eyes to adjust
as you gingerly make your way across
this ‘nest’ in the dark. Lying down on the
rope meshwork might evoke memories
of stargazing in your youth as you look
up at the vast galaxy on the walls. When
crows begin flying across the room, leaving
brilliant streaks of light in their path, the
room almost spins as though you are being
transported through the universe. The birds
are computer generated, flying a unique
path each time and turning into flowers
when they collide with a viewer or with
each other. At the diminuendo, the birds
disappear and you are once again returned
to a still space, left in a childlike wonder.

3

4

Weightless Forest
of Resonating Life

An art installation that’s designed
to make you more aware of each other’s
presence, these sizeable buoyant balloons
appear to float in midair and sway gently as
you brush past them. They emanate light
and you’re encouraged to interact with
them as the colours fade and brighten as if
breathing slowly. The colours change when
you gently tap or tilt the balloons and, if you
listen closely, you’ll also find that they emit
sounds unique to each colour, creating a
symbiotic atmosphere of light and music.

The Way of the Sea in the Memory of Topography – Colours of Life

This artwork evolves with the seasons, a spectacle that exhibits the ever-changing
nature of both land- and waterscapes. In the cool blue light of the room, fish swim
around you, darting away quickly if you make a sudden movement. If you wait long enough,
another work of art takes over. This time, the sea beneath you transforms into a rice paddy,
with the crops a vibrant green in the summer months, but coloured with a golden hue by
October. Instead of fish in the rice terrace, you see grasshoppers by your feet, and you are
able to quietly observe the harmonious ecosystems as they shift around you.

How to get tickets

MORI Building DIGITAL ART MUSEUM: teamLab Borderless

- Buy them online through the official website (ticket.teamlab.art), or at Lawson or 7-Eleven.
- Tickets are sold for a specific day, but not for a specific time slot.
- Tickets for the following month go on sale in the middle of the current month.
- Same-day tickets can be purchased at the door, unless they are all sold out in advance.
- Please check the official website for other terms and conditions.

Odaiba Palette Town, 1-3-8 Aomi, Koto, Tokyo (Tokyo Teleport, Aomi stations).
Tel: 03 6368 4292 (10am–6pm)
Website: borderless.teamlab.art
Weekdays 10am-7pm, Sun, Sat & hols 10am-9pm
Closed on 2nd and 4th Tue of the month
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Courtesy
Calls

OPEN TOKYO
Plastic, not
so fantastic
How to politely refuse plastic
bags, disposable coffee cups
and other environmentally
unfriendly items in Tokyo
and Japan. By Taryn Siegel

Pork-free
ramen
You can still enjoy the
quintessential Japanese
dish of ramen even if you
don’t dine on swine.
By Emma Steen

ICHIRAN

One of the
most popular
ramen chains
in Tokyo, Ichiran’s
formula for serving a fast,
solid bowl of noodles to single
diners is a foolproof strategy for success
in this bustling city. But while customers
have long been able to customise their bowls by
choosing the firmness of their noodles and the
level of garlic in their soup, they couldn’t until now deviate
from Ichiran’s signature tonkotsu (pork-based) broth. Fortunately, the company
has opened its first pork-free, alcohol-free joint in Ikebukuro to serve diners with
special dietary requirements – the soup is made with soy and chicken stock.
If you’re Muslim please take note: the beef added to the bowl as a topping is not
halal, but you can get your noodles without it and finish it off with an egg instead.

HEAVY BONE BROTH , slabs of chashu
and a side of gyoza: ramen is one of
the most popular dishes in Japan,
with over 3,000 restaurants selling
the stuff in Tokyo alone. However,
as a dish that’s typically pork-based,
it leaves those who don’t eat the
meat a little stuck for choice. While
plenty of places offer soy- or fishbased ramen, it’s hard for those with
dietary restrictions to know if their
bowl of noodles will still come with
pieces of grilled pork. Here are some
recommended spots in Tokyo that
use alternative recipes to serve the
tastiest pork-free ramen dishes.

HOW TO SAY ‘PLASTIC BAG’

HOW TO SAY ‘I DON’T NEED
A PLASTIC BAG’

Japanese has a few phrases for
‘plastic bag’. All are variations on
the word fukuro, which means
‘bag’ in Japanese. (When you add
other words in front of it, the ‘f’
sound changes to a ‘b’).
A reji bukuro is the best word
for one of those plastic bags you
get at the register (reji is actually
short for ‘register’).
Time Out Tokyo October-December, 2019

okay’. (At a pinch, ‘sono mama’
works just fine.) Say this when
your cashier reaches for a bag
and they’ll know that you mean
sans plastic bag.

OTHER KINDS OF PLASTIC

Though plastic bags are definitely
the most glaring example of
Japan’s over-the-top plastic
love, there are other types of
unnecessary plastic you might
encounter that you can also try
to refuse.
Ever wonder what those little
green stoppers they sometimes
put in your cup at Starbucks
are called? They are known as
madora, with an emphasis on
the last syllable. This one also
has a funny English loan story.
It technically means ‘stirrer’
(though it’s what the baristas
call the green stoppers too) and
it comes from the English word
‘muddler’, meaning that tool
that bartenders use to muddle
ingredients.
Try this one out at your next

To politely decline any of these
bags, just insert your bag phrase
of choice and finish with ‘wa
iranai desu’. For example, ‘reji
bukuro wa iranai desu.’ (‘I don’t
need a plastic bag.’)
For an easier catch-all, try the
phrase ‘sono mama de daijoubu
desu’, which means ‘just that is

12

Starbucks trip: ‘Madora wa
iranai desu.’ (‘I don’t need a little
green stopper.’) And if you can
go without a plastic lid (futa) or
a straw (sutoro) try to turn those
down too.

AVOID THE PLASTIC – EAT IN!

A lot of cafés and bakeries in
Japan will offer mugs and glasses
instead of plastic if you dine in,
so another great way to cut down
on your plastic use is to avoid
takeaways as much as possible.
To tell your cashier you plan to
dine in, say ‘Tennai desu’. And to
specifically request a mug over
a plastic to-go cup, try ‘Magu
kappu ni onegai shimasu’.
Or, if you’re on the go, maybe
try bringing your own travel mug.
A lot of cafés will even give you
a discount for using your own
container. Just show them your
travel mug and say, ‘kore ni irete
kudasai’ (‘please put it in here’)
or ‘tanbura ni irete kudasai’
(‘please put it in my tumbler/
travel mug’).

CHABUZEN SHOKUDO

Only in the trendy yet relaxed Shimokitazawa
will you find a ramen shop as cosy and
nourishing as this one. You wouldn’t guess by
looking at menu items such as curry ramen
or ‘karaage’, but everything at Chabuzen
Shokudo is vegan. In fact, the restaurant
has turned many classic Japanese dishes
into a healthy, nutritious spread, free of any
additives or chemically processed seasonings
like MSG. Using only organic produce in its
dishes, right down to the flour used to make
the bouncy noodles, the concept of good food
has never been more apparent. Can’t handle
gluten? Just ask for the rice noodles instead. It
seems Chabuzen has got pretty much everyone
covered with plenty of halal options as well
that don’t include any kind of miso or sake.
à6-16-20 Daita, Setagaya (Shimokitazawa Station). 080 6603 8587.
tinyurl.com/TOTchabuzen. 12noon-3pm, 5pm-11pm, Fri 12noon-11pm,
closed Tue.

YUKI NAKAMURA

You also might hear biniiru
bukuro. This is another word
adopted and adapted from
English; it comes from a
mispronunciation of ‘vinyl’.
You might hear cashiers asking
you if you’d like a biniiru bukuro
(plastic bag) or kami bukuro
(paper bag).
Finally, if you’ve managed to
dissuade the bakery attendant
from putting each of your
pastries in its own bag, but they’d
still like to put them in one big
bag with a handle, you’ll want
the phrase sage bukuro, which
means ‘bag with a handle’.

KEISUKE TANIGAWA

ANYONE WHO’S SPENT even
a week in Japan has probably
noticed the country’s troubling
love affair with plastic. Load up
a tray with pastries at the bakery
and watch in mild horror as the
cheerful bakery staff wrap each
pastry in its own individual
plastic bag and then pop those
six or seven bags into yet another
plastic bag with a handle,
followed by a stack of plasticwrapped wet napkins. If you’re
wondering what you can do to
cut down on your plastic use
in Japan, here are some useful
phrases you should learn.

TORI NO ANA

The ramen broth here is so rich the restaurant
describes it as a potage. Whereas most
places use pork bones for their stock, Tori no
Ana uses chicken, boiling whole carcasses
with vegetables for six hours. The key is the
abundance of wings added to the mix, which
are high in fat and collagen, resulting in a
creamy, full-bodied broth. The original soup
recipe is delicious on its own, but there’s a
spicier version with miso added to the base
if you like ramen that has a kick to it. In lieu
of traditional pork chashu, the ramen is topped
with a combination of barbecued and minced
chicken along with bamboo shoots and spring
onions. Tsukemen is also an option if you
prefer to dip your noodles in a stronger broth.
à1F, 1-39-20 Higashi-Ikebukuro, Toshima (Ikebukuro Station).
03 3986 2811. torinoana.com. 11am-10pm daily.
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YUKI NAKAMURA

AYAKO KOJIMA

àOtakibashi Pacifica Bldg 1F, 7-10-18 Nishi-Shinjuku, Shinjuku (Shinjuku Station). 03 5386 1221. en.ichiran.com/np. 24hrs daily.

OUKA

Everything on the menu here is produced
strictly to meet halal requirements – even the
otefuki towelettes offered to you as soon as
you’re seated are alcohol-free. While Ouka is
an obvious choice for Muslim patrons craving
noodles, the owner of this friendly Shinjuku
joint draws a diverse crowd by making sure it’s
as welcoming as possible to everyone. It offers
easy access for anyone using a wheelchair as
well as parents with strollers. Non-veggies
usually opt for the spicy chicken ramen, or the
halal-certified wagyu beef ramen on a splurge,
but there are also vegan-friendly options for
diners looking for a meat-free meal.
à1-11-7 Shinjuku, Shinjuku (Shinjuku Station). 03 5925 8426.
tinyurl.com/TOTouka. Mon-Thu 3pm-10pm, Fri 6pm-10pm, Sat, Sun
& hols 1pm-10pm.
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Committed to
innovation
What the new
G-Shock watch and
traditional comedy
have in common
Now one of the most popular models in Casio’s entire G-Shock lineup, the
GMW-B5000 has been flying off the shelves ever since its debut in April
2018. Recreating the classic design of the DW-5000, which was the first
ever G-Shock, this remarkable watch stands out with its full metal body and
high-tech features.
Combining luxury and functionality, the GMW-B5000 matches any outfit,
from the formal to the casual – a versatility that has made it the watch of
choice for stylists, businesspeople and athletes alike.
One of the many people charmed by this revolutionary G-Shock is
Karoku Yanagiya, a performer of rakugo, the traditional Japanese art of
comic storytelling. The grandson of the late Kosan Yanagiya V, a venerated
rakugo-ka awarded the title of ‘living national treasure’, Karoku is the
youngest performer to attain the rank of master in the postwar period.
He is also known as a G-Shock connoisseur who has
owned over 100 models and used to wear a different
The G-Shock and I
watch every day. But since acquiring the GMW-B5000,
‘I started collecting G-Shock watches around
he says he hardly ever takes this full-metal beauty off
1997, when the “Men in Black” model was
his arm, except when performing in traditional Japanese
popular. I used to think of watches as fragile,
clothing. The sharp-witted storyteller sat down with us to
so the G-Shock, by virtue of being both
share how Casio’s latest masterpiece rocked his world.
durable and stylish, felt like a breath of fresh
air.
‘I was hooked, and would rush from one
Tokyo shop to another to participate in the
lotteries the dealers would arrange before a
much-anticipated model was to go on sale.
I used to own over 100 different models,
but later narrowed down my collection to 50
favourites that I still have on display at home.
‘The GMW-B5000 sold out in stores soon
after its release, but I was determined to have
it and went to great lengths to find it online.’

A watch that won’t bore you

‘The MR-G and other upscale G-Shock lines
include metal models, but these always felt a
little too fancy for me – I dress pretty casually
outside of work.
‘The GMW-B5000, however, features the
familiar, simple square design, only in full
metal form. I thought it was perfect from
the moment I first saw it. I used to change
watches to match my clothes and ties, but
now I just wear the GMW-B5000 every day.
There aren’t many items out there you can
just keep wearing without getting bored.
Resin watches start showing signs of age
after 10 or 20 years, but you’ll never need to
worry about that with a full metal timepiece.
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GMW-B5000D-1JF
¥60,000 + tax

The original G-Shock square
goes full metal
GMW-B5000GD-1JF
¥60,000 + tax

They say God is in the details, and with this
watch, every last detail is perfect.’

Staying hungry

‘Last year, when I appeared at an event
celebrating the 35th anniversary of the
G-Shock, I recounted the birth of the watch in
rakugo format. It was the proudest moment of
my career so far.
‘When writing the script for that show, I had
the opportunity to meet Kikuo Ibe, the creator
of G-Shock. He talked about how taking on
new challenges has always been a core part
of the G-Shock philosophy, which centres on
the pursuit of toughness. The origins of that
pursuit lie in Ibe tirelessly working alone to
develop the structure that makes the G-Shock
so robust.
‘Such dedication is required in the world of
rakugo, too. I’m currently performing a style of
show I call “contemporary rakugo”, in which
I sit on a chair instead of the usual zabuton
cushion and wear regular clothes instead of
kimono. I’ve also tried performing a rakugo
version of the “Swan Lake” ballet – all as
part of my attempt to express rakugo’s timehonoured commitment to trying new things.
I get plenty of criticism, but am convinced
that the art needs to reinvent itself to reach
an international audience. The G-Shock
symbolises a willingness to take on new
challenges and the pursuit of ever greater
heights – both states I’d love to achieve in my
own life.’

Thirty-five years since the launch of the first ever G-Shock watch – the DW-5000C model,
which introduced the now distinctive square dial – Casio has brought back this classic
in an improved form. The new GMW-B5000 features a full metal version of the original
body, made with pressed stainless steel for a gorgeous finish. Its band utilises that same
material, recreating the characteristic design of resin G-Shock bands in shiny metal for
a sleek look that makes for the ideal complement to any outfit – be it a chic jacket or a
T-shirt and jeans.
But this model wows with more than just its exterior. An advanced shock-resistant
structure, solar charging, linkage with your smartphone via Bluetooth, and a Multi Band
6 function for automatic time adjustment are just a few of the high-tech features hidden
within its compact case.

1 Shock-resistant full metal structure
Weighing in at a little over 160 grams, the
GMW-B5000 is heavier than your average
watch because of its cutting-edge shock
resistance capabilities. Its ultra-durable
structure features fine-resin cushioning
between the bezel and inner cases to both
achieve a highly accurate fit and provide
reactive force for easing shocks by having
tiny protrusions in the cushioning material
compress when exposed to hits.

2 Tough solar functionality
To ensure stable operation of all its high-performance features, the
GMW-B5000 combines a solar panel capable of producing energy in lowsunlight conditions with a high capacity secondary battery. The watch
uses durable, film-thin solar cells that provide precisely the right amount
of power for the LED dial. Six cells are installed in a straight line, with this
design ensuring that all cells receive an equal amount of light.

GMW-B5000GD-9JF
¥68,000 + tax

GMW-B5000-1JF
¥50,000 + tax

3 Smartphone linkage
Linking the watch to your smartphone
via Bluetooth allows for automatic time
adjustment four times per day. When you travel across time zones,
this functionality lets you see the local time with the single push of
a button. It also collects up-to-date time zone data from around the
world and syncs it with the watch’s internal registry, allowing for time
adjustment based on the latest information.
In addition, smartphone linkage makes it possible to use an app to
easily adjust various settings on the GMW-B5000 without having to
touch the watch itself. These settings include time zone data for more
than 300 cities around the world, changes between your home time
and world time, plus alarm and timer details.

4 Multi Band 6 timekeeping
A highly sensitive antenna within the
GMW-B5000 lets the watch receive
terrestrial radio waves from six
transmission stations worldwide to
adjust the time automatically. Two of
these stations are in Japan, while the
others transmit from North America, the UK, Germany and China.
The antenna is capable of picking up radio waves indoors too, so you
can always be sure to have the right time. Small and shock resistant,
it’s robust enough to withstand plenty of hits and shaking without
affecting reception stability.

à For more information on Casio’s latest timepieces and where to purchase yours, visit casio-intl.com
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What’s in town from October to December 2019

DON’T
MISS

THINGS TO DO
Chichibu Yomatsuri

©HOBETSU MUSEUM OF MUKAWA TOWN

THINGS TO DO
THE DINOSAUR EXPO 2019

Expect a full-scale T-Rex skeleton
and more at this exhibition
presenting a gripping overview of
the last 50 years in palaeontology.
It starts with the fascinating
story of the 1969 discovery of
the carnivorous Deinonychus
in America and moves onto
countless bones, fossils and
illustrative displays spread across
Time Out Tokyo October-December, 2019

tinyurl.com/TOTjazz. 12noon-7pm. One-day ticket
for concerts at all event halls, purchased on the
day: ¥5,000, junior high and high school students
¥1,000, FREE for primary school students; separate
charges for jazz clubs (some open till 10.30pm);
street performances are FREE.

The Kawagoe Festival has
been going for more than 370
years and is famous for its huge
floats parading along the city’s
kurazukuri (old architecture)
streets. Make sure you stay until
the evening when the floats are lit
up and the festivities reach their
peak in a cacophony of drums,
bells, flutes, moving floats and
dancing, known as Hikkawase.
àOct 19-20. Kawagoe-Koedo area, Saiwaicho,
Kawagoe, Saitama. kawagoematsuri.jp.
10am-10pm. FREE.

THINGS TO DO
NIHONBASHI-KYOBASHI MATSURI

This massive festival is famous
for its colourful parade, which
boasts around 2,000 participants
marching through the streets.
Expect a variety of performances
ranging from traditional dance
troupes from Hokkaido to

àDec 2-3. Chichibu Shrine, 1-3 Banbanmachi, Chichibu, Saitama.
chichibu-matsuri.jp/en. FREE.

four separate areas. In addition to
the aforementioned ‘king of the
dinosaurs’, the Expo features the
remains of a Deinocheirus found
in Mongolia and the skeletal
fossil of a Mukawa-ryu excavated
in Hokkaido which is over eight
metres long.

music, with no fewer than 6,000
rockets launched.
àOct 5. Futako-Tamagawa Sports Ground,
Setagaya. tinyurl.com/TOTtamagawa. 6pm-7pm.
FREE.

SHOPPING
KAPPABASHI KITCHEN TOOLS
FESTIVAL

àUntil Oct 14. National Museum of Nature and
Science, 7-20 Ueno Koen, Taito. dino2019.jp/
index.html. 9am-5pm (last entry 4.30pm), Fri & Sat
until 8pm (7.30pm). ¥1,600, primary, junior high
and high school students ¥600, FREE for younger
children.

Whether you’re a pro chef
after strainers, sharpeners or
sprayers – or a home chef looking
for a nice new spoon – the 36th
edition of this annual festival
held in the wholesale district
(also see Shopping feature on
p48) between Ueno and Asakusa
serves you your wishes on a plate.
Or, if you prefer, many plates.
In addition to the tool market
and discounts at 170 or so local
kitchenware shops, Dogu Matsuri
offers performances by taiko
drummers and cheerleaders

THINGS TO DO
TAMAGAWA FIREWORKS FESTIVAL

One of the last hanabi of the
season, the Tamagawa Fireworks
Festival keeps things fresh each
year by introducing a new theme.
Regardless of the concept, you
can always expect a colourful and
artistic display synchronised to
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THINGS TO DO
DREAM YOSAKOI ODORI

Yokohama Jazz Promenade

THINGS TO DO
KAWAGOE MATSURI

One of the biggest float parades
in Japan and listed as an item of
intangible cultural heritage by
Unesco, this night festival sees
six gigantic floats – built without
nails and embellished with
ornate paper lanterns, gilded
wood carvings and rich tapestries
– carried through Chichibu city,
accompanied by the Chichibu
Yatai Bayashi taiko performance.
Make sure to follow the floats
until the end – you don’t want to
miss the fireworks.

OCTOBER

these fascinating, well-preserved,
and, it must be said, slightly
creepy artifacts.
àNov 2-Feb 24. National Museum of Nature and
Science, Tokyo, 7-20 Ueno Koen, Taito. tbs.co.jp/
miira2019. ¥1,500 adv (¥1,700 at the door), high
school students and younger children ¥500 adv
(¥600 at the door).

©YJP (PHOTO: WADA)

TO

TO DO

Yosakoi Odori may not have
the most alluring origin story
– it was first devised in the
1950s as an effort to revive
the post-war economy – yet
festivals celebrating the dance
demonstrate its extraordinary
popularity in Japan. Expect
around 100 teams of performers
to combine traditional Japanese
movements with contemporary
music at this three-day festival,
the biggest of its kind in Tokyo.
It will feature around 6,000
participants, each of whom
carries a pair of naruko (wooden
clappers) to accentuate the dance
with rhythms. Nearly 950,000
spectators are expected based on
last year’s colossal turnout.

Okinawa, to marching bands from
the Tokyo Metropolitan Police
Department, the Tokyo Fire
Department and local junior-high
and high schools.
àOct 27. Around Nihonbashi Station.
nikkyo.net. Hours TBC. FREE.

THINGS TO DO
TOKYO INTERNATIONAL FILM
FESTIVAL

Tokyo’s top cinematic
extravaganza is back for its
32nd edition. The opening film
this year is ‘Tora-san, Wish You
Were Here’, the long-awaited
50th installment of the hugely
successful film series ‘Otoko wa
Tsurai yo’ (‘It’s Tough Being a
Man’), which ran between 1969
and 1995 and revolves around
a kind-hearted wandering
soul who’s unlucky in love. For
the rest of the line-up, check
the event’s official website;
expect an array of Japanese and
foreign-language films, most
of which will feature English
subtitles. And as usual, most
of the action centres around
Roppongi Hills.

àNov 1-3. Seven venues throughout Odaiba.
dreamyosacoy.jp/mainevent. Nov 1 5pm-8pm,
Nov 2 11am-9pm, Nov 3 10am-9pm. FREE.

THINGS TO DO
MUMMIES OF THE WORLD

Featuring an array of preserved
human bodies from around
the world including some from
ancient Egypt and naturally
mummified corpses from Europe,
this Ueno exhibition will explain
how mummies came into being.
It will also teach visitors about the
cultural and scientific aspects of

àOct 28-Nov 5. Roppongi Hills, 6-11-1 Roppongi,
Minato. 2019.tiff-jp.net/en.

(both on October 14), a stamp rally
where everyone wins a prize, and
much more besides.

àNov 8 & 20. Otori Shrine, 3-18-7, Senzoku, Taito.
Hours TBC. FREE.

SHOPPING
TOKYO ROMANTIC FLEA MARKET

There’s something undeniably
romantic about preloved goods
of a different generation, hence
the name of this flea market.
Peruse roughly 100 stalls selling
everything from paintings to
handmade furniture to accent
your home with. The antiques
and vintage items on sale
originate from all over the world.
In addition to quaint secondhand
items, a number of stalls will
display things such as handmade
crafts, organic produce and
dried flowers that will spark joy
in anyone with an aversion to
the steely chrome trends of the
present day.

ART
DESIGN FESTA VOL.50

Whether it’s visual art, fashion,
handicrafts or avant-garde
performance that gets your
juices flowing, you’ll find it at this
sprawling cultural jamboree,
held at Tokyo Big Sight every
spring and autumn. About 10,000
artists are expected to descend
on the conference centre, in an
event that can be exhilarating
and exhausting in equal measure.
Two-day tickets are available, and
trust us, you’ll need them if you
want to see everything on offer.

MUSIC
YOKOHAMA JAZZ PROMENADE

àOct 12-13. Various locations around Minatomirai.

Held every year in the Kanto
region since the Edo period (16031868), Asakusa Tori no Ichi is seen
as an opportunity to wish for good
health and fortune in the lead
up to the New Year. Among the
vendors selling street snacks, a
number of stalls will be offering
decorated kumade (bamboo
rakes), thought to increase the
chances of good luck coming your
way. The shrine gets particularly
crowded at nightfall, so go during
daylight hours for a more relaxed
meander around the temple.

àNov 10. Shibuya Garden Tower, 16-17
Nanpeidaicho, Shibuya. tinyurl.com/
TOTromanticmarket. 10am-4pm. FREE entry.

àOct 8-14. Kappabashi Dogugai, 3-18-2
Matsugaya, Taito. kappabashi.or.jp. 10am-5pm.
FREE.

The largest jazz festival in Japan
turns Yokohama into a stage, with
events ranging from concerts
at the Red Brick Warehouse,
Yokohama Kannai Hall and
Minatomirai Hall to street
performances and club gigs. This
year’s edition welcomes jazz
outfits such as Gentle Forest Jazz
Band, Blend and The Willows.
Look out for acts busking on
the streets and don’t miss out
on the vibrant atmosphere along
the waterfront.

THINGS TO DO
ASAKUSA TORI NO ICHI

àNov 16-17. Tokyo Big Sight, 3-11-1 Ariake, Koto.
designfesta.com. Adv 1-day ¥800, ¥1,000 at the
door, adv 2-day ¥1500, ¥1,800 at the door.

Kawagoe Matsuri
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TO DO

TO DO
for a graveside ceremony at about
3pm. There will be food stalls
lined up on the road leading out of
the temple.
àDec 14. Sengakuji Temple, 2-11-1 Takanawa,
Minato. sengakuji.or.jp/event/akougishisai.html.
FREE.

àDec 31-Jan 1. Oji Inari Shrine, 1-12-26,
Kishimachi, Kita. kitsune.tokyo-oji.jp. FREE.

SHOPPING
SETAGAYA BOROICHI

Best visit these food festivals with a big appetite
Rikugien Autumn Leaves Light-up

THINGS TO DO
RIKUGIEN AUTUMN LEAVES
LIGHT-UP

Slap bang in the middle of the city,
yet serenely peaceful within its
walls, Rikugien Garden is one of
the best Tokyo spots to surround
yourself with beautiful Japanese
landscapes. During autumn’s
light-up event, the park’s trees
are illuminated with golden light
so that the brilliant colours of
changing leaves can be admired at
night. The garden stays open until
9pm during this period, as do the
teahouses, but if you go before
sundown, you can still appreciate
the different shades of red and
yellow by daylight and catch a
guided tour available at 11am and
2pm daily.

Tokyo Ramen Show 2019

We strongly recommend attending the 11th edition of this
renowned noodlefest with an empty stomach, since the slurp
specialists behind this ramen extravaganza are bringing the greatest
noodle soup makers from all over Japan to Komazawa Olympic Park.
Some of the ramen masters will be offering regional specialities
and new soups created specifically for the occasion, but check the
details for your favourite vendors before heading over because it
gets busy. Chopsticks at the ready!
àOct 24-Nov 4. Komazawa Olympic Park, 1-1 Komazawa Koen, Setagaya.
ramenshow.com. 10am-9pm, Oct 29 & Nov 4 until 6pm. FREE.

àNov 20-Dec 12. Rikugien, 6-16-3 Honkomagome,
Bunkyo. tinyurl.com/TOTrikugien. 9am-9pm. ¥300.

THINGS TO DO
TOKYO COMIC CON 2019

Japan Fisherman’s Festival

Tokyo’s premier comic book
convention is back for its
fourth year, and organisers are
promising the best yet. Over three
days, comic fans can geek out
with creators and experts, and
mingle with fellow cosplayers.
Alongside the usual booths, stage
events, prop exhibits and cosplay
contests, there will be guest
appearances by A-list movie stars
like Orlando Bloom, Sebastian
Stan, Zachary Levi Pugh and
Rupert Grint. Die-hard fans can
purchase tickets for meet-andgreets with their heroes.

Whether it’s super-fresh sashimi, chargrilled crab or rice bowls
topped with copious amount of ikura, here’s your chance to
fill up on seafood sourced directly from local fishermen.
While some dishes come in stomach-filling portions,
you can also find many cheap, bite-sized snacks that will
allow you to sample offerings from many of the stalls.
à Nov 14-17. Hibiya Park Fountain, 1-2 Hibiya Koen, Chiyoda.
37sakana.jp/jffes. FREE.

Gotochi Nabe Fest

àNov 22-24. Makuhari Messe, 2-1 Nakase,
Mihama. tokyocomiccon.jp/en. Fri & Sun ¥3,500,
Sat ¥3,800.

What better way to offset the chilly weather than with a hearty bowl
of nabe… or several bowls.This Grand Prix of Japanese hot pot
involves a fierce competition between dozens of vendors over which
nabe recipe will be ranked the highest by a panel of judges. Last
year’s festival drew over 260,000 attendees, eager to try various
broths such as the Toyama Bay Shrimp Nabe, which has triumphed
for two consecutive years. In addition to seasonal nabe stands,
there will be a number of events and performances on the main
stage over the three days of the festival.

DECEMBER
SHOPPING
BUNGU JOSHI HAKU STATIONERY
FESTIVAL

àNov 22-24. Hibiya Park Fountain Square, 1-6 Hibiyakoen, Chiyoda.
nabefes.com. 10am-8pm, Nov 24 9am-5pm. FREE.

Time Out Tokyo October-December, 2019

Having also served as the theme
for one of ukiyo-e master Utagawa
Hiroshige’s pieces, the Fox Parade
always gathers a respectable
turnout of both participants and
onlookers. Don’t miss this.

With over 120 vendors offering
approximately 50,000 items,
Japan’s biggest stationery festival
is filled with goods you won’t find
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at your average stores. You’ll also
be able to customise notebooks
and pens by choosing what kind
of paper or ink you want.
àDec 12-15. TRC First Exhibition Hall, 6-1-1
Heiwajima, Ota. bungujoshi.com. Price TBC.

This isn’t any old neighbourhood
flea market. Setagaya Boroichi
has been running for over 430
years now, with more than
700 vendors selling an infinite
amount of goods from practical
kitchenware to more curious
odds and ends. Whether you’re in
search of a rare antique or simply
picking a plant for your living
room, you’ll be able to find the
best bargain here. When you’re
craving a snack, it’s worth waiting
in line for the market’s popular
daikan mochi rice cakes.
àDec 15-16. Boroichi-dori, around 1 Setagaya,
Setagaya. tinyurl.com/TOTboroichi. 9am-8pm.
FREE.

SHOPPING
TOKYO CHRISTMAS MARKET

Among Tokyo’s German-style
Christmas markets, this Shiba
Park extravaganza is the most
worthy of your festive free time:
in addition to workshops and
stalls hawking everything from
handmade holiday decorations
to hot chocolate, German beer
and mulled wine, you can look
forward to a 14m-tall ‘Christmas
pyramid’ imported from
Germany. The whole yuletide
shebang will be soundtracked by
a German band and gospel music.

THINGS TO DO
INTERNATIONAL ROBOT EXHIBITION

Robots are starting to work
alongside employees in Japan,
one of the most forward-thinking
countries in the world when
it comes to robotics. Meet the
nation’s hard-working robots
and inventions from around
the globe at this huge trade
show, which is held every two
years and gathers over 600
companies. Major exhibitors will
hold seminars to introduce their

NIGHTLIFE
AGEHA COUNTDOWN TO 2020

©SUNTORY HALL

’TIS THE SEASON
FOR FEASTING
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Suntory Hall

newest creations.

concerts will be performed
by the Bach Collegium Japan.
The ensemble, comprising a
symphony orchestra and a chorus
specialising in Baroque music,
will be performing carols and
an organ solo on December 22,
and George Frideric Handel’s
‘Messiah’ (HWV 56) on December
23. Handel’s biblical two-hour
oeuvre exudes the spirit of
Christmas in every sense and
concludes with the awe-inspiring
‘Hallelujah’ chorus that is
revered by even the most cynical
Scrooges.

àDec 18-21. Tokyo Big Sight, 3-11-1 Ariake, Koto.
biz.nikkan.co.jp/eve/irex/english. ¥1,000.

THINGS TO DO
NISHIARAI DAISHI TEMPLE
END OF YEAR FESTIVAL

If you’re banking on things
going your way in 2020, a visit to
Nishiarai Daishi Temple might
be in order – this famous Kanto
temple is said to ward off evil. You
can buy all kinds of auspicious
items to usher in good luck,
including omamori charms and
daruma dolls, and feast on classic
festive food like yakisoba and
dried persimmons. For ¥200 you
can participate in a Japanese
fortune telling, which is meant
to reveal your level of luck for the
year ahead.

If you’re determined to go all
out for the big 2020 countdown,
the biggest club in Japan is
probably your safest bet. While
Ageha has always been known
to throw colossal New Year’s Eve
parties, with a capacity for 2,400
people on its main dance floor
alone (there are four in total),
the coming of a new decade and
the excitement 2020 brings to
Japan (the year of the Tokyo
Olympics) mean that the club is
aiming to outdo every party it’s
held thus far.
àDec 31. Ageha, 2-2-10 Shin-Kiba, Koto.
ageha.com. Admission & hours TBC.

àDec 22-23. Suntory Hall, 1-13-1 Akasaka,
Minato. Dec 22 4pm (doors open 3.20pm), Dec
23 6.30pm (doors open 5.50pm). tinyurl.com/
TOTsuntoryhall. Dec 22 ¥4,000-¥6,000, Dec 23
¥4,500-¥10,000.

THINGS TO DO
OJI FOX PARADE

àDec 21. Nishiarai Daishi Temple, 1-15-1
Nishiarai, Adachi. nishiaraidaishi.or.jp. FREE.

This annual event sees local
residents dress up as foxes and
parade from Shozoku Shrine to
nearby Oji Inari Shrine for the first
prayer of the year (hatsumode).

THEATRE
SUNTORY HALL
CHRISTMAS CONCERTS

This year’s annual Christmas

Oji Fox Parade

àDec 6-25. 4-10-17 Shiba Park, Minato.
tokyochristmas.net. FREE.

THINGS TO DO
AKOGISHI FESTIVAL

Sengakuji Temple is where the
legendary 47 samurai are buried,
and many people come to pay
respect by offering incense at
the graves. The tragic story of the
47 samurai is a popular theme
in Japanese theatre; it is also
commemorated at the temple’s
Akogishi festival twice a year,
reminding people of the historical
event. The ceremony is a pretty
sombre affair, with the 47 samurai
reenactors arriving at the temple
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Explore Japan off the beaten track

Promotional feature

The second of a two-part series on the country’s hidden gems worth seeking out

5 THINGS TO DO IN

5 THINGS TO DO IN

Iwakuni

Sakai

Iwakuni &
Suo-Oshima
The castle town of Iwakuni and SuoOshima island across the bridge are
scenic coastal destinations along
the Seto Inland Sea in southeastern
Yamaguchi prefecture. Until the end
of the Edo period (1603-1868), this
vast stretch of water was the main
transportation route between the
seaside communities of Kansai and
Kyushu. To protect their interests,
some of the lords who ruled over the
domains employed private suigun
(which loosely translates as ‘pirates’
or ‘navy fleets’) to guard the coasts.
Your first port of call in Iwakuni should be
the historic castle, which not only boasts
postcard-perfect views over the town
but also hosts an exhibition of samurai
swords and armour. When it comes to
eating, don’t look past the super-fresh
seafood that is caught directly off the
nearby coast and served up at one of
Iwakuni’s charming restaurants.
The third largest island in the Seto
Inland Sea, Suo-Oshima is about an
hour south of Iwakuni by car. Thanks to
its close relations with its sister island
Kauai, the fourth largest Hawaiian
island, Suo-Oshima is referred to as
Japan’s ‘Little Hawaii’. It’s well-known
for its natural beauty and fresh fruit,
especially mandarins.

Why I love Iwakuni & Suo-Oshima
The large island of Suo-Oshima in the Seto Inland Sea
has so much to offer – beautiful beaches, delicious
produce and seafood, and a fantastic history,
including old pirate lore. I've visited Iwakuni many
times and it continues to become ever-more attractive
as a tourist destination. I was particularly
impressed by the superb collection at
the Iwakuni Art Museum. If you’re visiting
Kansai or Hiroshima, I hope you will
consider going to Iwakuni and SuoOshima as well.
- Jason Hyland, president of MGM
Resorts Japan

1

2

Discover traditional culture
at the Iwakuni Art Museum

Fans of the samurai will love the Iwakuni Art
Museum, where the exhibits showcase the
military elite’s illustrious history from the Nara
period (710-794) right through to the end of the
Edo period (1603-1868). Out of the museum’s
6,000-item strong collection – some of which
are National Important Cultural Properties –
200 pieces are on permanent display.

3

Explore the Museum of
Japanese Emigration to Hawaii

Japanese emigration to Hawaii
formally began with the Kanyaku Imin
(government-contracted emigration).
The first ship arrived at Hawaii in 1885,
with one-third of those on board from
Oshima; throughout the Kanyaku Imin
period, about 3,900 people from Oshima
crossed the ocean to Hawaii. The
museum was established to document
this notable period in Japanese-Hawaiian
history. It has searchable records of
about 135,000 Japanese across the
country who moved to Hawaii. The
museum receives many visitors from
Hawaii, America and Japan, who come
searching for their roots.

à2144 Nishiyashiro, Suo-Oshima, Oshima-gun,
Yamaguchi. 0820 74 4082. www.towatown.jp/
hawaii. 9.30am-4.30pm, closed Mon (Tue if hols).
¥400, junior high and primary school students
¥200, FREE for younger children.

à1-2 Iwakuni, Iwakuni, Yamaguchi (Kawanishi
Station). 0827 29 5116. kintaikyo.iwakuni-city.net.
Open 24 hours. Round trip ¥310, primary school
students ¥150.

4

The port city of Sakai is a treasure
trove of hidden gems and cultural
landmarks that encapsulate
the rich history of its people and
heritage. Sakai is just a half-hour
train ride south of Osaka, and is
worth a visit for anyone seeking to
escape the crowded streets and
who takes an interest in the more
ancient aspects of Japan.

Stroll across the iconic
Kintaikyo Bridge

This historic wooden structure, complete
with five arches stretching across massive
stone pillars, is the most popular attraction
in Iwakuni. It was originally built in 1673 but
suffered major damage from typhoons and
floods. The bridge was later reconstructed
using exclusively traditional techniques to
return it to its former glory.

à2-10-27 Yokoyama, Iwakuni, Yamaguchi (Kawanishi
Station). 0827 41 0506. iwakuni-art-museum.org.
9am-5pm daily, Dec-Feb until 4pm. ¥800, university
and high school students ¥500, junior high and primary
school students ¥200, FREE for younger children.

Suo-Oshima
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Enter the kingdom of jam

1

Sample a secret sweets recipe
at Kanbukuro

This sweet-shop has been running for 690 years and
uses a secret family recipe to make its famed kurumi
mochi. The chewy mouthfeel of soft mochi combined
with the subtle sweetness of the velvety bean paste
make this a particularly tasty treat. This is one of just
two items on the menu, with the alternative being a
mound of fluffy kakigori shaved ice served in a bowl with
the signature bean paste.
à1-2-1 Shinzaikecho-higashi, Sakai, Sakai, Osaka. 072 233 1218.
kanbukuro.co.jp/index.html. 10am-5pm, closed Tue & Wed.

Suo-Oshima is famous for its fresh fruit,
especially mikan (mandarin oranges), which is
made into an amazing jam at Setouchi Jam’s
Garden. The shelves at this fruit specialist are
lined with up to 30 varieties of fruit preserves and
you can sample most of them before purchase.
Flavours range from kabosu citrus and kiwi to
strawberry and apple. There’s even a small café
on-site, offering delicious sweet treats featuring the
shop’s original marmalades, jams and fresh fruit.

The city of Sakai has been famous for
crafting knives for over 600 years. At Jikko,
you will find an endless array of blades for
professional kitchens as well as home
cooking. The knives are of different shapes
and lengths, designed specifically for cutting
certain produce, whether they be for carving
root vegetables or slicing sashimi. The shop
can even personalise your blade by engraving
your initials.
à1-1-9 Nishikinocho-nishi, Sakai, Sakai, Osaka. jikko.
jp. 10am-6pm, Sat 10am-4pm, closed Sun & hols.
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Study up on Japanese crafts
at the Sakai City Traditional
Crafts Museum

This museum exhibits the history of products
such as knives, scissors, kelp, incense and
cotton goods that Sakai has been producing
for centuries. As an industrial city, Sakai is
famous for developing technology that improved
the quality of goods such as bicycles for other
markets around the world. Here, you can learn
about anything from the technique used to handdye yukata in the 17th century, to the Buddhist
uses for traditional senko (incense) sticks. Also,
don’t miss the dedicated Sakai Hamono (Knife)
Museum within the building.
à1-1-30 Zaimokucho-nishi, Sakai, Sakai, Osaka. 072 227
1001. sakaidensan.jp/en. 10am-5pm daily, closed yearend/New Year period. FREE.

à331-8 Hikuma, Suo-Oshimacho, Oshima-gun,
Yamaguchi. 0820 73 0002. jams-garden.com.
10am-5.30pm (Summer hols; Sat, Sun & hols between
Mar-Nov), 10am-5pm (Dec-Apr & Mon-Fri from Mar-Nov),
closed Wed & Thu (jam shop is open on Thu, café is closed).
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Unwind at the Hotel & Resort
Sunshine Sazanseto

The perfect beach getaway, this resort in SuoOshima comes complete with blue ocean views,
a white sandy beach, and plenty of swaying palm
trees. If you love being in water, you’ll be glad to
know that the hotel has indoor and outdoor pools
(open at different times of the year) as well as a hot
spring bath. On Saturday evenings in summer, don’t
miss the hula dance performances under the stars.
àHirano Katazoegahama, Suo-Oshimacho, Oshima-gun,
Yamaguchi. 0820 78 2121. sunshine-jp.com.

à Getting there: From Tokyo Station, it’s approximately five hours by shinkansen and
then a local train (transfer at Hiroshima Station) to Iwakuni Station. Suo-Oshima is about an
hour by car from Iwakuni; there are no trains on the island.
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Learn about tea and poetry at
the Sakai Plaza of Rikyu and Akiko

The Sakai Plaza of Rikyu and Akiko features
a museum each for Sen no Rikyu and Yosano
Akiko. Both are important figures of traditional
Japanese culture: Rikyu being the founder of the
Sen-ke school of sado (Japanese tea ceremony)
and credited for perfecting the wabicha style of
tea ceremony, while Yosano was a pioneer in the
fields of modern literature and social commentary,
among others. The museum exhibits Yosano’s
poetry as well as many cover designs for her books
by some of Japan’s most renowned painters of her
generation. Book a month in advance to experience
a tea ceremony and learn how to make matcha from
a tea master.
à2-1-1 Shukuincho-nishi, Sakai, Sakai, Osaka. 072 260
4386. sakai-rishonomori.com/en. 9am-6pm, closed 3rd
Tue of the month, year-end/New Year period.

Stock up your kitchen
at Jikko Cutlery

5

Visit Japan's latest Unesco World
Heritage Site, the Mozu-Furuichi
Kofun tombs

Sakai’s famous kofun tombs date back to the
5th century and are distinguished by the keyhole
shapes in which they are formed. The Daisenryo
Kofun, with a perimeter of approximately 2.8km,
is the largest tomb in Japan and the third largest
in the world. It is thought to be the burial place
of Emperor Nintoku and though the tomb itself
is covered in vegetation and off limits to visitors,
there is a bridge where you can get a clear view of
the site from across the moat. The bridge is a fiveminute walk from the Sakai City Museum, where
you can learn more about the history of the tombs.
à7 Daisencho, Sakai, Sakai, Osaka. kunaicho.go.jp/ryobo/
guide/016/index.html.

à Getting there:
Sakai is roughly three hours
and 20 minutes from Tokyo
Station by train. Take the
Tokaido-Sanyo Shinkansen
from Tokyo Station to
Shin-Osaka, then take two
transfers from Shin-Osaka
to Dobutsuen-Mae and
Dobutsuen-Mae to Sakai.

Why I love Sakai
When I was living in Osaka many years
ago as a young student, I discovered
the story of Sen no Rikyu, the great
Japanese tea master, whose artistic
influence remains strong to this day.
He was also a confidant of 16th century
warlord Toyotomi Hideyoshi. Sen no
Rikyu is from Osaka City’s neighbour
Sakai, which has an incredibly rich
history, and is a must-visit city for
those who wish to explore a wellspring
of Japanese aesthetics. I encourage
everyone who wants to learn more about
Sen no Rikyu (and Akiko Yosano) to visit
the Sakai Plaza of Rikyu and Akiko. You
can also celebrate Unesco’s
recent designation of
the Mozu-Furuichi Kofun
group of tombs, which
are mysterious and aweinspiring.
- Jason Hyland,
president of MGM
Resorts Japan
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SHIBUYA

HIP
HOPS

Good Beer
Faucets
KEISUKE TANIGAWA

Shibuya is arguably the
epicentre of Tokyo: whatever
you want to do, buy, eat or
drink, you’ll find it all here.
And let’s not forget the
rambunctious Halloween
costume walk, though the spirit
might be dampened a little this
year by the new ban on outdoor
drinking. Thankfully, the best
drinking in Shibuya takes place
indoors – so check out these
popular beer bars.

The best craft beer bars in Tokyo by neighbourhood.
By Rob Bright and Youka Nagase

Tokyo has over 400 bars, breweries and shops where craft beer
can be bought. While American brews helped kick-start the current
movement, the majority of craft beer on sale in Tokyo today is
domestic, with breweries such as Shiga Kogen (Nagano), Minoh
Beer (Osaka), Baird Beer (Shizuoka) and Yo-Ho Brewing (Nagano)
particularly popular. Foreign-owned breweries such as Be Easy
Brewing (Akita), Devilcraft (Tokyo) and Kyoto Brewing Company
(Kyoto) also produce American styles that might otherwise not
be available in Japan.

Time Out Tokyo October-December, 2019
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à Cross Roads Bldg, 1-29-1 Shoto,
Shibuya (Shibuya Station). 03 3770
5544. goodbeerfaucets.jp. Mon-Thu
4pm-12midnight, Fri 4pm-1am, Sat
3pm-12midnight, Sun 3pm-11pm.

à 5-17-13 Jingumae, Shibuya (Shibuya Station).
03 6450 5855. tinyurl.com/TOTsmokehouse.
11.30am-10pm (last orders), Sun & hols
11.30am-9pm.

Tokyo has one of the world’s fastest growing craft beer scenes. In fact,
several pockets of the city are becoming known for their plethora of
craft beer bars and brewpubs. This boom hasn’t come out of nowhere.
A growing enthusiasm for beer has long been bubbling under the
surface as aficionados seek new brews to try from new breweries.
An influx of imported beers, predominantly from the US, as well as
expats setting up bars and breweries in Japan have also helped fuel
the boom. Moreover, popular regular events such as the Keyaki Beer
Festival, Oedo Beer Festival, BeerFes and Brewers’ Cup have helped
raise the profile of craft beer in recent years, giving people the chance
to try a large variety of styles and flavours at reasonable prices.

Mikkeller Tokyo

ROMAN SHYSHAK/DREAMSTIME

This proliferation of great beer bars and breweries has made choosing
an area to drink in difficult, which is where we come in. Here are the
best craft beer bars in some of Tokyo’s most vibrant neighbourhoods.
Note that prices vary wildly across the city. Craft Beer Market, the
largest chain of craft beer bars in Tokyo, have some of the cheapest
prices with large beers at ¥780, although the average price for a
US pint (473ml) is around ¥1,000.

Smokehouse

Sometimes all you want is some
classic barbecue – and that’s what
Smokehouse offers. All the meat
at this casual Texan-style joint
is slow-cooked and generously
portioned, while most of the beers
on tap are from its parent company
T.Y. Harbor Brewery. There’s a
super hoppy IPA, an English-style
amber ale with citrusy aroma,
a caramelly imperial stout, a
monthly seasonal brew and more
besides. Can’t decide which brew
to try? A tasting set of four beers
costs ¥1,100.

Since opening in 2012,
Good Beer Faucets has
become the place to go
to for post-work brews.
It boasts one of Tokyo’s
best happy hours, with
large beers priced from
just ¥750, and its diverse
menu of snacks and
appetisers offers plenty of
accompaniments to one of
the largest tap lists in the
city. Expect over 40 beers
from Japan and overseas,
including a selection of
house brews like Smoke
Pump Stout, Yuzu Dream
and the tropical-tasting
Gyaru Blond golden ale.

The Aldgate

Danish brewery Mikkeller has opened and closed in Tokyo
more times than most places, largely due to bad luck.
However, its latest location – a slice of Scandi cool set in a twostorey, cheery yellow art deco house sandwiched amongst a
host of love hotels – is here to stay. It offers up to 20 domestic
and imported craft brews on tap, covering the entire taste
spectrum from fresh to bitter and sweet to sour. It’s a good
thing then that Mikkeller also organises a running club every
first Saturday of the month so you can burn off those beer
calories.

A Shibuya institution, The Aldgate does what most British
pubs in Tokyo fail to do – actually resemble a British pub.
That said, the tap list doesn’t resemble anything you’d see in
London due to its heavy leaning towards Japanese breweries
such as Yona Yona and Iwate Kura, on top of several overseas
beers and a cider. With classic pub grub – think cottage pie
and Cornish pasties – as well as televised football and rugby
and the impressive beer lineup, The Aldgate remains popular
with expats and Japanese drinkers alike.

à 2-19-11 Dogenzaka, Shibuya (Shibuya Station). 03 6427 0793. tinyurl.com/TOTmikkeller.
Mon-Thu 3pm–12.30am, Fri 3pm-1.30am, Sat 12noon-1.30pm, Sun 12noon-12.30am.

à Shin-Iwasaki Bldg 3F, 30-4 Udagawacho, Shibuya (Shibuya Station). the-aldgate.com.
6pm-2am, Sat, Sun & hols 5pm-2am.
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Himalaya Table

Curry and beer are a perfect match and
nowhere does it better than Himalaya
Table. With ten domestic beers on
tap, this welcoming restaurant prides
itself on pairing Japanese craft beer
with a variety of dishes from Nepal.
The fried cheese samosa goes down
perfectly with an ice-cold lager while
the excellent momo (Tibetan steamed
dumplings) are lovely with the citrusy
American pale ale.

Kanda is bustling come
nighttime, with salarymen
filling the many izakaya that
line the arches under the train
tracks. However, few people
know that this office-worker
haunt is also home to some
of Tokyo’s best and cheapest
craft beer bars, with ten located
within five minutes’ walk
from the JR and Tokyo
Metro stations.

à 2F, 3-5-5 Uchikanda, Chiyoda (Kanda Station). 03 3525
4110. himalaya-table.info. 5pm-11pm, Sat 3pm-11pm,
closed Sun & hols.

Yona Yona Beer Works

Yoho Brewing is one of Japan’s most popular craft beer
brands and its eye-catching cans are widely available at local
supermarkets. This dining bar in Kanda offers ten of its signature
award-winning ales on tap, including the flagship Yona Yona
Ale and the smoky, malty, creamy Tokyo Black Porter. The food
menu is designed to complement beer; the sausages (12 types in
total), whole roasted chicken and grilled pork chops are perennial
crowd favourites. Feeling overwhelmed by the extensive food
menu? You can’t go wrong with the recommendations on the food
pairing chart.
à 1-24-6 Kanda Sudacho, Chiyoda (Kanda Station). 03 5289 4747. yonayonabeerworks.com/
shop/kanda. 4pm-11.30pm (last orders 10.30pm), Sat, Sun & hols 11.30am-11pm (10pm).

Watering Hole

KISA TOYOSHIMA

What the staff at Watering Hole don’t
know about beer is probably not worth
knowing. The brainchild of Fujiwarasan, the first Japanese person to win
an award for homebrewing in the
US, Watering Hole offers around
21 labels of imported and domestic
draught craft beers, from IPAs and
sours to ciders and Belgian styles. A
lively haunt with colourful brewery
paraphernalia covering the walls,
it hosts events throughout the year
to help customers get to know their
draught from their cask, their barley
from their hops, and their porters
from their stouts.

Karakuri Craft
Beer & Oden & Sake
This basement pub serves the rare
combo of craft beer and oden (various
ingredients simmered in broth).
Opened just a year ago, Karakuri draws
a loyal clientele with its friendly staff
and delicious, well-priced comfort
food, with the popular daikon dish
costing only ¥250. Order a beer flight
and try three of the seven American
and Japanese craft beers on tap, or get
the kombucha for a healthy alternative.
Although Karukuri is known for its
oden, the tempura dishes here are
particularly inventive, featuring
unusual ingredients like cream cheese
and sweet corn.

à Mori Bldg 1F, 3-35-3 Shinjuku (Shinjuku Station).
03 3226 0566. 3pm-11.30pm daily.

Vector Beer

Originally a single store on the east side
of Shinjuku, Vector has grown to six
bars and a brewery. This outlet, which
has a lovely terrace, is famed for being
one of the cheapest joints for craft beer
in Shinjuku. It has a good mix of ten
in-house and domestic beers covering
a variety of styles including weizens,
stouts, IPAs and fruit beers. A glass will
only set you back ¥450, a pint ¥750 and
a tasting set of three beers is ¥1,000 –
or drink all you can for ¥3,000, which
includes everything from beer to
cocktails and sparkling wine.
à Shinjuku Hotel Park Inn 1F, 1-36-5 Shinjuku, Shinjuku
(Shinjuku Gyoenmae Station). 03 6380 0742. lina-brand.
com/vectorbeerfactory-shinjyuku. Mon-Sat & hol eve
5pm-12midnight (food last orders 11pm, drinks 11.30pm),
Sun & hols 3pm-11pm (food 10pm, drinks 10.30pm).

à 103, 5-26-5 Sendagaya, Shibuya (Yoyogi, Shinjuku
stations). 03 6380 6115. wateringhole.jp. 3pm-11.30pm
daily.

DevilCraft Kanda

The original branch of the DevilCraft chain may
not be the biggest in its stable, or have the widest
range of beers, but the friendly, jovial atmosphere
can’t be beaten. You’re bound to sit next to someone
with a story to tell over a beer and a Chicago-style
deep-dish pizza. DevilCraft brews its own beers and
always has 14 options on tap – expect IPAs, pilsners,
sours and a range of guest beers.

KISA TOYOSHIMA

à Yakou Bldg B1F, 3-7 Kanda Kajicho, Chiyoda (Kanda,
Ogawamachi stations). 03 6260 8185. karakuri-kanda.
owst.jp. Mon & Thu 5pm-12midnight, Tue, Wed, Fri
3pm-12midnight, Sat 3pm-11pm, Sun & hols 3pm-11pm.
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The world’s busiest train
station, Shinjuku sees around
3.5 million commuters passing
through it every day, and
accordingly the surrounding
area sports the highest
concentration of craft beer bars
in Tokyo. Shinjuku is both the
hi-tech, futuristic Tokyo of the
global popular imagination –
high-rise buildings that poke
through the clouds on a rainy
day – and the quiet, older Tokyo
that offers residents a nostalgic
reminder of how the city used
to be. It’s perfect for sightseeing
and shopping, and then
relaxing over a couple of beers
after a long day of walking.

Tap Stand Craft Beer

Tucked behind one of Shinjuku Station’s
many exits, Tap Stand Craft Beer is easy
to miss, which would be a shame because
its wide range of imported craft beer and
great pizza makes it the perfect post-work
haunt. While there are 20-plus imported
and domestic beers on tap, Tap Stand is
particularly skilled at finding lesser known
and boutique breweries new to Tokyo.
The bar is non-smoking, has a partly
bilingual menu, and imposes a ¥300 table
charge per person.
KEISUKE TANIGAWA

KANDA
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à 4-2-3 Nihonbashi-Muromachi, Chuo (Kanda, Shin-Nihombashi stations).
03 6265 1779. en.devilcraft.jp/kanda. 5pm-11pm, Sat 3pm-11pm,
Sun & hols 3pm-10pm.

YYG Brewery

YYG Brewery, aka Yoyogi Brewery, was the first brewpub to open in the
Shinjuku area – and remains one of the best. All the beers at the first floor
brewpub are produced right behind the bar, though it’s the spacious
al fresco terrace that catches the eye in this crowded city. The seventh
floor is a more formal affair, with a sit-down dinner service, yet is every
bit as inviting. For hyperlocal vibes, don’t miss the Shinjuku Pale Ale, a
refreshing beer with citrus and caramel flavours, or the Yoyogi Amber Ale,
with its nice malty flavour and tropical notes.
à 1F & 7F, 2-18-3 Yoyogi, Shibuya (Shinjuku Station). 03 6276 5550. tinyurl.com/TOTyyg. Tue-Fri
5pm-11.30pm, Sat 12noon-11.30pm, Sun & hols 12noon-10pm, closed Mon.
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Craft Beer
iBrew Shinbashi

BOTTLE SHOPS
Aji no Machidaya

Swan Lake
Igarashi Tei Ginza
Sitting on the eastern side of
Shinbashi is one of Swan Lake’s
taprooms. With more than 20 years
of history, the gold-medal winning,
Niigata-based Swan Lake brewery
is known for using pure underflow
water from the Agano River in
Echigo. Try the Koshihikari Beer,
which is a lager made from the
eponymous rice, and the Amber
Swan Ale if you love strong hoppy
bitterness and caramel notes.

Shinshu Osake Mura

One of the cheapest places to drink craft beer in all of Japan
(from just ¥267), let alone Tokyo, this often-packed bottle
shop and bar hybrid offers a slice of Nagano in Shinbashi.
Only products from the prefecture are sold here, which
includes craft beer from breweries such as Yoho Brewing,
Reijin Shuzo Brewery and Tamamura Honten, as well as
sake, wine and other regional delicacies.
à 1F, Shinbashi Ekimae Bldg 1, 2-20-15, Shinbashi, Minato (Shimbashi Station). 03 3572 5488.
nagano-sake.com/vil/index.php. 11am-9.30pm, Sat 11am-6.30pm, closed Sun, hols, 2rd & 3rd Sat.

Imadeya Ginza

KISA TOYOSHIMA

Pump Craft Beer Bar

Located towards Mejiro, Pump Craft Beer Bar
offers a casual, no-frills environment with
a range of domestic and imported (mostly
American) craft beers that rivals some of
Tokyo’s best-known bars. There are up to 15
beers on tap, from weizens to IPAs to sour ales
– definitely get the lightly spiced, bergamot
tea-infused Earl Grey ale from Toyama-based
Johana Beer brewery if it’s available. There are
three sizes to choose from: half pint, regular
(350ml) and full US pint (473ml).
à 101, 3-8-3 Minami-Ikebukuro, Toshima (Ikebukuro Station). 03
5927 9733. fb.com/PUMPcraftbeerbar. Sun-Thu 3pm-11.30pm, Fri &
Sat 3pm-12.30am, closed Mon.

Vivo! Beer + Dining Bar

With around 20 domestic and imported brews on tap, there is something for everyone at
Ikebukuro’s oldest craft beer joint – from porters to IPAs to Belgian whites and even fruit
beers. The food menu at this low-key establishment leans heavily towards Europe, so expect
pasta, pizza, sausages, plus your usual fried snacks.

IKEBUKURO
Not all of the craft beer
action is happening down
south – Ikebukuro is also
trying to muscle in with a
busy hub of opportunities for
entertainment, shopping and
dining. Ikebukuro is seen as the
gateway to the northern parts
of Tokyo and further afield to
Saitama. It rivals Akihabara
for both electronics and otaku
(geeky) hobbies, although it’s
more female-friendly.

A 10-minute walk from
Shibuya Station, this jack-ofall-trades outlet with its flashy
red entrance offers a wide
range of liquors and spirits,
especially whiskies from
internationally renowned
distilleries as well as the store’s
own house label. There’s also
a comprehensive selection
of wines, which are kept at
optimum temperatures. Also,
don’t look past Shinanoya’s
superb selection of cheeses not
commonly found at run-ofthe-mill grocers.
àKotobuki Dogenzaka Bldg 1F, 1-19-11
Dogenzaka, Shibuya (Shibuya Station).
shinanoya.co.jp/shop/dougenzaka.html.
12noon-11pm, Sun & hols 1pm-8pm.

à1-49-12 Kamitakada, Nakano (Araiyakushi-Mae Station).
03 3389 4551. ajinomachidaya.jp. 10am-6.30pm, closed Tue.

KISA TOYOSHIMA

à 7-16-21 Ginza, Chuo (Higashi-Ginza Station). 03
5148 2333. swanlake.co.jp/main/kura_rin_ginza_
info.htm. 11.30am-2pm, 5pm-11pm, closed Sat, Sun
& hols.

Shinanoya

Hidden deep in Nakano, this bottle
shop has been in business for over
60 years. It started out as a food store
but the shelves are now stocked with
a dizzying variety of Japanese sake.
Since the manager has a passion for
camping and enjoying sake on-the-go,
over 120 kinds of single-serve cup sake
dominate the shelves. These iconic
mini sake (180ml) feature imaginative
label designs and are priced affordably,
between ¥300 and ¥500, making
them perfect as souvenirs. Don’t
forget to browse the snack selection
– the smoked pickled radish is a treat
with cream cheese, and makes for a
phenomenal pairing for any sake or
wine you find in-store.

Whether it’s sake, shochu, beer, spirits or wine (domestic or
imported) you’re after, this elegant bottle shop in Ginza Six fits
the bill. You’ll be spoilt for choice: Imadeya Ginza carries between
400 and 500 types of sake, plus up to 500 varieties of other liquors.
It’s also one of the best places in Tokyo for tracking down rare,
boutique booze. Think shochu aged for 11 years, with a taste
that errs on the side of whisky; vodka made from rice; sparkling
sake; and gin from Hiroshima infused with Japanese cypress,
local oyster shells and cherry blossoms. The neatly organised
refrigerators and shelves have English labels, and knowledgeable
English-speaking staff are on hand to assist you.
àGinza Six B2F, 6-10-1 Ginza, Chuo (Ginza, Higashi Ginza stations). imadeya.co.jp.
10.30am-8.30pm daily.

KEISUKE TANIGAWA

à 1F, Shinbashi Ekimae Bldg 1, 2-20-15 Shinbashi,
Minato (Shimbashi Station). 03 3573 2777.
fb.com/ibrewshinbashi. 1pm-11.30pm daily.

KISA TOYOSHIMA

To many, Shinbashi has the
image of a business district with
inebriated patrons stumbling in
and out of small bars. However,
as Shimbashi Station undergoes
a rapid expansion over the next
few years, and new office blocks
and commercial buildings
appear around Shiodome and
the aforementioned station,
the neighbourhood has seen
a diverse influx of new bars.
It’s shaping up to be one of the
cheapest places to drink craft
beer in Tokyo.

Part of the Craft Beer iBrew chain,
this is one of the cheapest places
to drink craft beer in Tokyo, with
half-pint pours costing just ¥390
and a full pint at ¥690. There are
up to 30 mostly, if not exclusively,
domestic breweries and styles on
tap – but don’t expect too much in
terms of ambience. This is a rustic,
pub-like space, the kind that attracts
salarymen looking for no-frills
afterwork drinks, and therein lies
the charm – it feels very local.

KEISUKE TANIGAWA

SHINBASHI
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Liquor Mountain Ginza 777

The Ginza outlet of Liquor Mountain, which has over 180
locations throughout Japan, certainly lives up to its name with
an impressive selection of Japanese and international whiskies.
Around 800 types of whisky are stocked here, including the rare
and elusive Hibiki, which usually sells out moments after it hits
the shelves each month. Having so many options can be a little
overwhelming, so consult the in-house certified whisky experts
and ask for a tasting before you decide – most bottles in stock can
be sampled from just ¥100. Youka Nagase
à7-7-7 Ginza, Chuo (Ginza Station). 03 6255 1515. likaman.co.jp/en/shop/tokyo/chuo-ku/8466.
html. 11am-4am, Sat 11am-10pm, Sun & hols 11am-8pm.

à Shichifuku Bldg B1F, 1-20-5, Higashi-Ikebukuro, Toshima (Ikebukuro Station). 03 3987 1588. vivo-beer.com. Mon-Fri 5pm-12.30am,
Sat & Sun 3pm-12.30am.
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OSOZAKURA
KIYOSUMI SHIRAKAWA FUJIMARU WINERY

Your journey through the backstreets of Kiyosumi-Shirakawa will be aptly
rewarded with some time spent at the off-the-beaten-track Fujimaru Winery.
Opened in 2015, the venue is an urban winery – they brew their red, white, rosé and
sparkling in the level below the restaurant.
At what looks like an apartment building, ascend the exterior staircase to the
second level, where you’ll find an industrial-chic space comprising two rooms
separated by a raised open kitchen. It’s a unique layout that makes the venue feel
both open yet intimate. The front room is for diners after more substantial bistrostyle meals; the second is sort of a tasting room for those looking to just drink wine
and nibble on casual bites such as cheese and cured meats.
Fujimaru’s extensive wine list covers both house brews and around 200 wines
by the bottle from around the world (ten options are available by the glass). On any
given day, you can expect six or seven varieties of house wine, served by the bottle
or fresh from the barrel. Look out for the Okuru Sky Sparkling, a pink-tinged,
skin-contact effervescent wine with fine bubbles and crisp apple notes; and the
naturally fermented Farmer’s Merlot, a well-rounded red with hints of cacao, dark
cherry and blood orange.

Decanting
Japan

Where to sample Japanese wines in Tokyo.
By Jessica Thompson

WHAT DO YAMANASHI , Nagano, Hokkaido, Yamagata and Niigata have in common?
They’re all Japan’s preeminent producers of wine. Yes, wine. Although eclipsed by
more renowned Japanese beverages like sake, whisky and beer, the domestic wine
industry has been growing steadily. Grapes have been cultivated in Japan since the
8th century, but it wasn’t until the 1870s that they were turned into wine when the
first winery was set up in Japan. About a hundred years later, production started
to take off as Japanese winemakers went to study in Europe and brought back the
technical know-how to improve local grape breeds and vinification methods.
Keep a lookout for Japan’s indigenous koshu grape, which has been garnering
attention both domestically and internationally for its crispness, acidity and
delicate taste. Another popular Japanese varietal is the red grape Muscat Bailey A;
it typically creates light and fruity wines that are low in tannins and acidity.
For more traditional drops, there’s plenty of merlot, pinot noir and chardonnay
to be found. And if you’re a fan of natural and biodynamic wines, you’ll be pleased
to know there’s a number of wineries producing these wild and wonderful brews,
like Grape Republic in Yamagata, Fattoria Al Fiore in Miyagi and Sapporo Fujino
Winery. Here are some of our favourite wine bars in Tokyo to sample quality
Japanese vino.
Time Out Tokyo October-December, 2019
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Meaning ‘bright’ or ‘sun-bathed’ in Japanese,
Sansan does indeed have a distinct sunniness
to it: partly from the bright, well-lit room and
blonde-timber décor, and partly from the
warm demeanour of owner Yuko Enomoto.
The cosy wine bar, which seats just eight along
its counter, is tucked into the back streets of
Tomigaya, a few minutes’ walk from YoyogiHachiman Station.
Yuko opened Sansan in 2011 to create a
space where people could just drop in on
the way home from work and enjoy a casual
glass of wine or two along with some comfort
food. There’s a regularly changing selection
of domestic wines, ranging from the fresh,
vibrant palate Japanese wines are known for,
to richer, meatier drops. We love anything
from the Okunota Winery, especially its
golden and fruity Hanamizuki Blanc, as well
as Takeda Winery’s light and refreshing Sans
Soufre Sparkling. Wines start around ¥700
a glass.
Dishes, all prepared by Yuko herself, range
from ¥500 to ¥1,500 and include snacks like
bruschetta, locally made cheese and a kiwi
and avocado salad.
à 1-2-1 Uehara, Shibuya (Yoyogi-Koen, Yoyogi-Hachiman stations).
03 6407 0333. instagram.com/3sunjp. Tue-Fri 6pm-11pm, Sat
12noon-6pm, closed Sun & Mon.

à 2-5-3 Miyoshi, Koto (Kiyosumi-Shirakawa Station). 03 3641 7115. papilles.net/shop_restaurants. Wed-Sun
11.30am-2pm, 5pm-11pm (last orders 9.30pm), tasting room 1pm-11pm (9.30pm), closed Mon, Tue & hols (if Mon is hols,
closed next Wed).

à S Bldg 1F, 4-4-12 Nishi-Azabu, Minato (Hiroo Station). 03 6427
5090. osozakura.jp. 12pm-8pm, closed Mon.

SANPINE

Located in the hip Yoyogi-Uehara neighbourhood, Aelu is a Japanese-French
bistro that is perfect for a casual glass of wine, but the setting is lovely enough for
a special-occasion dinner. The interior is homely and rustic but in a modern and
stylish way – concrete floor, exposed ceiling, windowsills dotted with vases of dried
flowers, and a record player that sits in the corner of the dining room playing jazz
and soul.
The wines are all natural, from both local and international makers, and are
curated to match the creative food menu. Each day, there are seven to ten wine
options by the glass starting from ¥900, and around ten varieties by the bottle
starting at ¥5,000. The menu is filled with French-Japanese dishes that celebrate
seasonal local produce, which are served on ceramic wares from the adjoining
pottery gallery. Sit inside, or enjoy your wine al fresco on the open-air terrace.

This charming little bar offers something
surprisingly rather uncommon in the city – all
the alcohol comes from Japan. You can expect
everything from sparkling rosé from Kyoto to
chardonnay from Oita, gin from Gifu and rum
from Okinawa.
The wine list by the glass includes three
reds, three whites and one rosé, with options
changing daily. By the bottle, there’s 20 to
30 varieties. If you’re looking for something
to nibble on, Sanpine specialises in oden,
a traditional Japanese-style stew, but
also serves a range of snacks like cheeses,
karasumi (cured cod roe), sausages, caviar
and potato salad – all using domestic
ingredients, of course.
Sanpine is just a five-minute walk from
Ebisu Station; look for a sign with a tipsy
polar bear and penguin, characters you may
empathise with on leaving.

à Nishihara Bldg 1F, 3-12-14, Nishihara, Shibuya (Yoyogi-Uehara Station). 03 5738 8068. aelu.jp. Tue-Sat 11.30am-3pm
(last orders 2pm), Mon-Fri 6pm-12midnight (11pm), closed Sun.

à 1-22-23 Ebisu, Shibuya (Ebisu Station). 03 6886 9437.
sanpine.tokyo. 5pm-12midnight, Sat 5pm-11.30pm, closed Sun.

KISA TOYOSHIMA

KEISUKE TANIGAWA

SANSAN

Tucked into a quiet street at the affluent
Nishi-Azabu area, Osozakura – part
liquor store, part wine bar – was created to
promote Japanese wine. The store’s interior
charmingly blends modern Japanese design
touches like muted earth tones and timber
and bamboo fixtures with homely traditional
elements like daruma dolls, maneki-neko
lucky cats and ukiyo-e paintings.
Take a seat around the horseshoe bar and
choose from 15 sommelier-selected wines to
drink by the glass, or more than 350 to drink
by the bottle. An overwhelming 95 percent
of the wine selection here is domestically
produced. The tasting set is the best way
to sample a few different varieties, priced
at ¥1,500 for three glasses. If you’re buying
a bottle as a gift, you can choose to have it
wrapped in artisan-made furoshiki (wrapping
cloth) for an extra-special, authentic
Japanese touch.

AELU
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Juniper
ascending

HINATA

By highlighting uniquely Japanese botanicals, the country’s
distilleries are putting themselves at the forefront of the gin
craze around the world. Here are our favourite bottles.
By Jessica Thompson and Lim Chee Wah
IN RECENT YEARS , Japanese whisky has garnered an almost cult-like status

amongst connoisseurs. So much so, in fact, that its stock is depleting at an alarming
rate. And now, the country is applying its meticulous know-how in distilling to ginmaking, and gin lovers around the world couldn’t be happier.
There are several reasons why Japan is naturally gifted when it comes to making
gin. Firstly, there’s the foundation. Gin may be a new foray for many of the longestablished distilleries in Japan, but it’s often made from a base spirit that the
distillery has perfected through generations. The high-quality rice or sweet potato
shochu often produces a gentler gin that has a beautifully soft mouthfeel.
Next, there’s the botanicals. Though juniper is the dominant
component, gin is open to wide interpretations when it comes to
the inclusion of other ingredients. Japan has a bounty of unique
produce that have cemented themselves in the world’s collective
palate – think yuzu, green tea and sansho pepper – and these
help create gins that are immediately familiar yet still
distinctly Japanese.
These days, we’re
also seeing artisanal
Japanese gins
breaking new ground
by championing
unusual, but still
native, ingredients
such as umbrella pine,
kombu (seaweed)
and shiitake
mushrooms,
thus creating
new types of
gin unlike
anything
you’ve tasted.

A global success story and probably Japan’s best-known gin,
Roku, which means ‘six’ in Japanese, is named after the spirit’s six
botanicals: sakura flower and leaf, green tea, gyokuro (premium
green tea), sansho pepper and yuzu peel. These quintessential
Japanese flavours are also showcased prominently on the hexagonal
bottle design.
It’s a beautifully aromatic and harmonious gin, perfect for those
who prefer a more subdued juniper flavour. The initial sweet, floral
aroma is a crowd-pleaser, which is then rounded off with a crisp spicycitrusy finish – but it’s the smooth, buttery texture that will have you
continue sipping.

à komasagin.com

KOZUE

Transport yourself to Hokkaido with a nip of Benizakura Distillery’s 9148 gin. Its bounty
of local botanicals includes kombu, shiitake mushroom and dried daikon, which imbue
the flavour with a distinct umami quality, balanced by the strong presence of juniper.
There’s a total of 15 to 20 botanicals, with other interesting local additions including
horseradish, lavender, red shiso and soba (buckwheat). Benizakura doesn’t stick to just
one recipe, but rather releases small batches of around 500 bottles, with each displaying
the recipe number to which it belongs. These releases are tweaked to match the seasons; for
example, spring’s batch 3892 used sakura petals collected from the distillery’s grounds.
The name is a homage to George Orwell’s seminal ‘1984’, but, conversely, was also
chosen to express support for freedom of thought and ideas in society, which are reflected
in this unconventional, free-spirited approach.
à hlwhisky.co.jp

à nakano-group.co.jp
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ROKU GIN

à kyo-ya.com/enjoy

For those of you who like your
gin on the woody, earthy side
of things – or are simply up
for trying something new –
Kozue could be the one for
you. Nakano BC in Wakayama
prefecture, which has expertise
in producing sake and umeshu
(plum liquor), has selected
koyamaki (Japanese umbrella
pine) as Kozue’s predominant
aromatic informant, making
it the first gin to use these
endemic pine needles as a
botanical. Added to this are the
pepper pungency of sansho,
bursts of berries, mandarin
and lemon peels, and juniper
berries. The juniper aroma is
somewhat muted by the pine
needles, meaning this is not a
traditional dry gin. From start
to finish, Kozue drives a green,
forest-fresh agenda, with
subtle hints of citrus, mint and
spice in between.

BENIZAKURA 9148
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KOMASA GIN HOJICHA

A highly regarded Kagoshima shochu
producer since 1883, Komasa Jyozo’s first
foray into craft gin last year produced a bright,
citrus-centric spirit featuring the world’s
smallest mandarin, the Sakurajima komikan,
grown on the eponymous volcanic island. Its
second gin, created from a base of rice shochu,
champions another quintessential Japanese
ingredient – hojicha, or roasted green tea – and
it is sensational.
While tea is a common botanical in Japanese
gin, roasted green tea is an ingenious twist, as
the heating process eliminates the caffeine
bitterness to create a tea that’s deeply
aromatic, more mellow and less astringent.
This is a perfect foil for the sharp juniper
berries while the addition of Japanese cypress
enhances the forest aroma of hojicha. Add a
little bit of tonic water to really open up the
warm, uniquely Japanese bouquet.

Kyoya Distillery has captured the
sunniness of Miyazaki prefecture
(in Kyushu, the most southwesterly
of Japan’s four main islands)
with a warm, citrus-forward
arrangement of botanicals: local
hyuganatsu (a citrus that’s like
a cross between a grapefruit
and lemon), the lime-like fruit
hebesu, and golden kumquats.
Kyushu is traditionally known
for its shochu and Kyoya
Distillery is, in fact, a revered
shochu producer founded in
1834. For Hinata, the company
naturally uses shochu as the base
spirit, with botanicals added for
the second distillation.
On the nose, you’ll notice the
refreshing character of juniper. The
gin is softly aromatic, with warmth
coming not just from the citrus but
from cardamom and camomile as
well. The finish, on the other hand,
is a gentle spicy twist derived from
a varied mix of other botanicals
including fennel, black sesame,
cedar, ginger and cinnamon. Skip the
tonic and add a splash of soda water to
appreciate the full, delicate spectrum of
this alluring gin.

à rokugin.suntory.com

KI NO BI

This dry spirit from a dedicated gin distillery in
Kyoto is arguably the first Japanese gin to get the
world’s attention, with lots of hype surrounding
its launch back in 2016. The flagship Ki No Bi
is made using the famous water from the sakebrewing district of Fushimi and is built on a base of
rice spirit. The 11 featured botanicals are divided
into six categories – base, citrus, tea, herbal, spice
and floral – with each distilled separately before
blending. So while the zesty yuzu dominates,
you’ll still get a sense of the other ingredients
in this perfectly balanced bottle: there’s an
underscore of gyokuro tea and spicy sansho
pepper, followed by a warm ginger finish.
Since then, The Kyoto Distillery has been taking
inspiration from the tradition and heritage of
Japan when creating various expressions of dry
gin, including the Old Tom-style gin Ki No Tou
that’s sweetened with Okinawan black sugar.
à kyotodistillery.jp
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SINGLE O

This Sydney transplant has been in the coffee business since 2003
before deciding to set up an outpost in Tokyo’s sumo heartland,
Ryogoku, in 2014 on the cusp of the coffee boom in Japan. Single O
prides itself on securing ethically-sourced coffee, which it roasts three
times a week from Tuesday to Thursday. The tasting bar, however, is
only open Saturday to Monday, meaning it only serves coffee on those
days. The warehouse-like space is all about keeping it real, with the
aforementioned bar and few seats scattered amongst sacks of coffee.
Single O’s roasting style is very measured; it’s always about
highlighting the beans’ natural flavours. The vibrant Reservoir house
blend of Costa Rican and Ethiopian beans is a winner, producing an
acidic brew that’s bright with citrus notes. The packaging for the 1kg
bags is just as interesting – it’s used to showcase works by local artists,
and its design changes every three months. Used bags brought back
by customers are recycled into trendy little pouches and sold online.
If you’re looking to delve deeper into coffee, watch out for Single O’s
monthly cupping events, which are also available in English.
à 1F, 2-23-2 Kamezawa, Sumida (Ryogoku Station). 03 6240 4455. singleo.jp. Mon 8am-4pm (10am-6pm
if hol), Sat & Sun 10am-6pm.

SWITCH COFFEE TOKYO

LITTLE DARLING COFFEE ROASTERS

The caffeine
dealers

Tokyo has an impressive number of
independent, small-batch coffee roasters
who pride themselves on quality over
quantity, says Kaila Imada
Time Out Tokyo October-December, 2019

à 1-12-32 Minamiaoyama, Minato (Nogizaka, Aoyama-Itchome stations). 03 6438 9844. tinyurl.com/
TOTlittledarling. 8am-8pm, Sat & Sun 10am-7pm.
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SWITCH: KEISUKE TANIGAWA; ALL ELSE: KISA TOYOSHIMA

There’s a bright and sunny demeanour to Little Darling Coffee
Roasters and it feels like you’ve been transported to California. This
spacious café and roastery is part of the Share Green Minami Aoyama
retail and event space, whose beautiful grounds feature repurposed
warehouses and a manicured lawn adorned with lush greenery
courtesy of the neighbouring florist and nursery, Solso Park.
Head barista Naoya Akagawa, who was a Coffee Fest Latte Art
World Championship Open finalist, handpicks five beans and roasts
them on-site two to three times a week, after which they are packaged
into 100g and 200g bags. The house blend, with the twee name ‘My
Bestfriend’s Crush’, is a medium to dark roast of beans from Brazil,
Ethiopia, Laos and Colombia. If you’re drinking in, you can choose
your preferred brewing method, whether it’s American press or filter.
For snacks, the Chinese-inspired bao sandwiches with a variety of
fillings are a crowd-pleaser; otherwise, there’s also coffee soft-serve
and pastries (including a selection from Beaver Bread in Nihonbashi).

Six-year-old Switch Coffee has expanded with a second location
in Yoyogi-Hachiman but all the roasting is still done at its original
Meguro outlet. Beans are sourced from farmers in Honduras, Kenya
and the like while roasting is done about four times a week to turn out
approximately five single-origin roasts and a seasonal espresso blend
(on our visit, it was a full-bodied Brazil and El Salvador mix).
The setup is rather basic with not much seating except for a bench
outside, and that’s because the owners believe that with the right
beans, home-brewed coffee can be just as good. In fact, Switch’s
single-origin beans are made especially for the home, and the staff are
more than happy to provide brewing tips and guidance.
If you’re looking to drink on the spot, the straightforward menu
makes it easy to choose among five hot and cold beverages: drip coffee,
latte, cappuccino and two specials, an espresso tonic and a coffeespirit mix, which is usually iced coffee with rum in summer and a
warm latte spiked with rum during the cooler months. Switch also
offers a coffee bean subscription, so if you’re living in Japan, you can
get a bag of the featured beans delivered to your door for just ¥2,800
a month.
à 1-17-23 Meguro, Meguro (Meguro Station). 03 6420 3633. switchcoffeetokyo.com. 10am-7pm daily.
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COFFEE WRIGHTS

Out of Coffee Wrights’ four Tokyo locations – including
Sangenjaya, Omotesando and Shibaura – the main
roastery and café at Kuramae is the most unassuming of
the lot. While it may not look as polished as its sister outlets
on first impression, the factory-like ground floor space has
a very pragmatic setup that puts the focus squarely on the
roasting process. Here the beans are roasted every two to
three days, resulting in an ever-changing selection of six
single-origin roasts and a Brazilian decaf, which carries
toasty, caramelly notes reminiscent of almonds and
dark chocolate.
The second floor space, however, is a different story.
While downstairs is all business, the upstairs café is about
enjoying the fruit of the roast. All decked out in wood
finishing, its minimalist cool vibe is made for lingering
over coffee, pastries (we love the seasonal mango tart
in summer) and free wi-fi. Aside from freshly roasted
beans, brewing paraphernalia and single-use filter coffee
emblazoned with witty catchphrases (‘I can’t espresso
my feeling’), Coffee Wrights also produces its own
merchandise including t-shirts and canvas totes.

TORIBA COFFEE

The commercial hub of Ginza may be the last place you’d expect to find
a local and independent coffee roaster, but Toriba Coffee is just that. A
gorgeous golden-hued space of high ceilings and shiny chrome fixtures,
this boutique coffee specialist makes a wonderful pitstop for freshly
roasted beans as well as a caffeine boost at the tasting bar.
The roasting process happens on the second floor – just ask the staff and
they’ll take you upstairs for a look – and the beans then get transported
down via a dumbwaiter. Toriba offers five signature blends using a variety
of beans from across the coffee-producing world, plus one single-origin
Kona coffee that’s harvested from its very own plantation in Hawaii. The
roasts are just as varied, with options from light to medium, dark and even
acidic, and there’s merchandise too, including coffee-flavoured awamori
(Okinawan rice liquor).
At the ground-floor tasting bar, the daily coffee features two of the
six house blends. Unbeknownst to the throngs of shoppers here, it also
offers takeaway coffee from just ¥100 (roast of the day or single espresso)
between 2pm to 7pm, an anomaly in this expensive neighbourhood.
Otherwise, a cappuccino will only set you back ¥300. Psst… there’s
another bar up on the fourth floor serving cocktails using Toriba’s coffee
– you can also sit here between 2pm and 6pm on weekends and just enjoy
the coffee from the tasting bar.

à 4-20-2 Kuramae, Taito (Kuramae Station). 03 3863 3320. coffee-wrights.jp.
10am-6pm, closed Mon & Tue.

à Brown Place 1F, 7-8-13 Ginza, Chuo (Ginza Station). 03 6274 6611. tinyurl.com/TOTtoriba. 11am-9pm,
Sat, Sun & hols 11am-7pm.

HEART’S LIGHT COFFEE

à Hills Shibuya 1F, 13-13 Shinsencho, Shibuya (Shinsen, Shibuya stations).
03 6416 3138. heartslightcoffee.com. 9am-9pm, Sat 12noon-7pm, closed Sun.
Time Out Tokyo October-December, 2019
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Hidden down the backstreets of Ebisu, this
charming space is everything you hope for
from a quaint little neighbourhood coffee
shop. It’s reassuringly homely, set in a
remodelled house whose entrance is almost
entirely covered up by lush leafy plants. It’s
the perfect place to stay idle over coffee and
cake (the gorgonzola cheesecake is a winner),
but make sure to check out the second-floor
gallery for its selection of handbags, jewellery
and ceramics by local designers.
Drip Bar started out as a retail shop in
Aoyama with a small coffee counter before
moving to its current Ebisu hideout to focus
on the beans. The four-man team deals
directly with farmers mostly in Africa and
South America, while the roasting happens
weekly at another location near Kichijoji,
which sells beans but doesn’t serve coffee. So
this offshoot café offers a better experience,
as you can drink in and also buy beans from as
little as 30g.
With a focus on single-origin varieties,
Drip Bar roasts its beans in small batches to
maintain greater control over quality while
minimising waste. Each cup of coffee is handdripped to order, using exclusive drippers
made to fit just 15g of ground coffee at a time.
The dual-language menu is straightforward,
with six bean options organised from the
lightest to the darkest roast.
à 3-2-7 Ebisuminami, Shibuya (Ebisu, Daikanyama stations).
03 5708 5043. pencilandpaper.jp. 10am-7pm, closed Mon.

TORIBA COFFEE: KISA TOYOSHIMA; ALL ELSE: KEISUKE TANIGAWA

Located in a quiet corner of Shibuya, Heart’s Light
Coffee found a home in a clean, modern space and
suffused it with great music courtesy of an extensive
vinyl collection. The copper-plated roaster is
particularly eye-catching; it comes from Turkey and is
one of a kind in Japan. While the shop roasts its beans
roughly four times a week, it also lends out the roaster
as a community service to other cafés. One of the two
owners also handmade a spinning coffee dripper,
making it that much easier for the baristas to make
pour-overs.
The house blend is the lightly roasted Heart’s Merge,
a mix of Panama and Papua New Guinea that carries
hints of berry jam, almonds and hazelnuts, and it’s
perfectly suited for drip coffee. Heart’s Light Coffee
also does interesting twists on milky coffee. There’s a
banana latte and also an ‘iced’ latte that contains no
ice. It’s simply cold milk topped with a shot of espresso,
creating a photogenic layer effect with the black coffee
floating on top of the white milk. Good news for music
lovers: if you buy 200g of coffee beans, the shop lets you
pick out a complimentary record from the collection to
take home with you. Cool, eh?

DRIP BAR COFFEE
AND CRAFTS
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Watching sports
in Japan

Promotional feature

Enjoy the uriko beer…
in moderation

Tip

2

In Japan, beer and sports go together as well as...well, beer
and sports. Urbanites across the country are blessed with
superb public transportation systems and can drink to their
heart’s content without worrying about a way to get home. Beer
is refilled by an uriko, or a vendor, who walks up and down the
stadium stairs with fresh beverages and snacks. Drinking is
encouraged at games and nothing cools you down better than
an icy draft beer, but watch out for dehydration – especially
in the humid months of summer and early autumn. Plenty of
water is key for enjoying the game without waking up to a rough
morning.

Spectator sports can feel like a whole new ballgame in Japan.
Check out our tips for making the most of your time in the stadium

Tip

4

Tip

Sit in the right oendan

3

Japanese sports fans are very strict about seating
arrangements. Oendan, or cheering squads, are groups of
enthusiastic fans who always sit together. Most common in
baseball, the oendan will create their own chants and dances
to cheer on their favourite team. Team rivalry is part of the fun
but fans of the same team must cluster together. Of course
newcomers are welcome, but double check to make sure
you’re on the correct side of the stadium.

Don’t forget the essentials
Cheering supplies
Plastic bats are a
common sight in the
oendan. Fans clap these
bats together to outdo
the opposing side’s
cheers.

Food and drink
Typical stadium fare in other countries,
such as hot dogs or French fries, are
a far cry from Japanese game grub.
Bento boxes are offered instead
and feature the home team’s local
delicacies. Visitors on a budget are
welcome to bring their own food and
drink to the stadium.

Sun protection
Outdoor stadiums are a staple of summer; however, make sure
you’re protected from the heat and sun to fully enjoy the games.

Sports have always been a part of tradition and culture
in Japan, from sumo in the Edo period to imported
favourites such as baseball and football in the present
day. Games take place in every season and are a great
way to discover Japan’s rowdier side. Still, it’s best to keep
in mind that the etiquette at Japanese sporting events
is quite different to what you’ll find abroad. Check out
these quick tips to avoid any social faux pas so you can
enjoy the games fully. Don’t forget to also bring along your
trusted skincare products from NIVEA Japan to protect
you from harsh outdoor elements and stay comfortable
all day long.
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NIVEA MEN UV PROTECTOR
Made and sold exclusively in Japan
This sun-protecting fluid has a cooling citrus scent
and can be used on both your face and body. Plus,
it has sweat-absorbing powder to keep your skin
matte and smooth even in hot and humid weather.

1

Enter a clean stadium and
leave a clean stadium

The Japanese are famous for their cleanliness in sports
arenas, both at home and abroad. In fact, Japanese
fans often make headlines for their excellent behaviour
at international sports tournaments, where fans clean
up after themselves and others after matches. To follow
in their footsteps, be sure to pack up trash and dispose
of it properly.
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Made and sold exclusively in Japan
This lightweight sun protection has
no fragrance nor artificial colourants,
making it suitable for both face and
body. It has an invisible finish and can
be easily washed off with soap.

80g
PHOTOS BY PIXTA

Tip

NIVEA SUN WATER GEL

40ml
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The sound of
music

Promotional feature

TICKETED EVENTS

Top shows you shouldn’t miss at
the Yokohama Otomatsuri 2019

Spanning two months from September 15 to November 15, the 2019
Yokohama Otomatsuri will once again transform the city streets into
a grand stage for music, bringing together the best of jazz, pop and
traditional Japanese music in one big celebration. Some 300 artists
and bands will perform at various venues across the city, making the
festival, whose title roughly translates to ‘Yokohama Sounds Festival’,
truly deserving of its name.

Yokohama welcomes
the Rugby World Cup 2019 (and you)
The coastal city of Yokohama will be one of the 12 hosts of the Rugby World Cup 2019. Just an hour’s train ride
from downtown Tokyo, this cosmopolitan metropolis is home to the country’s largest Chinatown, world-famous
ramen joints, exquisite beer breweries and fabulous art museums.
There is lots to do before and after catching a rugby match at the International Stadium Yokohama on game
days. Enjoy a day at the waterfront district of Minato Mirai, where you can shop to your heart’s content at the
Red Brick Warehouse or just relax and take in the sea breeze at the expansive Yamashita Park. To get you
started, here are some essential tips for those visiting for the tournament.

RUGBY WORLD CUP 2019 FANZONE IN YOKOHAMA

FREE entry

Throughout the Rugby World Cup 2019, from September 20 to November 2, Minato Mirai will be hosting a Fanzone.
The festival will take over Rinko Park, a five-minute walk from Minato Mirai Station. Here’s what you can expect at the Fanzone.

1. Free live screenings of 32 World Cup matches
2. Food stands set up by local restaurants, offering you the best regional

FREE EVENTS
Don’t miss the street dance group Tokyo
Gegegay, whose powerful freestyle
choreography often incorporates satirical
commentary on current issues. After winning
several major dance competitions in Japan,
the group have toured Japan and Asia, bringing
their brand of progressive dance to TV shows
and stage plays.

Tokyo Gegegay

New Zealand v
South Africa
Sep 21, 6.45pm

Bamboo Flute Orchestra

Semi-final 2
Oct 27, 6pm

Available at major subway stations, hotels and tourist information centres in Yokohama from August 28 to December 31.

Final
Nov 2, 6pm

àOct 27. North exit of Shin-Yokohama
Station, 2 Shin-Yokohama, Kohoku,
Yokohama, Kanagawa. sonymusic.co.jp/
artist/bamboofluteorchestra. FREE.

àFor more information, see rugby.city.yokohama.lg.jp/en.

THE MINATO BURARI TICKET

Ireland v Scotland
Sep 22, 4.45pm
England v France
Oct 12, 5.15pm

taste sake, sample inari sushi and more
5. Rugby activities for you to learn more about the sport

Japan v Scotland
Oct 13, 7.45pm

Only ¥550 for adults, ¥280 for kids

During the Rugby World Cup, you can take advantage of the Minato Burari Ticket, a one-day public transport pass with the
following benefits:

àSep 21. Queen’s Square Yokohama,
2-3 Minato-Mirai, Nishi, Yokohama, Kanagawa.
tokyogegegay.com. FREE.

Dozan Fujiwara Shakuhachi
Ensemble Concert ‘Fuga Chikuin’

1. Unlimited travel on city-operated and tourist buses as well as the subway system
2. Special deals at selected attractions across Yokohama

a Japanese fusion dance performance with ukiyo-e projection mapping (Oct 20)

àOct 14. Kanagawa Prefectural Music Hall, 9-2
Momijigaoka, Nishi, Yokohama, Kanagawa. www.kanagawaongakudo.com/detail?id=36119. From ¥4,000.

The International
Stadium Yokohama
will be hosting
these seven Rugby
World Cup matches

Since debuting in 2016, Yoshimi
Tsujimoto has been promoting
shakuhachi to a global audience
through her popular YouTube channel,
performing flute covers of famous
songs. Tsujimoto’s online fame
has garnered her increasing media
attention, leading to multiple TV
appearances in music and variety
shows as well as documentaries.
In 2018, the growing interest in
Tsujimoto’s work led her to form the
Bamboo Flute Orchestra, a new band
under Sony Music consisting of her
and four other professional female
shakuhachi players, to continue
spreading the joy of Japanese
flute music.

4. Japanese cultural experiences, where you get to try on samurai armour,

The marching band of the Queen’s Grenadier
Guards bring the music of British royalty from
Buckingham Palace to Yokohama. With the Tokyo
2020 Olympics in mind, the band has put together
a repertoire of musical pieces from the 1964 Tokyo
and the 1984 Los Angeles Games, alongside
British orchestral classics such as ‘Pomp and
Circumstance’. The Grenadiers will be joined by
bagpipe players from the Scots Guards.

RUGBY
MATCHES IN
YOKOHAMA

and international cuisines

3. On-stage entertainment from across Japan and around the world, including

Concert by the Guards of Her Majesty
the Queen of Great Britain

Semi-final 1
Oct 26, 5pm

Les Romanesques x Tomomi Asuka
Western pop and enka, the
Japanese traditional ballad,
will come together in this most
unexpected of collaborations.
Les Romanesques, a Japanese
duo formed in Paris in 2011,
will attempt to meld their music
into the slow sounds of enka
singer Tomomi Asuka. And it
is not only the music that will
present a drastic contrast.
Les Romanesques, known for
their gaudy colourful costumes,
will present quite a visual punch
next to the kimono-clad Asuka,
who is known for her efforts
to preserve local traditions in
contemporary Japan.
àOct 26. Queen’s Square Yokohama,
2-3 Minato-Mirai, Nishi, Yokohama,
Kanagawa. 06ma9.com. aska-tomomi.
com. FREE.

Yokohama
Otomatsuri
2019
Date:
Sep 15-Nov 15
Venues:
Various locations
across Yokohama
Website:
yokooto.jp

A master of shakuhachi, the
traditional Japanese wooden flute,
Dozan Fujiwara brings together
young performers of the craft for a
one-off concert. In a contemporary
music scene dominated by Western
instruments, sometimes even
Japanese audiences forget the
sheer versatility of melodies that the
wooden flute can produce, which will
sound even more mesmerising with
the acoustics of the performance
venue, Yokohama Noh Theatre. The
theatre, built in 1875, is the oldest
existing venue in eastern Japan for
traditional noh plays.
àOct 22. Yokohama Noh Theatre, 27-2
Momijigaoka, Nishi, Yokohama, Kanagawa.
kanagawa-geikyo.com. ¥3,500. Get tickets
through www.confetti-web.com/endozan.
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Omotesando Chachanoma

If you’re looking for classic Japanese tea in a café setting,
this cosy spot serves up single-origin tea for sencha lovers.
The recommended special course (¥1,500) lets you sample
the different flavour profiles of a single-origin tea through
four steepings – you’ll be surprised by the changes in taste
and aroma in the subsequent preparations.
First, you’ll sample the tea leaves as is while a tea sommelier
brews your first cup, which is served as an iced beverage.
On our visit, we had the Aoitori 2019; its first infusion had
a strong savoury taste but a sweet aroma. The next chilled
brew, served in a wine glass, boasted hints of jasmine, melon
and white wine. For the last two infusions, the leaves had
completely opened and the flavour blossomed.
If you’d like to bring home some tea after the tasting,
Chachanoma offers 30 different loose-leaf varieties, plus a
range of utensils and paraphernalia.
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à5-13-14 Jingumae, Shibuya (Omotesando Station). 03 5468 8846. chachanoma.com.
12noon-7pm (last orders 6pm), closed Mon & Tue (open hols).

Ippodo Tokyo Marunouchi Store

A household name in Japan, this Kyoto-based family business
has been dealing in Japanese green tea for over three centuries,
focusing on tea leaves cultivated in Uji near Kyoto, a region
synonymous with top-notch matcha. Uji’s stellar reputation is
credited to its conducive soil and climate, which help produce
consistently high-quality tea every harvest.
At this Tokyo shop and tearoom, Ippodo has a unique
approach to serving matcha in two ways: first as a thick,
almost syrupy, tea known as koicha (from ¥1,620), and then
as a ‘thin tea’ called usucha. Of course, there are other options
too, from gyokuro and sencha to hojicha (roasted green tea)
and genmaicha (roasted rice green tea). It will be a hands-on
experience as the staff will guide you to prepare your own pot
of tea.
Get the elaborate tasting set (¥7,560) if you’re interested in
savouring five different types of Japanese tea in one seating.
Loose-leaf teas are available to purchase, too, and you can
always ask for a tasting before making a decision.

Tea is an art form in Japan. There’s often a formality
associated with the serving and savouring of tea,
whether it’s during sado (a traditional tea ceremony),
at a tea salon or simply at home. Tea is more than
just a beverage; it is a mindful experience.
There are three broad categories of green tea:
matcha, sencha and gyokuro. Matcha, a vivid green
powder which boasts a rich flavour and an umamisweet aftertaste when whisked with water, is made
from tea buds grown entirely in the shade. After
harvest, the leaves are steamed and dried before
being ground into powder.
Sencha, on the other hand, is the most
conventional green tea in Japan. Its shrubs are
exposed to direct sunlight and its leaves are steamed,
pressed and rolled after picking. The green tea of the
highest quality, gyokuro is made from sprouts that
have been covered for about 20 days pre-harvest. To
enhance their flavour, the leaves are steamed before
being dried and rolled.
To enjoy all the distinctive types of Japanese green
tea, or even some cool new creations, head to these
tea salons in Tokyo.

àKokusai Bldg 1F, 3-1-1 Marunochi, Chiyoda (Hibiya, Yurakucho stations). 03 6212 0202.
ippodo-tea.co.jp. 11am-7pm daily.
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à4-1-22 Jingumae, Shibuya (Omotesando Station). 03 6812 9637. kaneju-farm.co.jp. 11am-7pm,
closed Mon.

IPPODO TEA CO.

IPPODO TEA CO.
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Kaneju Farm Omotesando

This tea salon’s bright and modern interior belies its historical roots:
it is run by the famed Kaneju tea plantation in Shizuoka, which has
been around since 1888. While single-origin and blended green tea
are its calling cards, Kaneju Farm Omotesando also offers new and
inventive takes on sencha.
Take a seat at the tatami mat-lined bar and order the latte-style
sencha (¥750). A twist on the common matcha latte, Kaneju’s version
uses sencha powder, freshly whisked to create a dark green drink,
and then topped with an airy cream cheese and whipped cream mix,
which balances the tea’s earthy, grassy and fragrant-bitter notes
with a gentle sweetness. Kaneju also offers seasonal tea, with cherry
blossom-themed drinks in spring and fig-flavoured beverages come
autumn.
You can also create your own blend of flavoured Japanese green
tea. Simply choose a base tea, such as sencha or low-caffeine tea, and
then add three out of 20 different kinds of herbs, spices and flowers,
including sansho and cayenne pepper. And if you’re looking for
something stronger, former bartender Matsumoto can also shake up
some green tea cocktails, such as a refreshing sencha gin tonic.
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Tea-tails

A new generation of tea houses and bars is taking Japanese tea
into a boozy new territory. By Kaila Imada

à6-6-6 Jingumae, Shibuya (Harajuku, Meiji-Jingumae stations).
the-matcha.tokyo. 11am-8pm daily.

à Kogetsu Bldg 101, 1-5-2 Ebisu, Shibuya (Ebisu Station). 03 6721
6420. tinyurl.com/TOTinaritea. 8am-12midnight, closed Sun & hols.

àNihonbashi Takashimaya Mitsui Bldg 1F, 2-5-1 Nihonbashi, Chuo (Nihonbashi Station).
fujie.yamamotoyama.co.jp. 03 3271 3273. 10.30am-8pm (last orders 7pm) daily.

Restaurant 1899 Ochanomizu

This restaurant in Ochanomizu takes Japan’s obsession with green tea to the next level.
Here you can not only drink but also eat green tea in desserts and even savoury dishes.
Since green tea’s signature bittersweet umami flavour makes it a versatile ingredient suited
to both the sweet and the savoury, it’s surprising that so few restaurants have taken this route.
Try the Italian vegetable dish bagna càuda with a green tea dip (¥1,480), the matcha potato
salad (¥500), the green tea-infused sausages (¥2,200 for three types), or the hearty matcha
croquettes (¥780). If all this is too leftfield, then stick with the afternoon tea plate, which
features more familiar items including matcha ice cream and tea tart. Don’t miss the tea
beers (¥790); there’s one version made with matcha and another made with toasty hojicha
(roasted green tea).

TEA BUCKS

Located in the backstreets of Daikanyama, this little
tea purveyor serves up both boozy and non-boozy
brews. The tea cocktails range from green tea and
Kinmiya shochu highball to chamomile hojicha
blended with Stone’s ginger wine. Our favourite is
the beni hojicha amaretto; the black tea, roasted
green tea and almond liqueur concoction tastes just
like the classic Japanese dessert, sweet almond tofu.
à 2-12-14 Ebisu-nishi, Shibuya (Ebisu, Daikanyama stations). nikusoba0141.
wixsite.com/tea-bucks. 11am-11pm, closed Mon.

With its retro ’80s vibe, Shibuya’s
Gen Gen An looks more like a cool
hangout than a tea shop, and it’s run
by the folks behind the futuristic
tea room at the teamLab Borderless
digital art museum. With the later
closing time on Thursdays, Fridays
and Saturdays, you can sip on
uniquely Japanese cocktails made
with sake and tea until 11pm.
For a tall thirst-quencher, we
recommend the lemongrass hojicha
cocktail with umeshu (plum wine).
The zesty herb adds a refreshing
kick to the dark toastiness of the
roasted green tea. The sake and tea
concoctions are just as good, made
from an original sake created in
collaboration with famed sake bar
Gem by Moto. We particularly love
the sake infused with beni hojicha,
a roasted black tea that gives off a
deep, floral aroma.
KISA TOYOSHIMA

A peaceful haven close to the frenetic
Cat Street in Harajuku, this pared-down
tea house specialises in organic matcha
but will appeal most to those looking for
trendy new drinks featuring Japanese
tea. The Matcha Tokyo Omotesando has
all the trimmings of a traditional tea salon
but none of the stuffiness: one of its walls
is adorned with a calligraphic artwork
translating to ‘I love matcha’; there’s
a small irori (Japanese hearth) by the
window featuring classic tea utensils;
even the benches are clad in tatami mat.
We enjoyed the matcha tapioca latte
(¥650); it has the unmistakable rich,
umami flavour of matcha but is toned
down with a dash of milk and slightly
sweet tapioca pearls which have been
soaked in brown sugar from Kikaijima
Island (located between Kyushu and
Okinawa). Also recommended is the
matcha coffee latte (¥600), which boasts
three colourful layers of matcha, milk and
coffee. You can shop for matcha powder
and tea equipment here, but make sure
you also sign up for the Matcha Experience
(¥1,000) to learn how to whisk the powder
into tea.

GEN GEN AN
BY EN TEA

KISA TOYOSHIMA

The Matcha Tokyo
Omotesando

KEISUKE TANIGAWA

Yamamotoyama Fujie Sabo

An elegant white space accentuated by clean lines, warm wood and
natural stones, Yamamotoyama Fujie Sabo is a modern, elegant take on
a traditional Japanese tea house. The good looks also come with a great
pedigree, as the brand has existed for nearly 330 years.
Opt for a sencha set with wagashi (Japanese confectionery) and you can
choose from a variety of single-origin teas. We recommend the kawanecha from Shizuoka (¥1,600), famed for its refreshing aroma and mild
flavour; the rich and aromatic yame-cha from Fukuoka (¥1,600); and the
organic kirishima-cha from Kagoshima (¥1,500). Otherwise, splurge on
the premium Uji gyokuro (¥2,300), a bold green tea with a sweet aroma.
It’s possible to upgrade your tea time with a full meal at Yamamotoyama
Fujie Sabo. The menu features classic Japanese dishes such as nori
noodles (¥2,800) and a sushi set (from ¥3,200), both made with premium
nori (roasted seaweed).

KEISUKE TANIGAWA

YAMAMOTOYAMA

INARI TEA

This tiny secluded tea bar in Ebisu shows just
how easily tea can transition from a morning
pick-me-up to a nightcap. Aside from serving
hot and cold Japanese tea, owner Koki
Shigematsu also offers tea cocktails made
with the likes of hojicha-infused rum and
matcha-blended whisky.
A standout is the fruity concoction
made with apple brandy and Sun Rouge
sencha grown in the rich volcanic soil of
Tokunoshima Island. This particular green
tea produces a purple-grey liquid but turns
brilliant pink when mixed with a bit of acidity.
Pair your cocktail with one of Inari Tea’s
stunning plated desserts created by a former
pastry sous chef at the famed Janice Wong
Dessert Bar and you’ll have a decadent night
out.

à 4-8 Udagawacho, Shibuya (Shibuya Station).
en-tea.com/pages/gengenan. Tue, Wed & Sun
11am-7pm, Thu-Sat 11am-11pm, closed Mon.

MIXOLOGY SALON

A tea cocktail specialist, Mixology Salon is one of the six Tokyo bars
featured in this year’s Asia’s 50 Best Bars list. The dual-language
menu covers a wide range of options, from ‘tea-tail’ tasting courses
and signature concoctions to spirits and mocktails.
One real favourite is the bar’s take on the classic old fashioned.
The green tea fashioned is made with two types of bourbon, matcha,
kuromitsu brown sugar syrup plus chocolate and vanilla bitters, and
topped with a gold leaf for that visual pop. If you’re leaning more
towards sweet, the soba caramel banana blends frozen banana and
fresh cream with a soba (buckwheat tea) and rum mixture that’s been
re-distilled in a vacuum still – it’s like a milkshake for adults. Yum.
à 13F Ginza Six, 6-10-1 Ginza, Chuo (Ginza Station). 03 6280 6622. tinyurl.com/TOTmixology.
11am-11pm (last orders 10.30pm). Table charge ¥800 per pax.

à3-4 Kanda-Surugadai, Chiyoda (Shin-Ochanomizu Station). 03 3251 1150. 1899.jp/ochanomizu. 11am-2pm (last orders 1.30pm),
2pm-4.30pm (4pm), 5.30pm-11pm (10pm), Sun & hols until 10pm (9pm).
Time Out Tokyo October-December, 2019
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Eating &
Drinking
Gyoza Nakayoshi is a fairly large (60 seat) gyoza izakaya that has
been drawing crowds for over 30 years. The interior has a touch of
Showa-retro charm; walls are plastered with vintage posters and
placards of the signatures of famous diners, and shelves are lined
with bottles of whisky and shochu with the names of their owners
inscribed, awaiting the regulars’ next visit.
The restaurant’s unique offering is Hakata-style gyoza (¥540
per serving of approximately ten), from Hakata city in Kyushu.
The dumplings are cooked and served in a cast-iron pan, which
creates a crisp and flaky exterior. The filling is a combination
of pork, cabbage and garlic chives with kikurage (wood-ear
mushrooms), which provide a slightly crunchy texture. Slim
crescents that fit snugly fit into the pan, the gyoza’s size and
lightness make them a good pairing with beer.
For seasoning, there’s a couple of extra options: yuzukosho (a
pungent paste of yuzu zest and chilli) and aka kosho (a hot red
paste of chilli, sesame oil and sesame seeds). The side dishes
include izakaya classics like oden, potato salad, spicy cod roe and
chive omelette.

KEISUKE TANIGAWA

à 2-40-16 Umezato, Suginami (Minami-Asagaya Station). 03 3318 2316. 5.30pm-12midnight
(last orders 11.30pm), closed Thu & hols.

CHAO CHAO GYOZA

Filling
stations
THERE’S A NOVELTY TO GYOZA that doesn’t seem to tire:
the cute crescent shape, the ease of eating them, the
convivial atmosphere and good value of gyoza restaurants,
the customisable dipping sauces, and, of course, the
flavourful fillings. It’s casual eating at its best. Gyoza made
its way into Japanese cuisine from China sometime after
World War II – a fairly recent addition considering Japan’s
long food history – and can now be found ubiquitously
from convenience stores to ramen shops, izakaya and
now, gyoza speciality restaurants. Here’s a selection of our
favourite gyoza hotspots.
Time Out Tokyo October-December, 2019

à 1-2-9 Yurakucho, Chiyoda (Hibiya
Station). 03 3503 8333. Mon-Fri
11.30am-3pm (last orders 2.30pm),
4pm-12midnight (11.30pm),
Sat 11.30am-12midnight (11.30pm),
Sun & hols 11.30am-11pm (10.30pm).
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TAIHOKI GYOZA

KEISUKE TANIGAWA

Jessica Thompson goes searching
for the best gyoza in Tokyo

KEISUKE TANIGAWA

The most challenging aspect of dining at Chao Chao is deciding what to
order. Where many gyoza restaurants offer just pan-fried and steamed
(or boiled) gyoza with a pork filling, Chao Chao offers a wide range of
varieties – prawn, chicken, beef, vegetables, pork – with an interesting
array of toppings. The standout items include prawn gyoza with avocado
sauce, chicken and mozzarella cheese gyoza, kujo welsh onion gyoza,
the classic crispy fried ‘Chao Chao gyoza’ filled with pork and nira (garlic
chives), and pan-fried gyoza topped with a thick layer of refreshing
grated daikon and shiso.
Located opposite the lively dining strip that runs under the
Yurakucho train tracks, Chao Chao has counter seating as well as several
tables for four. The mix of dark timber and red décor creates a Chinese
restaurant feel; indeed, the name is a take on the Chinese word for gyoza.
From the extensive drinks menu, try one of the unique sours, such as the
apple vinegar, salt orange or
frozen lime varieties. These
sweet-and-sour drinks
balance out the savouriness
of the gyoza.

Taihoki’s gyoza are voluminous, meaty dumplings. One variety is filled with local and Iberico
pork mince, nira, hakusai (Chinese cabbage) and chunks of prawn for sweetness and lightness in
body (¥480 for three), while the alternative is a moreish combination of prawn, squid and scallop
(¥630 for three). The crisp, crimped edges of these tasty morsels create a delicious textural
contrast to the tender filling.
The atmosphere is relaxed but bustling, typical of Ebisu after-work haunts, and the staff
are friendly and efficient. Inside, Taihoki is one long room with sliding tables of two which are
pushed together or pulled apart to accommodate different group sizes. The interior is dark and
stylish, with decorative timber fixtures and a wall of shimmering coffee-coloured tiles.
Other menu favourites to accompany your gyoza are fried rice, grilled seasonal vegetables,
mapo tofu and ‘Ebisu shumai’ (steamed dumplings). We recommend pairing your meal with
the house speciality dragon highball, a combination of Chinese rice wine with soda water and
fresh lemon.
à 1-22-23 Ebisu, Shibuya (Ebisu Station). 050 3134 4769. taihouki-nigoubou.favy.jp. 11.30-2pm, 5pm-11pm (last orders 10pm),
Sat, Sun & hols 3pm-11pm (10pm).
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KISA TOYOSHIMA

GYOZA NAKAYOSHI

RENGETSU

This homely little restaurant,
tucked down a side street
near Nogizaka Station, has an
eclectic décor of mint-green
walls, hanging ink paintings and
Chinese knick-knacks on the
shelves. It’s consistently busy
with locals who come to enjoy
the relaxed atmosphere and the
entertainment of watching the
chef prepare his signature gyoza
in the small open kitchen.
The menu is short: it offers
two types of gyoza (both ¥700
for six pieces) as well as popular
Chinese-inspired sides like grilled
aubergine with Chinese miso
sauce, green chilli and cucumber
with fresh coriander, and cold
noodles with cod roe and scallop
sauce. The dumplings are dainty
little parcels, handmade daily by
the owner-chef. The yakigyoza
(fried gyoza) are filled with a tasty
mixture of pork, nira and hakusai
while the suigyoza (boiled gyoza)
are, uniquely, filled with minced
lamb and spices. All gyoza are
made to a 10g:20g of wrapperto-filling ratio, which the chef
believes to be the optimum
balance.
Wash your meal down with a
jasmine-hai, a combination of
jasmine tea and shochu: the light,
floral and slightly bitter beverage
complements the bold flavours of
the Chinese dishes.
à 1-23-7 Minamiaoyama, Minato (Nogizaka
Station). 03 6432 9640. rengetsu.jp. 5pm-11pm
daily.
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The city’s best...

OKEI

Latte art

Okei has been in business for over half a
century and its chef-owner Hitoshi Umamichi
makes some of the best gyoza around. The
wrappers and fillings are still made by hand
and with the original recipe that paved the
way for the restaurant’s opening back in
1954. It’s the way gyoza should be: the skin is
chewy on top and fried till golden and crispy
at the bottom, while the filling is a juicy mix
of Chinese cabbage, ground pork and garlic
chives. For a full meal, we suggest you pair a
plate of six dumplings (¥600) with a large bowl
of the popular tanmen noodles (¥680), which
is served in a light salt-flavoured broth with
vegetables and sliced pork.
The restaurant’s inclusion the Michelin
Guide’s Bib Gourmand list means that queues
are pretty much unavoidable, especially
on Saturdays. But it’s worth waiting to get
a portion of Okei’s limited gyoza stock – he
makes enough for 240 people daily and, yes,
they often sell out before closing time.

If, as commonly believed, coffee
sparks creativity, it figures that
bean-obsessed baristas might
want to turn your cup of joe
into a work of art. The latte art
masters in Tokyo don’t stop at the
common free-pouring tulip, heart
and swan, so expect 3D creations
using milk foam – or even have
your face ‘printed’ on your
picture-perfect drink.
By Tabea Greuner

à 2-12-16 Fujimi, Chiyoda (Iidabashi Station). 11.30am-1.50pm,
5pm-8.50pm, closed Sun, hols & 3rd Mon of the month.

HATCOFFEE

As long as there’s steamed milk, latte art
master Kohei Matsuno can transform any
ordinary coffee into a tiny work of art. So
show him a photo of your favourite character
or animal and he’ll recreate it on the drink’s
surface either as a flat or 3D rendition (both
at ¥1,200 each) right in front of your eyes.
Otherwise, just opt for the basic latte art (¥650)
and leave it to Matsuno’s imagination. Either
way, you won’t be disappointed.

OOTAKE GYOZA

There’s lots to like about Ootake, which just opened last
year. For one, its interior is fresh and modern, with naturaltoned concrete walls and tiles, and blond timber furniture.
We also love its homemade lemon sour, a concoction of
fresh lemon, shochu and soda water. More importantly,
its flavourful gyoza don’t contain either garlic or nira
(although these are available as a side), meaning the
dumplings are easy on your stomach and your breath.
Ootake serves several varieties of pork-filled gyoza –
the classic yakigyoza, which are fried in a row with the fine,
crisp webbing between them (¥450 for six), cheese gyoza,
boiled gyoza and, our favourite, boiled gyoza topped
with a creamy, spicy sesame sauce and a mound of
Japanese parsley (¥580 for six). As far as side dishes go,
we can’t look past the double cheese potato salad and
housemade pickles.

KISA TOYOSHIMA

à 3-15-6 Kotobuki, Taito (Kuramae Station). 090 6874 4750.
twitter.com/hatcoffee2019. 10am-9pm, closed Mon.

Take the west exit from Yoyogi Station and less than a minute’s walk
away is Sosan no Mise, a two-storey Taiwanese gyoza and ramen
restaurant that has been a local favourite for 15 years. The gyoza here
will appeal to those who like their dumplings on the heftier side.
The yakigyoza, which are shaped like round cushions, are steamed
before pan-fried, providing a contrast between the soft skin and
crisp base. The boiled dumplings, however, are soft and succulent
throughout. The filling for both types of gyoza (¥570 for six) is a
combination of pork, nira, onion, hakusai and pork stock for a rich
finish. The wrappers, made in-house, are thicker than average, creating
a mochi mochi (chewy) texture.
The condiment options, in addition to the usual soy sauce, chilli
sesame oil and white vinegar, include black pepper and karashi
(Japanese mustard) too, so you can experiment with flavour
combinations. The crunchy tataki
cucumber is a popular side dish,
or for something more hearty, four
types of Taiwanese spicy ramen
are available. Place your order at
the vending machine outside to
save time; otherwise, you can order
directly from the staff.
à 1-33-2 Yoyogi, Shibuya (Yoyogi Station). 03 3375
1868. 11am-1am daily.
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PHOTOS BY KISA TOYOSHIMA

SOSAN NO MISE

à Layup Nakano Sakaue Bldg 1F, 2-51-9 Honcho, Nakano (Nakano-sakaue Station).
03 6876 8675. 11am-3pm (last orders 2.30pm), 5.30pm-11.30pm (11pm).

REISSUE

ROAR COFFEE HOUSE & ROASTERY

à Tanji Bldg 2F, 3-25-7 Jingumae, Shibuya (Harajuku, Meiji-Jingumae
stations). 03 5785 3144. tinyurl.com/TOTreissue. 10am-6pm (last
orders 5.30pm).

à 1F, 2-19-11 Hatchobori, Chuo (Hatchobori Station). 03 5543
6051. tinyurl.com/TOTroar. 8am-6.30pm, closed Sat, Sun & hols.

Tokyo’s first latte art café opened in 2015 in
Harajuku, and since then milk foam artist
Kazuki Yamamoto has garnered quite a
considerable following. Order one of the café’s
signature drinks – caffé latte, raspberry latte
or hot chocolate – and show a photo of the
character, animal or scenery you’d like to see
on top of your beverage. A few minutes later,
you’ll receive a drinkable piece of art (¥1,100)
featuring a stunning flat or 3D recreation of
your requested image.

If you’re looking for a more colourful latte
art, visit Roar in the cosy neighbourhood of
Hatchobori. The baristas can adorn any drink
that uses steamed milk with art rendered
in rainbow colours. We recommend the
signature honey or salted caramel latte. You
can choose for them to pour in the shot of
espresso before or after creating the art; the
former results in the usual coffee-coloured
base while the latter creates a pure white top
where your image sits.
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NISSAN CROSSING CAFE

On the second floor of Nissan Crossing, the
car maker’s glitzy showroom in Ginza, you’ll
find a café that serves up high-tech milk foam
designs. Go for the ‘Macchi-Art’ option and
you can choose to have a Nissan car model
or a portrait of yourself on your milky drink
(hot ¥400, iced ¥500). For the latter, the staff
will take a photo of you with a tablet that’s
connected to a special printer whose cartridge
is filled with edible ink. It will then ‘print’
the image directly onto the steamed milk (or
whipped cream if it’s a cold drink).
à 5-8-1 Ginza, Chuo (Ginza Station). 03 3573 0623. www3.nissan.
co.jp/crossing/en/crossing_cafe.html. 10am-8pm daily.
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Shopping
& Style

Maiduru

Few things are more Japanese than an entire
store of plastic food models, and Maiduru
is an authentic stop for food fakes. After
joining the throng of people standing outside
snapping photos of the store’s ‘great wave of
fried rice’ (obviously inspired by the famous
Hokusai work), step inside and find yourself
surrounded by a colourful assortment of
faux food in every shape and form, from
fridge magnets and jewellery to phone cases
and tablet stands. Don’t be surprised if you
suddenly feel peckish – the mock meals are
uncannily realistic.

DENGAMA

à1-5-17 Nishiasakusa, Taito (Asakusa, Tawaramachi stations).
03 3843 1686. tinyurl.com/TOTmaiduru. 9am-6pm daily.

If Japanese pottery and ceramics are on your
shopping list, Dengama is definitely worth a visit.
Located across the street from Kappabashi’s famous
chef’s bust, with items spilling out the entrance,
Dengama offers two floors of gorgeous earthen- and
tableware at reasonable prices.
Get your hands on the made-in-Japan mugs
and crockery, as well as matcha bowls and dainty
hashioki (chopstick rests) which come in all sorts
of fun shapes and sizes. The selections in-store are
sourced from the country’s premier pottery regions,
including Bizen, Shigaraki, Arita and Echizen – so
you know you’re taking an authentic piece of Japan
home with you.

Everything
and the
kitchen sink

à 1-4-3 Nishiasakusa, Taito (Asakusa, Tawaramachi stations). 03 5828 9355.
dengama.jp. 10am-7pm daily.

Kama-Asa Shoten

To marvel at the fine craftsmanship of
Japanese knives, head to Kama-Asa, which
has been specialising in blades and kitchen
tools from graters and slicers to woks and pans
since 1908.
Choosing the right knife can be a daunting
task, especially with the wide variety on
display. That’s where the English- and Frenchspeaking staff at Kama-Asa come in, as they
can help you find the exact blade suited to
your needs. When you do find one that makes
the cut, the shop can engrave it for you at no
extra cost, as well as offer aftercare services
including knife sharpening and repair (extra
charges apply).

Whether you’re a pro chef, a dedicated
gourmand or just the baker of the occasional
cake, Kappabashi, Tokyo’s renowned ‘Kitchen
Town’, has all your cooking needs. By Kaila Imada
ASAKUSA’S KAPPABASHI is a haven for homecooks and professional
chefs. If you’re in the market for kitchen utensils, you will want to set
aside at least half a day to explore the roughly 800m-long street as there
are hundreds of shops catering to every conceivable cooking, baking,
dining, drinking and serving need – and that’s not counting the side
streets, which have dozens more speciality shops.
While the selection may be overwhelming, the prices are reasonable.
You can easily spend less than ¥100 on a cheap pair of chopsticks
and around ¥10,000 for a proper Japanese kitchen knife that you can
personalise on the spot and which will last you a lifetime. You will find
items you never thought you needed – think mini frying pans for single
eggs, spoons in all shapes and sizes, kawaii branding irons for toasts
and pancakes, and all the fake food you can imagine.
As most stores in Kappabashi tend to cater to restaurateurs or
wholesale buyers, we’ve narrowed down a list of our favourite shops
for casual shoppers, whether you’re a dab hand in the kitchen, keen to
learn or just looking for that perfect souvenir.
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Union Coffee

à2-22-6 Nishiasakusa, Taito (Asakusa, Tawaramachi stations). 03 3842 4041.
9am-6pm, Sat 10am-5pm, closed Sun & hols.
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Mikura

à 3-1-16 Matsugaya, Taito (Asakusa, Tawaramachi stations). 03 5830
3457. r.goope.jp/utuwa. 10am-6pm daily.

à 2F, 3-25-11 Nishiasakusa, Taito (Asakusa, Tawaramachi stations).
03 3843 9882. kappabashi-mikura.com. 10am-5pm daily.

Japan has a knack for woodwork and you’ll
see some of the traditional craft’s finest
examples at Utuwazoshi. Offering everything
from wooden bowls and trays to spoons and
chopsticks, the store can outfit your kitchen
with beautiful and useful wooden tools. For a
classic Tokyo momento, we recommend the
wooden bento boxes. These lunch containers
usually come at a premium price (Utuwazoshi
stocks these pricier versions too), but here
you’ll find more wallet-friendly boxes for
between ¥2,000 and ¥4,000.

If you’re in the market for chopsticks, head
here. It’s not as if you would come here for
anything else: Mikura stocks only these
traditional eating utensils, and a dizzying,
exhaustive variety at that, all displayed in
a showroom-like setting. The handcrafted
hashi (chopsticks) come in different lengths,
colours, shapes and designs. Mikura believes
there’s a perfect chopstick for everyone and
the staff can find you a pair that fits perfectly in
your hands. You can also have them engraved
and gift-wrapped. How cool is that?

à 2-24-1 Matsugaya, Taito (Asakusa, Tawaramachi stations). 03 3841
9355. kama-asa.co.jp. 10am-5.30pm daily.

Kanaya Brush

PHOTOS BY KEISUKE TANIGAWA

A legit caffeine dealer, and a barista’s dream come
true, Union Coffee is spread across two separate
shops: one selling tea and coffee beans, and another
selling such a comprehensive range of coffee and
brewing equipment you’ll have all you need to set up
your own café. Pick from a range of gorgeous glass
siphon coffee makers, or go for the more convenient
hand drippers and filters, which are a lot hardier for
packing into luggage. Across the road, you can stock
up on a range of beans (including speciality coffee
such as Kona from Hawaii) that are roasted in-house
at reasonable prices, as well as a select range of loose
tea leaves which you can purchase by weight.

Utuwazoshi

Who knew there existed so many brushes for
so many different purposes? Whether you’re
painting, cleaning, grooming or polishing,
at Kanaya Brush you’ll find a vast selection of
artisanal brushes – from toothbrushes and
soft makeup brushes to kitchen scrubbers
and even bristles for your pets – mostly made
from a diverse range of animal hair including
mountain goat and squirrel.
You can also find specific brushes for
different clothing and fabrics, including
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leather, as well as an endless selection of
paintbrushes if you’re more artistically
inclined. It’s hard to get a handle on such a
broad-brush approach to bristly implements,
but you can start with one of the face or body
brushes for some self-pampering exfoliation.
Otherwise, pick up a traditional Japanese
tawashi kitchen scrubber, which makes for a
practical souvenir.
à1-5-9 Nishiasakusa, Taito (Asakusa, Tawaramachi stations).
03 3841 1113. kanaya-brush.com. 10.30am-5pm daily.
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Fall in love
with the rest
of Japan

Promotional feature

Fried food and smaller
crowds in Osaka
In mid-November, red maple leaves make Kyoto the most famous spot in Kansai. So skip
the busloads of tourists and instead head to nearby Osaka for the same autumn foliage
and equally good food. Osaka Castle, with its maple and ginkgo trees, is the closest spot
of nature to the city centre. Osaka is known as ‘Japan’s Kitchen’ and even has its own
Kansai-dialect word, ‘kuidaore’, which means to eat yourself broke. Well, you’d really have
to eat a lot to empty out your wallet, since the street food around Osaka is very affordable.
Takoyaki, fried dough balls filled with octopus; okonomiyaki, griddle-cooked savoury
pancakes; and kushikatsu, deep-fried skewers of meat and vegetables, can be found
throughout the city, but are best savoured in the neon-lit Dotonbori.

Summer in Tokyo seems to last forever, but that's no
excuse for not exploring outside the city on beautiful
autumn days. From September to November you can
enjoy some of the best weather for outdoor activities
in other parts of Japan. Think zero-humidity hikes,
rustling yellow ginkgo leaves, and picnicking in a
park on a partly cloudy day. What are you waiting for?
Hop on the bullet train and see what else Japan has to
offer – and don’t forget to bring along NIVEA Japan’s
exclusive products to help you stay fresh all day long.

Don’t forget
to pack these
autumn essentials
A sudden decrease in summer
humidity begins in autumn.
When packing your seasonal
getaway bag, don’t forget to add
NIVEA moisturising products to
protect against the crisp winds
and dry treks.

NIVEA MEN LIP CARE MOIST
(quasi-drug)
Made and sold exclusively in Japan

Golden hikes and hot
spring baths in Kobe
Kobe is best known for its European-inspired architecture in Kitano Hills and affordable
lunches in Chinatown. But don’t miss out on some unique attractions to the north
of the city. In autumn, nature lovers can hike the nearby Mount Rokko, less than 30
minutes from the city centre. The dry and cool temperatures are just perfect for a day
trek, especially when vermillion leaves begin to appear come November. One of Japan’s
oldest hot spring resorts, Arima Onsen, is located on the other side of the mountain and
is accessible by hike or ropeway. After a long hike, a bath in the kinsen, or golden water
(so named because the rich iron and salt content creates a reddish-brown colour), is the
perfect way to relieve sore muscles.

You only need a single stroke of this
protective lip balm to regenerate
dry lips. The matte look creates a
natural appearance without any
unwanted shine.

3.5g

NIVEA DEEP MOISTURE LIP
(quasi-drug)
Made and sold exclusively in Japan

Bright walks
and warm
ramen in
Sapporo

Saitama, Tokyo’s often overlooked northern neighbour, is
a great place to beat the crowds for leaf viewing. Saitama
is home to Nagatoro, a charming town flanked by a long
river, where visitors can ride in a traditional boat. Starting in
November, locals and Tokyoites in-the-know flock to the town
for its autumn foliage. Tsukinoishi Momiji Park, on the other
hand, is known for its maple leaves. In autumn, the leaves are
illuminated in the evening. So go hang out in the park with a
bento lunchbox or try the local favourite, soba noodles, in a
nearby restaurant. The delicate buckwheat noodles are usually
made fresh every morning.
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Hokkaido’s autumn season is fleeting, snuggled in between its
idyllic summer and dark winter. Stay comfortable in the city centre
of Sapporo and admire the yellow ginkgo tree path at Hokkaido
University or walk along the kilometre-long Odori Park. Art lovers
can head to the surreal Sapporo Art Park to appreciate modern
art with a background of autumn foliage. In the evening, warm
up with Hokkaido’s famous cuisine: a bowl of miso butter corn
ramen or a spicy vegetable-filled soup curry is best accompanied
by a round (or two) of the city’s namesake beer.

PHOTOS BY PIXTA

Riverside leaves and autumn
illuminations in Saitama

Summertime food
and friendly locals
in Fukuoka
The city of Fukuoka, known for its laid-back summer atmosphere, is still a fun place to visit
after August. When this southern destination has its turn of the leaves, normally around
November, head to Maizuru Park, which houses the ruins of Fukuoka Castle and has some
of the best autumn foliage in the area. Yellow ginkgo trees fill the park while the red maple
leaves contrast against the moss in the Japanese garden. In the evening, grab a bite at a
yatai, an open-air food stall. Located on Nakasu Island within the city, these stalls provide
tasty meals and alcoholic drinks late into the night. Chat it up with the locals while slurping
Hakata ramen, thin noodles in tonkotsu (pork bone-based) soup.
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2.2g

This protective lip balm is suitable
for everyone, especially those with
dry skin. Moisturising ingredients
such as royal jelly, honey and olive
oil leave lips looking glossy and
fresh. You can try three kinds
of flavours.

Available at all good drug stores and
supermarkets near you

Things
to Do
MUSASHI NINJA CLAN –
SHINOBI-SAMURAI HONJIN DOJO

FLYSTATION JAPAN
Go skydiving and experience the thrills
of a free fall – without jumping out of
an airplane. How does this work? It all
happens in a giant 20m-tall transparent
wind tunnel with strong winds blowing
from the bottom, the speed of which is
adjusted to your body size and skill level.
The basic plan includes a skydiving
outfit, a brief introductory lesson, a
fly session of one minute, plus photos
and videos of you floating in mid-air.
However, we recommend adding on
the ‘Taxi Flight’ (¥600) plan, which lets
you experience another minute of freefalling, where an instructor will take you
up and down the tube several times.
For first-timers, the ‘Taxi Flight’
session is thrilling enough. But if
you want to build up to the level of an
experienced skydiver and perform
gravity-defying stunts in the wind
tunnel, sign up for the flight school,
which includes ten sessions at ¥20,000
(child ¥16,000).

Rush hours
From ninja training to indoor
skydiving – here’s how you can get an
adrenaline rush without leaving the
city. By Tabea Greuner

TOKYO MAY BE A CITY of culture

àDaidoh Limited Bldg 2F, 3-1-16 Sotokanda, Chiyoda (Akihabara
Station). 03 3527 1743. 11.30am-10pm (reservations possible from
10am), Sat, Sun & hols 10am-10pm, irregular hols. From ¥3,500, plus
¥2,500 rental fee for gun and gear. Open to 18-years-olds and above;
parental consent required for players under 20.

àDecks Tokyo Beach (Seaside Mall) 4F, 1-6-1 Daiba, Minato (Odaiba
Kaihinkoen Station). 03 3599 1664. obakeland.net. 11am-9pm (last entry
8.45pm) daily. ¥800.

TOKYO MYSTERY CIRCUS

NINJA WIRE ACTION EXPERIENCE

If you’re a fan of Japanese tokusatsu (special effects) movies such as ‘Ultraman’, you’ll love this
cool activity in Ochanomizu. You can star as the hero in your own ninja short film and perform
airborne stunts including high jumps, sidekicks and flips, all taught by a team of professional
stuntmen who have worked on Japanese blockbusters including ‘Power Rangers’, ‘Tokyo Ghoul’
and ‘Garo’.
All clad out in a ninja robe with a special harness underneath (avoid wearing skirts or dresses),
you’ll learn to perform three different tricks plus a sword fight. Your moves will be professionally
filmed and edited on-site into a ninja short film just for you.
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This is no run-of-the-mill funfair obakeyashiki (haunted house) with half-hearted
scares that are more hilarious than horrifying.
Located in Odaiba, this ghostly attraction is
designed to look like an abandoned, decrepit
school – plus, there’s a storyline to your
adventure. Armed with only a flickering torch,
you are supposed to make your way inside and
save the souls of the students and headteacher
who – as the legend goes – committed suicide a
long time ago. The soundtrack mimics a horror
flick, with abrupt sounds of movements,
random voices and a child’s creepy laughter,
all designed to send shivers down your spine.
Since Japan is known for its horror movies,
you can expect a similarly well-thoughtout setting, complete with frightening
mannequins, narrow winding corridors
and foreboding smoke. While your journey
through the school won’t last longer than 10
to 15 minutes, scaredy-cats can attest that
even a couple of terrifying minutes can feel
like forever – especially when this creepy
adventure is also available entirely in English
and you can understand every terrifying word
coming at you.

This five-storey facility in Shinjuku offers a
large variety of interactive games, including
escape rooms, where you have to complete
tasks and solve puzzles within a set time to
break out. Whether it’s the short and sweet
‘Escape from the Prison’, or the 40-minute
long ‘Mission: Infiltrate the Noir Museum’
(a collaboration with the popular manga series
‘Lupin the Third’, in which you’re assisting
a thief to steal the majestic Phantom Jewel),
Tokyo Mystery Circus provides engaging
and challenging games that are perfect for
couples and groups. Some games have no cap
on the number of people per group, making
it a great venue for parties. The more brains
the better! Six games are available entirely in
English. There’s a souvenir shop stocked with
merchandise related to the games, and if you
feel peckish, you can fuel up on light meals at
the on-site food stand.

à6-19-3 Laketown, Koshigaya, Saitama (Koshigaya Laketown
Station). 048 940 5010. flystation.jp. 10am-8pm, Sat, Sun & hols
9am-8pm. ¥4,500, children aged four and older ¥4,200, Sat, Sun
& hols ¥5,000, children ¥4,700.

àAAC Stunt Gym, Yushima D&A Bldg B2A, 1-10-5 Yushima, Bunkyo (Ochanomizu Station). 03 3868 0625. ninja-action.com. Tue & Thu only, 9.30am,
12noon, 2.30pm & 5.30pm. ¥15,000 (children aged 6 to 11 ¥10,000), ¥500 discount if you post your experience on social media. If your weight exceeds
100kg, or your kids are less than 1m in height, please call the venue in advance as special equipment needs to be prepared.
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àKikai Shinko Kaikan B4F, 3-5-8 Shibakoen, Minato (Kamiyacho Station).
090 3691 8165. musashi.ninja. From ¥12,000 (reservations essential via
e-mail: office@musashi.ninja).

DAIBA HAUNTED SCHOOL

Originated in the early 1970s in Japan, airsoft
is a competitive team shooting sport where
you take out the opposing team with pellet
guns. The game fields are usually located in
the suburbs, but Asobiba runs a few indoor
locations across the city – making it possible to
enjoy some fun battles in between sightseeing.
The Akihabara branch offers three different
zones that can be combined to create one
large playing field. After changing into an
appropriate outfit (rental fee including gun
from ¥2,500), head over to the shooting range
for some practice before entering the battle.
There are two common airsoft games: one
where you capture your opponent’s flag, and
the other in which you win by taking down
all the members of the enemy team. Once
you’re hit, you’re out of the game, but you can
still watch your friends fighting it out via the
surveillance camera from the safety area.
Reservations are possible for at least six
people. Smaller groups and solo players can
simply drop in to be teamed up with other
players. Don’t worry if you’re a novice; there’s a
tutorial to get you familiarised with the game.

àPM Bldg, 1-27-5 Kabukicho, Shinjuku (Shinjuku Station). 03 6273
8641. mysterycircus.jp/en/events. 11.30am-10pm, Sat, Sun & hols
9.30am-10pm, irregular hols. From ¥1,000.

©SCRAP

and tradition but that doesn’t
mean it’s without any thrills to get
your heart racing. If you prefer
life in the fast lane, there is plenty
you can do in the city away from
the usual tourist attractions.
You could go skydiving indoors
(ie without actually leaping out
of an airplane), pick up some
sneaky ninja skills, and even
learn sword-fighting from a
samurai descendant. Here are six
of the city’s most adventurous
activities, which should satisfy
any adrenaline junkie.

Ninja and samurai warriors have long been
sensationalised in movies, but you can now
get a more accurate historical insight into
this illustrious Japanese heritage from one of
the descendants of the Musashi clan. Active
during the Edo period (1603-1868), the
clan was made up of the prestigious Shibata
family who served the Tokugawa Shogunate
for 265 years as intelligence and undercover
operatives.
Run by Kiyomi Vanessa Shibata, the 20th
generation representative of the clan, the
centre offers hands-on ninja and samurai
experiences using weapons handcrafted by
the clan’s current leader. Opt for the complete
workshop where you’ll also learn about
meditation, ninjutsu techniques including
how to use shuriken (small star-shaped
throwing blades) and fukiya (blowgun), the
art of stealth, and sword techniques, all while
dressed in the Shibata family’s traditional
ninja and samurai attires.
After the two-hour session, you’ll be
rewarded with a certificate proving that you’ve
been trained by the Musashi Clan – giving you
bragging rights for sure. All classes come with
English interpretation and can also be booked
as private one-on-one sessions.

SURVIVAL GAME FIELD ASOBIBA
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TIME OUT LOVES

Saitama

Autumn walks
Ome

Pull on a sweater, grab a scarf and head out to the city’s best
spots for colourful autumn leaves. By Tabea Greuner

MITAKE GORGE

Located to the west of Tokyo, the area
surrounding Mitake Gorge is a particularly
popular destination with hikers between midOctober and late November. Get off at Mitake
Station on the JR Ome Line and stick to the
walking trails along the river banks. Postcard
views of vivid red maple leaves and yellow
ginkgo trees await, and for the perfect shot,
make sure you have in your frame the majestic
bridge that presides over the crystal clear
Tama River. Do visit the nearby Gyokudo Art
Museum for classic Japanese paintings before
making the trip back to town.

àMitakehoncho, Ome (Mitake Station).
///storage.furnishings.fines.

2.

MT TAKAO

Easily accessible from Shinjuku Station,
Mt Takao is a popular weekend getaway for
stressed-out Tokyoites looking to recharge
their batteries surrounded by nature. From
mid-November to early December, the nearly
600m-tall elevation attracts hordes of cheerful
hikers looking to admire the warm yellow and
blazing red hues of the forest. The autumn
foliage is best viewed from the cable car
which brings you up to the first observation
deck, from where you’ll also be treated to a
breathtaking panorama of the city. There are
shops here peddling souvenirs and snacks.
àTakaomachi, Hachioji (Takaosanguchi Station).
///soft.careful.weeks.

3.

INOKASHIRA PARK

Inokashira Park in Kichijoji is a
year-round hit with families, thanks to an
abundance of playground facilities and the
small zoo on-site – kids will love the guinea
pigs at the petting area. In autumn, however,
the star attraction is the colourful foliage,
best admired from aboard one of the swanshaped pedal boats on the lake. You’ll find the
best views between the end of November and
early December. At selected weekends when
the Art Markets is on, vendors set up stalls
loaded with artisanal crafts, and the park turns
into an outdoor stage for busking musicians
and artists.
à1-18-31 Gotenyama, Musashino (Kichijoji, Inokashirakoen
stations). 0422 47 6900. kensetsu.metro.tokyo.jp/jimusho/
seibuk/inokashira/index.html. FREE. Boat rental: 10am-5.50pm
(Apr-Jul, Sep), 10am-6.20pm (Aug), 9.30am-5.20pm (Oct, Mar),
9.30am-4.50pm (Nov-Feb), closed every Wed between Dec & Feb.
Swan-shaped pedal boat ¥700 (30min), pedal boat ¥600 (30min),
rowboat ¥700 (60min). ///geology.joggers.soccer.
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SHINJUKU GYOEN
NATIONAL GARDEN

Shinjuku, with its bustling station and popular
nightlife district Kabukicho, is also home to one
of the most beautiful parks in the city. Scenic
all year round, the sprawling Shinjuku Gyoen
features three distinct gardens, including a
landscape garden and a traditional Japanese
garden complete with a quaint little teahouse
serving matcha and wagashi (traditional
Japanese confectionery). Autumn colours are
found throughout the park but make a beeline
for the Maple Hill for the best photo op.
(Note: drinking alcohol as well as playing
sports and musical instruments are prohibited
in the garden.)
à11 Naitomachi, Shinjuku (Shinjuku, Shinjuku-sanchome, ShinjukuGyoenmae stations). 03 3350 0151. tinyurl.com/TOTshinjukugyoen.
9am-4.30pm (Oct 1-Mar 14), 9am-6pm (Mar 15-Sep 30), 9am-7pm
(Jul 1-Aug 20); last entry 30min before closing time, closed Mon (Tue
if hols). ¥500, university and high school students and seniors ¥250,
FREE for 15-year-olds and under. ///awesome.century.dash.

5.

Shinjuku

Musashino

Chiyoda

Hachioji

Tokyo

JINGU GAIEN GINKGO AVENUE

Minato

This annual autumn festival at Jingu
Gaien centres around the perfectly shaped,
sunset-yellow ginkgo trees that form a
300m-long boulevard stretching between
Gaienmae and Aoyama-itchome stations. This
is Tokyo’s quintessential autumn scenery, which
has graced countless Instagram accounts. Enjoy
the golden foliage together with some typical
seasonal fare, sold at the many food stalls around
the Gondawara area and at Nikoniko Park just
around the corner from the trees.

à1-1 Kita-Aoyama, Minato (Aoyama-itchome, Gaienmae stations).
03 5155 5658. jingugaien-ichomatsuri.jp. Nov 15-Dec 1. FREE.
///outline.puzzle.posts.

6.

HIBIYA PARK

Established in 1903 as Tokyo’s first
Western-style park, Hibiya Park is one of the
best spots in the city centre to admire koyo
(autumn foliage). Blazing red maple trees
and mustard-yellow ginkgo leaves can be
found around the Kumogata-ike pond, which
features a beautiful fountain inspired by the
crane, the Japanese symbol for good luck. The
reflection of the colourful leaves on the water
set against a backdrop of gleaming skyscrapers
make for some postcard-perfect photo
ops. Next to the on-site restaurant Hibiya
Matsumotoro you’ll even find a 20m tall ginkgo
tree that’s almost 500 years old.
àHibiya Koen, Chiyoda (Hibiya, Yurakucho, Kasumigaseki stations).
03 3501 6428. FREE. ///case.voting.historic.
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Culture

PAVILION

Within moments of arriving at this artsy
bar-restaurant under the Nakameguro
Station train tracks, you’ll notice it likes
to do things a bit differently. Around
the back of the restaurant exterior you’ll
find a telephone booth – make a call and
you’ll be guided into a stunning hall
of glowing pink lights (by artist Ichiro
Yamaguchi), which leads you through to
the restaurant and bar.
Here you’ll find prints, paintings
and a few dazzling art installations, like
the suspended Vespa-streetlamp hybrid
by Tatzu Nishi and the ‘Black Ball’ light
sculpture by Kohei Nawa. There’s even
art in the washroom, with a street lampinspired installation hanging above
the toilet.
Come for a meal or just the seasonal
fruit cocktails, but note that there are
two menus here, one of which you won’t
be able to pay with cash. Being a touch
eccentric, Pavilion uses its own ‘Roman’
coins, which you can buy to redeem for
special drinks and games.
à1-6-10 Kamimeguro, Meguro (Nakameguro Station).
03 6416 5868. tinyurl.com/TOTpavilion. 6pm-12midnight,
Fri 6pm-2am, Sat & hols 5pm-2am, Sun 5pm-11pm.

BAR ZINGARO

You won’t be disappointed by this Nakano café and
bar created by Takashi Murakami, the contemporary
artist behind the Superflat movement. His quirky,
character-driven art is used liberally here: it appears
on the walls, on pancakes, burgers and lattes, and as
oversized Kaikai and Kiki plushies and giant flower
cushions.
Although Bar Zingaro closes earlier than most bars,
you could do worse than kick off a night out with its
marvellously boozy milkshake. For an extra dose
of Tokyo pop-culture Murakami-style, take a stroll
around as the artist has a few other projects hidden
throughout Nakano Broadway, including a vending
machine and a retail shop where you can purchase his
merchandise.

These creative cafés and bars in Tokyo
combine the joy of drinking with a little
art appreciation. By Kaila Imada

àNakano Broadway 2F, 5-52-15 Nakano, Nakano (Nakano Station). 03 5942
8382. tinyurl.com/TOTbarzingaro. 11am-9pm daily.

A TO Z CAFE

DESIGN FESTA CAFÉ & BAR

BAR ZINGARO: IKKI OGATA

It’s easy to miss this hidden café-bar-gallery in the backstreets of
Harajuku, but it’s worth seeking out for its art, food and drinks. Design
Festa – which also hosts an eponymous art festival several times a
year – is segmented into 71 different exhibition spaces over East and
West buildings, showcasing works by a roster of artists and creatives.
In between these two buildings you’ll find the semi-al fresco café and
bar terrace, which is adorned with many colourful wall paintings and
murals as well as a large pomegranate tree.
The friendly bar is a watering hole for the city’s creative set, who come
here for the reasonably priced drinks, especially the international
selection of bottled beers which start from just ¥500. Food-wise, a
global menu offers up well-executed hotdogs, nachos and even Philly
cheesesteaks.
à3-20-18 Jingumae, Shibuya (Harajuku, Meiji-Jingumae stations). 03 3479 0839. tinyurl.com/
TOTdesignfes. 11am-11pm (last orders food 10pm, drinks 10.30pm).
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Nestled among the glitzy stores of Aoyama
is this spacious restaurant-bar created in
collaboration with Japanese contemporary
artist Yoshitomo Nara. Expect to see
photographs and paintings of Nara’s
signature sweet-yet-sinister girls as well as
a collection of his art books which you can
peruse at your leisure.
Most of Nara’s pieces can be found in the
central space, a charming wooden house
structure. After getting acquainted with Nara’s
disconcerting paintings, head up to the rooftop
bar for a panoramic view of Aoyama while
sipping on a fresh-fruit cocktail, a glass of wine
or something stronger. The menu also offers
an extensive food selection, ranging from
standard bar snacks and Japanese set meals to
western classics such as salads and pastas.
àEqubo Bldg 5F, 5-8-3 Minami-Aoyama, Minato (Omotesando
Station). 03 5464 0281. tinyurl.com/TOTatoz. 11.30am-11.30pm, Sat
& Sun 11am-11.30pm.

KEISUKE TANIGAWA

Paint
the town

ARTBAR DAIKANYAMA

Bottomless wine might not sound conducive to painting
with a steady hand, but at this friendly art studio, the
wine is just liquid motivation to let your creative juices
flow. You don’t need to be an artist to get stuck in,
although you’ll need to prepare to get a bit messy: classes
range from paint-pouring and Jackson Pollock-style
splash painting to something rather more refined – you
might find yourself attempting to recreate Van Gogh’s
and Monet’s iconic works. If starry nights or water lilies
aren’t your bag, look out for the odd seasonal classes,
such as sakura-themed painting sessions in spring.
Classes are held in English and Japanese on weekdays
from 7pm, and there are several sessions at weekends.
The monthly class schedules are on the website.
à7-2 Daikanyamacho, Shibuya (Daikanyama Station). tinyurl.com/
TOTartbar. Weekday classes from 7pm, weekend classes vary from 1pm,
4pm and 7pm.
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ESSENTIAL
EXHIBITIONS

Shows
to see
this
autumn

EN TEA HOUSE

Just when you thought the digital art at teamLab Borderless couldn’t get any more mind-bending, out
comes this museum teahouse that serves its drinks with side of augmented reality. At this space, which
looks more like a theatre black box than a café, your cup of tea is no mere refreshment, but a canvas for
digital flowers and foliage to bloom on the surface, only to disappear when you lift the cup to drink, and
regrow again when you set it down. The same goes for the dreamy green tea ice cream, where the smooth
dome ‘sprouts’ a tea tree that will gradually expand and blossom across the tatami-mat table top.
But it’s not all just theatrics. The aforementioned ice cream was created by renowned Japanese chef
Koji Tamura, who cut his teeth at several Michelin-starred restaurants such as Mirazur in France and
Edition Koji Shimomura in Tokyo. The green tea selection, including a creamy hojicha with camomile
latte, uses a signature house variety grown in Hizen in southwest Japan.

FRONT DESK BAR,
BNA HOTEL KOENJI
BnA (‘Bed and Art’) aims to support
up-and-coming Japanese artists who
may not have a space to showcase their
work. As such, this Koenji creative hub
makes guests feel like they are staying in
a work of art – the rooms are designed by
local artists – but you don’t have to spend
the night here to view the works at this
unusual gallery.
The hotel’s front desk turns into a
bar come 7pm nightly, which is your
opportunity to take in the contemporary
art adorning the space – don’t miss the
backroom gallery in the basement.
The bar hosts events and DJs on most
Tuesdays (check the hotel’s Instagram
feed for upcoming events). Drink prices
are reasonable, with most hovering
around the ¥500-600 range. There’s no
cover charge on most nights, unless it’s a
special event.
à2-4-7 Koenjikita, Suginami (Koenji Station). tinyurl.com/
TOTbna. 7pm-12midnight daily.
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ORIBE SQUARE BOX WITH LID, MOMOYAMA PERIOD,
17TH CENTURY. SUNTORY MUSEUM OF ART

à1-3-8 Aomi, Koto (Aomi, Tokyo Teleport stations). 03 6368 4292. tinyurl.com/TOTteamLabBorderless. Mon-Fri 10am-7pm (last entry 6pm); Sat, Sun &
hols 10am-9pm (last entry 8pm), closed 2nd & 4th Tue of the month. Hours may vary, check website for updates. Museum ticket required to access teahouse.

MINO TEA WARES: KISETO,
SETOGURO, SHINO AND ORIBE

There is something exciting
about taking malleable clay and
transforming it into beautiful
works of art. The history of
Japanese pottery started more
than 1,300 years ago, with traces
of earthenware going even further
back to the prehistoric Jomon
period. This exhibition at the
Suntory Museum of Art, however,
will take you back 500 years to
Mino, the birthplace of some of
Japan’s greatest ceramic wares.
During the Azuchi-Momoyama

period (1568-1603), many
craftsmen fled from war-torn
areas of the Owari province and
settled down in Mino in Gifu
prefecture. Mino eventually
became a ceramics centre as new
kilns were being built in a time
when new technology and artistic
expressions inspired by the tea
ceremony were developing. This
exhibition, in celebration of
Suntory Foundation for the Arts’
50th anniversary, explores not
only the history of Mino tea wares
but also the secrets behind their
unique beauty.

Jan 10-12 10am-9pm (8.30pm), closed Thu (except
Dec 26), Dec 28-Jan 2.

SHOSOIN: ESSENTIAL
TREASURES OF ANCIENT
JAPAN PASSED DOWN BY THE
IMPERIAL FAMILY

The year 2019 marks not only
the enthronement of Emperor
Naruhito but also the new ‘Reiwa’
era. For this occasion, Tokyo
National Museum is exhibiting
important cultural artefacts from
the Shoso-in (treasure house of
the Todai-ji temple) and Horyu-ji
temple in Nara, handed down
by the Imperial household.
Expect numerous culturally
and historically important
scrolls, paintings and other relics
from the Asuka and Nara periods
(593-794).

àSuntory Museum of Art, Sep 4-Nov 10. Tokyo
Midtown Galleria 3F, 9-7-4 Akasaka, Minato.
03 3479 8600. Closed Tue & during exhibition
preparations.

MASTERPIECES FROM THE
MUSÉE DE L’ORANGERIE,
JEAN WALTER AND PAUL
GUILLAUME COLLECTION

has been organised for its
unveiling and also to showcase
the artist’s other works such as
‘Shintomi-cho Town’, ‘Hamacho Gashi Zone’ and a portrait of
San’yutei Encho, which has been
designated an Important Cultural
Property of Japan.
àThe National Museum of Modern Art, Tokyo,
Nov 1-Dec 15. 3-1 Kitanomaru-koen, Chiyoda.
03 5777 8600. Tue-Thu, Sun 10am-5pm (last entry
4.30pm), Fri-Sat 10am-8pm (7.30pm), closed Mon
(Tue if hols).

FUTURE AND THE ARTS

This major exhibition highlights
past and present advances
in science and technology
through art. In today’s world,
biotechnology is playing an
increasingly big role in food,
medicine and the environment,
and it is not too far-fetched to
say that sooner rather than later
we’ll leave much of our everyday
decisions to artificial intelligence.
The Mori Art Museum
highlights the future possibilities
of AI, in addition to various
developments in biotechnology,
robotics and augmented reality.
This will give us a unique
opportunity to consider what
it means to be human, and the
impact we have on society and the
environment at large.
àMori Art Museum, Nov 19 2019-Mar 29 2020.
53F, Roppongi Hills Mori Tower, 6-10-1 Roppongi,
Minato. 03 5777 8600. Mon, Wed-Sun 10am-10pm
(last entry 9.30pm), Tue 10am-5pm (4.30pm).

àTokyo National Museum, Oct 14-Nov 24. 13-9
Ueno Koen, Taito. 03 5777 8600. Tue-Thu, Sun
9.30am-5pm (last entry 4.30pm), Fri-Sat, Nov 3 &
4 9.30am-9pm (8.30pm), closed Mon (except Oct
14 & Nov 4) & Nov 5.

As the Yokohama Museum of
Art continues to celebrate its
30th anniversary, the museum
will present artworks from the
Jean Walter and Paul Guillaume
Collection of Paris’s Musée de
l’Orangerie. Paul Guillaume
(1891-1934) was one of the most
prominent art dealer-collectors
in Paris in the early 20th century.
By the time of his death at the age
of 42, Guillaume had amassed an
outstanding collection of works
from leading modernists such as
Matisse, Picasso and Modigliani,
as well as Renoir’s ‘Girls Playing
the Piano’ (ca. 1892). A total of
70 paintings have been selected
from the 146-piece collection,
in this first major showing of
the collection in Japan in over
20 years.

SPECIAL DISPLAY OF
REDISCOVERED ‘TSUKIJI
AKASHI-CHO TOWN’ OF
KABURAKI KIYOKATA

Japan’s leading master of the
bijin-ga genre (portraits of female
beauty), Kiyokata Kaburaki
(1878-1972) started out as an
illustrator for popular novels and
later helped found Ugokai, an art
group focused on popularising
bijin-ga, in 1901. This led to a
change in career as he became
more interested in Japanese-style
painting and began to produce
works inspired by literature.
One of Kaburaki’s signature
pieces, ‘Tsukiji Akashi-cho
Town’, went missing in 1975 and
was just recently rediscovered
and acquired by The National
Museum of Modern Art, Tokyo.
To celebrate, a special exhibition

àYokohama Museum of Art, Sep 21 2019-Jan
13 2020. 3-4-1 Minatomirai, Nishi, Yokohama,
Kanagawa. 03 5777 8600. 10am-6pm (last entry
5.30pm), Fri-Sat 10am-8pm (7.30pm), Sep 27, 28,
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KABURAKI KIYOKATA, ‘HAMA-CHO GASHI ZONE’, 1930, COLOUR ON SILK, HANGING
SCROLL. THE NATIONAL MUSEUM OF MODERN ART, TOKYO. © NEMOTO AKIO

TEAMLAB, TEA TREE, 2018, INTERACTIVE DIGITAL INSTALLATION, ENDLESS. SOUND: HIDEAKI TAKAHASHI © TEAMLAB

BJARKE INGELS AND JAKOB LANGE, ‘THE ORB’, 2018. MORI ART MUSEUM
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Music

Listening
party

There aren’t many good reasons to get off the Keio line at sleepy
Tsutsujigaoka Station, but this shrine to second-hand records and
craft beer is one of them. Boasting a selection that covers jazz, world
music, classic rock and most genres in between, Garageville has
vinyl for every taste and generation. This dedication to diversity
is also reflected in the beer lineup: you can choose from about 20
kinds of craft brews from Europe and Asia, in addition to several
rarities from minor Japanese breweries. And we’d be remiss not
to mention the shop’s super comfy sofas, which are perfect for
relaxing on while taking in some smooth tunes with a beer in hand.
à3-30-30 Nishi-Tsutsujigaoka, Chofu (Tsutsujigaoka Station). 042 498 5367. tinyurl.com/
TOTgarageville. 5pm-12midnight, Sat 3pm-11pm, Sun & hols 3pm-9pm, closed Wed.

KEISUKE TANIGAWA

Vinyl records and good drinks go hand in
hand. Here are the best record stores with
bars in Tokyo. By Kunihiro Miki

GARAGEVILLE

SUBSCRIPTION-BASED online

BIG LOVE

Ask any music-loving Tokyoite
in the know for record store
recommendations and they
are bound to mention Big Love.
Tucked away on the third floor
of an apartment building a few
blocks from the hustle and bustle
of Harajuku, this much loved shop
specialises in indie records mainly
from the US and Europe. The
selection is frequently updated,
giving you access to all the latest
releases in both vinyl and cassette
formats, while the wood-heavy,
charmingly down-to-earth décor
and homely atmosphere invite
you to linger. Japanese Shiga
Kogen craft beer is served at the
in-store bar.

àYS Bldg 2F, 3-27-1 Kitazawa, Setagaya (Shimokitazawa Station). tinyurl.com/
TOTupstairsrecords. 5pm-1am (record sales until 9pm), Wed 9pm-1am (bar only).

àHosozawa Bldg 4F, 2-12-13 Kitazawa, Setagaya (Shimokitazawa Station). 03 3410 6080. tinyurl.
com/TOTcitycountryclub. 12noon-1am (Sat, Sun & hols from 11am), closed Wed (Thu if Wed is hol).
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KISA TOYOSHIMA

à2-31-3 Jingumae, Shibuya (Harajuku, MeijiJingumae stations). 03 5775 1315. tinyurl.com/
TOTbiglove. Tue-Sun 1pm-10pm, Mon 3pm-8pm.
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SMALL WORLD

CITY COUNTRY CITY

You’ll need to climb up to the fourth floor of a nondescript
Shimokitazawa building to find it, but this café and record shop,
owned by musician Keiichi Sokabe, is worth seeking out. Stepping
through the door, you’re welcomed by shelf after shelf packed
with great music, from rock, acid folk and rare groove to house
and ambient. Every record comes with a small handwritten note
describing it, and you’re free to listen to any recording before
buying. After a bout of shopping, sit down by the bar for a bottle of
beer or a cocktail, plus a serving of CCC’s famous pasta.

DAIKI SUZUKI

UPSTAIRS RECORDS & BAR

The man behind semi-legendary and now sorely
missed NYC record shop Weekend Records, Makoto
Nagatomo made a triumphant return to Tokyo
by opening this second-hand vinyl store and bar
in Shimokitazawa in 2017. Its shelves are mainly
stacked with disco, funk, house and other dance
records, but you can also spot rock, folk and even
classical albums, all at reasonable prices. Most
drinks go for ¥500-600 at the five-seat bar, which
also stocks a few rare bottles of gin and whisky.
To avoid a shock, make sure to ask the staff for
prices before trying one of these.

MANABU MOROOKA

streaming services such as
Spotify are quickly gaining
ground in Japan. However, many
serious music listeners find it
hard to resist the charm and
character of analogue records.
While vinyl has enjoyed a boom
in recent years, it never really
went away in Tokyo, which has
long had a reputation for its
excellent record store scene.
One current trend is to make
shopping for vinyl a social
occasion, which quite naturally
brings booze into the equation.
And since drinking and digging
for choice cuts are best combined
at a record store that also
functions as a bar, we’ve lined up
five of the best of these hybrids
for your convenience.

Living up to its name, Small World has room
for only five people at a time, but makes up for
its modest size with an eclectic selection of
both records and craft beer. Located between
Sangenjaya and Shimokitazawa, the shop
specialises in carefully curated underground
sounds, all the way from avant-garde electronic
music to indie rock. When you find a disc you’d
like to listen to, ask the staff to play it while you
grab a seat by the counter, settle in and decide
what to order off the beer menu, which lists
several excellent Japanese brews.
àIto Bldg 1F, 5-30-6 Taishido, Setagaya (Sangenjaya Station).
03 5787 8806. tinyurl.com/TOTsmallworld. 6pm-12midnight,
Sat & Sun 2pm-12midnight, closed Mon.
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Nightlife
EDOYU

TOKYO CITY VIEW

High and dry
Tokyo after dark offers far more than just boozy
nightlife. Here are Lim Chee Wah’s favourite
late-night activities that don’t involve hitting
the bars and clubs

à Roppongi Hills Mori Tower, 6-10-1 Roppongi, Minato (Roppongi Station). 03 5777
8600. tinyurl.com/TOTcityview. Mon-Thu & hols 10am-11pm (last entry 10.30pm), Fri, Sat
& hol eve 10am-1am (12midnight). ¥1,800, university and high school students ¥1,200,
children 4 years old and above ¥600, seniors ¥1,500. Admission includes entrance to Mori
Art Museum. Sky Deck (11am-8pm, last entry 7.30pm) costs extra ¥500, children ¥300.

The original Fuglen coffee shop in Tokyo looks like it
came straight out of the pages of Monocle magazine; its
second outlet, opened last year under the Nine Hours
capsule hotel in Asakusa, doubles down on that mod
Scandinavian aesthetic. The space is bigger too, with two
floors of comfy seating, a communal table made for digital
nomads, plus nooks and crannies perfect for chilling
out. More importantly, it is one of the very few cafés in
the city that opens till late, 2am on Friday and Saturday.
Fuglen Asakusa is also a place to which you can bring your
imbibing friends along: they can peruse the small selection
of craft beer and cocktails (we love the ginger daiquiri)
while you stick to tea, coffee or even a glass of warm milk
with honey.
à 2-6-15 Asakusa, Taito (Asakusa Station). 03 5811 1756. tinyurl.com/
TOTfuglenasakusa. Sun-Tue 7am-10pm, Wed & Thu until 1am, Fri & Sat until 2am.

à 1-5-8 Kamezawa, Sumida (Ryogoku Station). 03 3621 2611. tinyurl.com/TOTedoyu. 11am-9am daily.
¥2,700, children (must be 12 years old and above) ¥2,000.
TEAMLAB, EXPANDING THREE-DIMENSIONAL EXISTENCE IN TRANSFORMING SPACE - FLATTENING
3 COLORS AND 9 BLURRED COLORS, FREE FLOATING, 2009-2018, INTERACTIVE INSTALLATION,
ENDLESS. SOUND: HIDEAKI TAKAHASHI ©TEAMLAB

Since Tokyo is so orderly, it’s hard to tell just how dense
the metropolis is – until you see it from above. At Tokyo
City View’s rooftop Sky Deck, you’ll be confronted with
the immensity of the capital, a sprawling urban jigsaw of
tightly squeezed buildings stretching all the way to the
horizon. It’s a breathtaking experience up here, and quite
literally so as you’ll be walking along the (barricaded) edges
of the rooftop – but keep your eyes on the prize and spot all
the iconic landmarks including Tokyo Tower and Skytree
as well as Tokyo Bay in the distance.
Tokyo is especially enchanting come nightfall when the
lights are on, and we can understand if you want to spend
more time soaking up the view. So stay: when the Sky Deck
closes at 8pm, head down a few levels to the observation
deck on the 52nd floor and you can continue to stare into
the mesmerising vista until 1am (on Friday, Saturday and
holiday eve). Who needs a drink when the views are this
intoxicating?

FUGLEN ASAKUSA

Edoyu is a slick, modern and design-focused super sento (bathhouse).
In fact, it looks, feels and operates like a luxurious spa. The bathing area
is especially gorgeous, what with the contemporary Mt Fuji mosaic wall
presiding over many different types of bath: hot, cold, jacuzzi, herbal and
carbonated. On top of that, you’ll also find two types of sauna – a Finnish
version and a mid-temperature one that’s about 75ºC (the women’s
section has a steam aroma sauna instead). There’s even two options for
the waterless bedrock bathing, where you lie in a heated room, on a slab of
natural stone to promote blood circulation and metabolism.
However, that’s not all you can do here. Spread across multiple levels,
with a dedicated floor each for men and women, Edoyu also offers a
restaurant, a café and lots of quiet corners, relaxation lounges and napinducing recliners, with free wi-fi throughout. It’s the perfect place to
unplug and just be idle. There’s no need to rush when you get there:
Edoyu is open through the night until 9am.

TEAMLAB PLANETS

TSUTAYA BOOK APARTMENT

An influence from the Hokkaido capital city of Sapporo
in northern Japan, parfaits are gaining traction as a
night-time indulgence in Tokyo, and it’s just perfect for
the teetotaling nightowl. This Sapporo parfait specialist
is known for its gravity-defying creations. They are the
Jenga block of desserts, with no fewer than 12 elements
from jelly and ice cream of many different flavours to tuiles
and cookies and fresh fruit balancing precariously on top
of one another. These pretty ensembles play right into the
feed of the Instagram generation, but the bigger joy lies
in discovering the varying tastes and textures among the
different layers.

While this temporary teamLab museum doesn’t contain as many works
of art as the permanent Borderless over in Odaiba, the smaller crowds
here make this a much more leisurely experience, and there’s also the
bonus of a later closing time. But rest assured, this is still iconically
teamLab, with digital art installations that are not just interactive and
immersive but also tactile and sensorial.
You are to explore the museum barefooted: walking up a slope
through running water, treading knee-deep in a pond with digital koi
fish swimming around you, lumbering across a room whose floor feels
like one giant bean bag… They’re all designed to make you more aware
of your own body, especially how it moves across different surfaces. In
one surreal installation, you’ll even feel like you’re spinning around an
‘outer space’ of larger-than-life flowers. It’s like you’ve fallen through
a rabbit hole into a trippy, psychedelic dimension – no, you’re not
hallucinating, not even the least bit inebriated.

à Natori Bldg B1F, 1-40-5 Nishi-Ikebukuro, Toshima (Ikebukuro Station). 03 6914 1839.
tinyurl.com/TOTmomobukuro. Mon-Thu 5pm-12midnight, Fri until 1am, Sat 3pm-1am,
Sun & hols 3pm-12midnight (last orders 30 mins before closing).

à 6-1-16 Toyosu, Koto (Shin-Toyosu Station). tinyurl.com/TOTteamlabplanets. 10am-10pm, Sat, Sun & hols
9am-10pm (last entry 9pm). ¥3,200, university students ¥2,500, junior high & high school students ¥2,000,
children aged 4 to 12 ¥800, FREE for younger children. Hours may vary, check website for updates.

à Shinjuku Minimum Bldg 4F-6F, 3-26-14 Shinjuku, Shinjuku (Shinjuku Station).
03 5315 4077. tinyurl.com/TOTtsutayabook. Open 24 hours daily. From ¥500 per hour,
¥2,800 for 6 hours, ¥5,500 for 12 hours.

PARFAITERIA MOMOBUKURO
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Tsutaya Book Apartment is the coolest library you are
ever likely to hang out in. There are oversized bean bags,
couples’ day beds by the floor-to-ceiling picture windows
overlooking the streets below, and even single-occupancy
capsules with cushioned floors built into bookshelves.
It’s extremely peaceful and cosy up here, a far cry from the
frenetic Shinjuku outside.
So choose your favourite read (there’s a small selection
of English lifestyle and travel titles), help yourself to the
free coffee and tea (caffeine-free options included) and
settle in. There’s also a women-only floor, and another
designated as a co-working space complete with charging
points, free wi-fi and Macs. Admission charges are by the
hour, but it’s easy to lose track of time here, especially since
Tsutaya Book Apartment is open round the clock.
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Memory lane

SUSHITATSU

The only sushi restaurant in Omoide Yokocho,
Sushitatsu is one of the longest standing businesses
in the area and the place is as old-school as they come.
Every customer that comes through the sliding wooden
frame of the entrance already seems to know someone
sitting at the counter, exchanging boisterous remarks
as they edge their way to an open seat. There are no
menus here, just a line of wooden planks behind the
counter listing the available fish for the day in kanji and
two omakase options.
Owner and sushi master Kenji Murakami, who has
had the business for 70 years, still watches over the
shop every day in chef whites, sitting and chatting
with regulars as his seasoned mentee forms stunning
pieces of Edo-style nigiri, brushing them lightly with
sauce before serving them. While there’s a rustic charm
to the uninhibited way in which regulars casually
interact, pouring beers and flicking cigarettes whilst
reminiscing the past, Sushitatsu upholds all the
traditional elements of an authentic sushi restaurant.
Those planning to hop to adjacent establishments for
more food might opt for sashimi, but you’ll do well
to order the sushi course, which includes dashimaki
tamago (omelette), fragrant clam miso soup and maki
rolls wrapped with minced fatty tuna, fresh shiso and
pickled daikon.

One of the most famous alleyways in all of Tokyo,
Shinjuku’s Omoide Yokocho has shed its insalubrious
past to become a foodie destination peppered with
old Tokyo charm. By Emma Steen
THE BEAUTY OF OMOIDE YOKOCHO, a cluster of tight alleyways in Shinjuku
brightly lit with paper lanterns and crammed with small eateries, lies in
the unglamorous nature of its dripping pipes, smokey air and remnants
of bygone days. This immensely photogenic yokocho, often referred to as
‘Memory Lane’ – the word ‘omoide’ loosely translates to ‘reminiscence’
– dates back to the post-war period when many of these shops made
money as entertainment bars or by selling black market goods at a
time when commodities were heavily controlled by the government.
Yakitori and motsu (innards) shops were common because animal
entrails were among the produce not regulated by the authorities. While
you’ll no longer come across any cabarets in these parts, you can still
pull up a stool to a counter and savour the same popular delicacies that
generations have enjoyed over good conversation and plenty of booze.

FUN FACT
Omoide Yokocho (shinjukuomoide.com) is sometimes
still called ‘Piss Alley’ in jest.
Back in the day when proper
sanitation was absent,
(male) patrons often just let
it splash on the streets.
But don’t worry, these
alleyways are no longer
squalid; there are now
basic toilets on-site.

à 1-2-7 Nishishinjuku, Shinjuku (Shinjuku Station). 03 3342 0740.
5pm-12midnight, closed Sun. ///observer.shared.ozone.

KABUTO

One thing and one thing only goes on the grill at Kabuto,
and while freshwater eel might not appeal to less
adventurous eaters, it’s impossible not to be intrigued
by what this no-frills street stall has to offer when you see
salarymen hunched over the counter with their small
blue plates of unagi on skewers. You can order skewers
consisting of your chosen eel part, or go straight for the
set which will give you a taste of just about every part
of eel anatomy, head, bones and all. You can order beer
to accompany your snack, or get a glass of nihonshu
(Japanese sake) and sweeten it to your liking with the flask
of plum syrup on the counter.

YASUBEE

à 1-2-11 Nishishinjuku, Shinjuku (Shinjuku Station). 03 3342 7671. 2pm-9pm
(last orders 8.45pm), closed Sun & hols. ///golf.boggles.mixed.

It’s hard for first-timers to the yokocho to distinguish Tachan from its busy
neighbours. With its charcoal grill and homely décor, Tachan blends in with the
other skewer spots on the street, but the food it serves puts it head and shoulders
above the rest. A sister shop of Sushitatsu (see above right), Tachan specialises in
seafood dishes such as marinated tuna as well as grilled vegetables and skewered
meat that are barbecued over charcoal.
An abundance of fresh produce, including locally sourced vegetables and the
catch of the day, is displayed at the countertop. In summer, ceramic bowls are filled
with fat clams and deliciously crisp sweetcorn boasting the best flavours of the
season. The signature tsukune, chicken meatballs with minced nira onion served
with an egg yolk in a sweet-savoury sauce, is without question the best in Tokyo.
As an izakaya, Tachan charges an otoshi (table charge; ¥300) which includes a
complimentary appetiser.
à 1-2-7 Nishishinjuku, Shinjuku (Shinjuku Station). 03 3348 4594. 5pm-12midnight, closed Sun. ///vehicle.thumps.directs.
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TACHAN

With its spacious and polished interior,
Yasubee’s main store by the train tracks on
the outer side of the yokocho doesn’t seem
as though its been there for long, but the
restaurant has been running in Omoide
Yokocho since 1951. Apart from providing the
most elbow room in the vicinity, Yasubee’s list
of nihonshu is the most extensive on the scene,
making it a heavy hitter when it comes to the
art of pairing food with sake. Here, you’ll find
rice wine from sake breweries all over Japan,
each with unique aromas and flavour profiles.
Just like the sake list, the food menu offers a
variety of dishes for every kind of palate. You’ll
see standard izakaya items like delicate saikyo
yaki (grilled white fish marinated in miso) as
well as more unusual offerings such as skin of
fugu (pufferfish), seasoned with citrus vinegar
and topped with spring onions. An old-time
favourite is the motsu nikomi, a collagenpacked stew of beef shank, tendon and tripe.
The broth has been boiled for hours, drawing
out the fat from the meat, and its richness goes
brilliantly with a glass of bright rice wine.
à 1-2-7 Nishishinjuku, Shinjuku (Shinjuku Station). 03 3347 0545.
shinjuku-yasubee.com. 4pm-11pm (last orders 10.30pm), Sat
4pm-12midnight (11pm), closed Sun. ///remark.joke.rudder.

TAJIMAYA

The Japanese kissaten is an interesting mix
of east and west, where quaint Europeanstyle tea cups are warped with the traditional
coffeehouse’s vintage Showa-era (1926-1989)
interior. While some kissaten can seem worn
down and outdated, Tajimaya stands out
with its impeccable attention to detail and
a dedication to providing the most genuine
experience.
Six times a week, the staff sift through green
coffee beans by hand, throwing out any that
may compromise the flavour of the brew
before the beans are roasted in-house. There’s
a wide range of beans from different countries
to choose from, and once you’ve made your
choice, your coffee is hand-dripped through a
cloth filter and served in a cup that is deemed
best suited to your style. The menu also
includes a selection of cakes and sandwiches
to pair with your coffee, or opt to indulge in
nostalgic kissaten favourites like coffee jelly
with heavy cream or buttered toast with sweet
adzuki (red bean) paste.

GIFUYA

To close a long night of drinking with a
quick bowl of ramen is almost a ritual and
Gifuya never fails to deliver when it comes
to providing fast and cheap sustenance for
those looking to fill their stomachs before
making the last train. While it may not be one
of those famed joints that people are willing
to queue for hours to eat at, the portions are
generous and the carb-heavy menu draws in a
large number of people every night who wish
to replenish themselves with an honest bowl
of noodles in solitude. Beyond ramen, you
can also chow down on pan-fried gyoza or a
vegetable stir-fry for some budget-friendly
nourishment.
à 1-2-1 Nishishinjuku, Shinjuku (Shinjuku
Station). 03 3342 6858. Sat-Wed, Sun
9am-1am, Thu-Fri
9am-2am.
///future.
fail.zoom.

à 1-2-6 Nishishinjuku, Shinjuku (Shinjuku Station). 03 3342 0881.
tajimaya-coffeeten.com. 10am-11pm daily (last orders 10.30pm).
///asleep.runways.assorted.
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LGBT

Super
screens

Film

Take your movie-going experience to the next level
at these state-of-the-art, immersive cinemas
in Tokyo. By Mari Hiratsuka

Day
pass

stretching from wall to wall.
à Roppongi Hills Keyakizaka Complex, 6-10-2
Roppongi, Minato (Roppongi Station). 050 6868
5024. tinyurl.com/TOTroppongitoho. ¥1,900,
university students ¥1,500, high school students
and under ¥1,000.

Footbath Cafe & Bar Donyoku

UNITED CINEMAS TOYOSU

For a fully immersive experience

Shinjuku’s famous gay
neighbourhood doesn’t
really come to life until
after dark, but that
doesn’t mean daytime
visitors have nowhere to
go. Here are three cafés
offering LGBT friendliness
during daylight hours.
By Kelsey Lark

Tachikawa Cinema City

through Tokyo’s famous gay
neigbourhood, Shinjuku
Ni-chome, and it doesn’t look
much like the gay capital of Japan.
You might spot a few rainbowadorned signs around but it’s
at night when the district really
comes alive.
But what about members of the
community who prefer daytime
hangouts over night clubs, or a
coffee over a cold pint? Over the
past few years, gay venues in
Tokyo have started opening much
earlier to welcome those who
might not be into the night scene.
Here are three excellent LGBT
cafés open during the day
in Ni-chome.

FOOTBATH CAFE & BAR
DONYOKU

Footbath Cafe & Bar Donyoku
delivers on its name – it’s a café/
bar that also has footbaths, so you
can sip on a cuppa while dipping
your toes in the hot baths set up
Time Out Tokyo October-December, 2019

under the tables. But what sets
Donyoku apart even more than
that is the warm community they
foster with their patrons.
Along with two tables with
footbaths, they have a couple of
conventional tables, hammocks
and counter seats. Families and
teenagers are also welcome to
drop by and chat with the staff
or pick up a book to read from
the ‘travelling bookshelf’, where
customers regularly drop off and
pick up tomes for free.
As for the food, Donyoku’s
Vietnamese sandwiches are
especially noteworthy, and they
also have salads and Japanese
rice bowls on their menu that start
from just ¥800.
à 203, 2-7-3 Shinjuku, Shinjuku (Shinjuku,
Shinjuku-Sanchome, Shinjuku-Gyoemmae stations).
03 6273 2841. donyoku.dosl2018.net. Wed-Fri
11.30am-11pm, Sat-Mon 2pm-11pm, closed Tue.

SHINJUKU DIALOGUE

Located just a few minutes’ walk
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from Ni-chome, this café and
bar is all about creating a better
world. It focuses on raising money
and awareness for sustainable
development goals such as clean
water, gender and LGBT+ equality
and green energy.
Shinjuku Dialogue is headed by
transgender spokeswoman Syunsan, whose upbeat personality
you can catch during its bar
opening hours from 6pm to
midnight. This safe space prides
itself on being a place anyone can
visit and have an open dialogue
while enjoying tasty food and
drinks. A portion of the proceeds
from every drink order is donated
to the social cause of your choice.
The café menu includes
seasonal Japanese-style rice
dishes, Western sweets and
snacks starting from ¥250.

CAFÉ LAVANDERIA

à 2-3F, 3-1-32 Shinjuku, Shinjuku (Shinjuku,
Shinjuku-Sanchome stations). 03 6380 1256.
twitter.com/shinjukudialog. 11am-5pm (café),
6pm-12midnight (bar), closed Mon.

à 1F, 2-12-9 Shinjuku, Shinjuku (Shinjuku,
Shinjuku-Sanchome stations). 03 3341 4845.
cafelavanderia.blogspot.com. 2pm-10pm, closed
Mon (except last Mon of the month) & Tue.

Best summed up by its motto
‘Música y Anti-Capitalismo!’
(‘Music and anti-capitalism!’),
Lavanderia offers a refreshingly
Spanish-focused space. You’ll find
a remarkable selection of Spanish
books on its vast bookshelves.
Japanese and English books are
available too, and the collection
features a wide variety of art books
and publications on music.
True to its anti-capitalism
roots, Café Lavanderia is run by
a collective of 18 members. The
coffee costs between ¥300 and
¥500, depending on how much
you want to pay, with several other
drinks including orange juice and
ginger ale also available. Best of all,
the place is home to four ginger
cats who will give you the warmest
of welcomes.

DONYOKU: KEISUKE TANIGAWA; SHINJUKU DIALOGUE: YUKI NAKAMURA

(Clockwise from this) Shinjuku Dialogue,
and its social goals, Cafe Lavanderia

TAKE A DAYTIME STROLL

With 12 screens and more than
1,750 seats, this vast cinema in
Urban Dock LaLaport Toyosu
is unlikely to turn you away due
to lack of space. The complex
features theatres with fully digital
cutting-edge cinema systems and
4DX augmented motion picture
technology. With 4DX, you’ll
feel the impact of the film to its
fullest extent, with rain pouring,
wind blowing, storm lighting
and even bubbles floating inside
the hall, depending on what’s on
screen. You’ll be surprised at how
realistic the water effects can get.

WANT TO BE in the movies? They
won’t quite make you a star
of the silver screen, but a new
range of cutting-edge Tokyo
cinemas can get you pretty
close. These movie houses are
utilising the latest in MX4D (a
film presentation system with
augmented environmental
effects) technology to break
down the conventional ‘fourth
wall’, the boundary separating
the audience from the action,
making the experience feel more
immersive than ever before.
Think moving seats and blasting
air-jets synchronised to the
onscreen action, 270-degree
panoramic screens and cuttingedge Meyer Sound speakers
– you’ll almost believe you’ve
stepped into the film you’re
watching.

CINEMA TWO, TACHIKAWA
CINEMA CITY
For the best acoustics in Japan

The acoustics obsessives at
Tachikawa Cinema City regularly
hold ‘explosive’ and ’exquisite’
sound screenings, where films
are screened at an exceedingly

loud volume to allow audio
aficionados to revel in the crisp
and realistic sound quality and
its impact on the onscreen action.
An example of their attention to
detail: sound engineers specially
tune the Meyer Sound speakers
for every screening to make the
movie on show sound as good as
possible.

à Tokyo Midtown Hibiya 4F, 1-1-2 Yurakucho,
Chiyoda (Hibiya Station). 050 6868 5068. tinyurl.
com/TOThibiyatoho. 9am-12.30am daily. ¥1,900,
university students ¥1,500, high school students
and under ¥1,000.

UNITED CINEMAS
AQUA CITY ODAIBA

For movies with a 270-degree view

THE MOVIE PALACE
TOHO CINEMAS HIBIYA

In addition to its 4DX theatres,
United Cinemas Aqua City
Odaiba also has a cinema
equipped with the first ScreenX
in Japan. It sees the films
projected not only on the front
screen, but also, depending on
the scene, onto the side walls,
spanning 270 degrees around the
room. The surround visuals can
really offer a heightened sense
of realism.

This premium cinema seeks
to provide viewers with a luxe
experience – think a giant TCX

à 1-7-1 Daiba, Minato (Daiba Station). tinyurl.
com/TOTunitedaquacity.¥1,800, university
students ¥1,500, high school students and under
¥1,000.

à 2-4-9 Toyosu, Koto (Toyosu Station). tinyurl.
com/TOTunitedtoyosu. ¥1,800, university students
¥1,500, high school students and under ¥1,000.

For a luxurious movie night

à 2-42-26 Akebonocho, Tachikawa (Tachikawa
Station). 042 525 1237. tinyurl.com/
TOTcinematwo. ¥1,800 (before 8pm) ¥1,300
(after 8pm), university students ¥1,500 (before
8pm) ¥1,300 (after 8pm), high school students
and under ¥1,000.

screen that occupies an entire
wall, a custom-made speaker
system, and cushy leather seats
that you won’t want to get out
of. Located in the flashy Hibiya
district with views of the Hibiya
Park, and boasting 13 screens and
about 3,000 super comfortable
seats, this is certainly a top-ofthe-line cinema.

TOHO CINEMAS
ROPPONGI HILLS

For a screening that feels like a
theme-park ride

Toho Cinemas Roppongi Hills
features both MX4D and TCX
(Toho Cinemas’ extra-large
screen) theatres. The former
provides a ‘4D’ immersive
experience, where you’ll ‘feel’
the onscreen action through the
motion seats and sensory effects
including wind, mist and scents.
TCX, on the other hand, sees
large screens extend far and wide,

United Cinemas Aqua City Odaiba
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ALSO IN
KATSUNUMA

CHÂTEAU MERCIAN KATSUNUMA WINERY
Arriving at Katsunuma will have you wondering if you are, in fact, still in
Japan and haven’t fallen through a wormhole to the French countryside
– there’s vineyards as far as the eye can see. Katsunuma is home to
Japan’s native koshu grape, which has been cultivated here for more
than 12 centuries, taking advantage of the area’s fine weather, drastic
temperature variations and fertile earth. However, it wasn’t until the
1880s that the grapes took on a new role in viniculture.
Château Mercian inherited the storied history of the first private wine
company in Japan, Dai-Nihon Yamanashi Budoushu-Gaisha, which was
founded in 1877. The winery offers two tours: a standard ¥1,000 option
(60 minutes with three tastings) and the premium ¥3,000 splurge (90
minutes with six tastings). Otherwise, you can just explore the wine
museum and gardens at your leisure for free. While the tour guides have
limited English, the tours do grant you access to the vineyards.
The original brewery, a beautiful timber building over 100 years old,
has been converted into a wine museum, which charts the development
of the industry; though explanations are largely in Japanese. The stylish
Wine Gallery, with floor-to-ceiling windows overlooking the vineyards
and surrounding gardens, is the place to go for tasting, food and
shopping. The best time to visit is summer and autumn, when you can
see the vines hung heavy with plump grapes.
If you arrive by the highway bus (about 90 minutes from Shinjuku),
it’s about an eight-minute stroll to Château Mercian from the Katsunuma
bus stop. You can also come by train to Katsunuma-budokyo Station,
which is an eight-minute cab ride away.

Thirst for knowledge

à1425-1 Shimoiwasaki, Katsunumacho, Koshu, Yamanashi (Katsunuma-budokyo Station). 0553 44 1011.
chateaumercian.com/en. 10am-4.30pm, closed Tue.

Get up close and personal with your favourite drinks by making a day trip to these breweries,
wineries and distilleries just outside Tokyo. By Jessica Thompson

Time Out Tokyo October-December, 2019

ISHIKAWA SAKE
BREWERY

KIRIN FUJI GOTEMBA
DISTILLERY

About 80 minutes from Tokyo Station

About three hours from Tokyo Station

The grounds of Ishikawa Sake
Brewery feel like a little village,
made up of a cluster of charming
timber buildings constructed in
the late 1800s, six of which are
registered as Tangible Cultural
Properties. They’re connected by
stone paths lined with foliage: in
spring, the trees are dotted with
pink cherry blossoms, and in
autumn the leaves take on fiery
red hues.
The guided tour at this heritage
brewery, established in 1863, starts
outside the sake brewing building,
under a dangling sugidama. You’ll
learn that this iconic adornment
of a giant ball of cedar leaves is
traditionally hung by breweries
to mark the beginning of a new
production season.
You’ll then enter the brewery,
where the air is sweet and
funky from a hundred-plus

KEISUKE TANIGAWA

IT’S EASY TO KNOCK BACK

glasses of sake and whisky
highball at an izakaya without
much thought beyond how
great they taste. But by visiting
the places where the drinks
are produced, you’ll learn of
the unique ingredients and
production processes, the stories
of the people involved, and a little
bit more about Japanese history
and culture.
Slightly outside the Greater
Tokyo region, in the surrounding
prefectures of Yamanashi,
Shizuoka and Chiba, there’s a
range of breweries, wineries and
distilleries that make for easily
accessible day trips. Most of them
provide free tours. Given that the
prerequisites for making highquality booze include clean water
and fresh air, you’ll be visiting
lush natural environments –
and you might just be tempted
to leverage the visits into longer
itineraries so you can explore the
surrounding areas.

years of sake-making, and be
guided through the production
process, with a comprehensive
take-home booklet to jot
down any notes. You’ll see the
quintessential Japanese sight
of sake fermentation tanks and
other equipment essential to the
process. The tour concludes with
a sampling session, then you’re
free to browse the store, or go for
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a drink and something to eat at
the on-site Italian or Japanese
restaurants.
The English language tour
is about 40 minutes long, and
is a succinct, informative and
entertaining look into the history
of Japanese sake.
à 1 Kumagawa, Fussa (Hajima Station). 042 553
0100. tamajiman.co.jp/en. 8.30am-5.30pm, closed
Tue & hols.

Located at the foot of Mt Fuji, Kirin
Fuji Gotemba Distillery began its
first bottling in 1973 and today is
one of the few whisky distilleries
in the world that distill both malt
and grain whiskies. The pure water
that has been filtering through the
majestic mountain over a period of
50 years is used in all the whiskies
produced here. As a result, the
Kirin Fuji-Sanroku Signature
Blend, a mix of both malt and grain
whiskies, is revered for its clean
finish and fruity, floral notes.
The well-organised tour kicks
off with a cinematic experience
– an entertaining 10-minute,
widescreen, projection-mapped
documentary on the history of
Kirin’s whisky production. After
that, you’ll walk through the
multiple stages of the distilling
process: see the enormous pot
stills, visit the aroma booth, view

KEISUKE TANIGAWA

About 90 minutes from Shinjuku by bus

The small but elegant Katsunuma Winery has been
making wines for three generations since 1937,
specialising in the region’s native koshu grape.
Its house label Aruga Branca consists of several
styles of wine, from Brilhante’s dry sparkling white
to Doce’s sweet white dessert wine, all made from
koshu harvested from the oldest vines. The cellar,
set in a charming 130-year-old merchant’s house,
has a tasting room with a fun, hands-on approach:
you simply purchase a card and use it to help
yourself to 20-plus varieties of wine, which range
from ¥100 to ¥300 per pour. If you run out of credit,
you just top it up and keep doing the rounds.
From the tasting room, a timber deck overlooks
the vineyards, a picturesque setting in which
to enjoy a bottle of wine. Tours are offered,
but currently only in Japanese.
à371 Shimoiwasaki, Katsunumacho, Koshu, Yamanashi
(Katsunuma-budokyo Station). 0553 44 0069. katsunumawinery.com/english. 9am-4pm daily.

the bourbon casks used to age the
whisky, and observe the action in
the labelling and packaging room.
Then, wrap things up with two free
whisky tastings in the Europeanstyle bar.
The adjacent gift store is a great
place to purchase Kirin whiskies
and related paraphernalia from
hip flasks to cute whisky glasses
with Mt Fuji rising inside. Don’t
miss the observation deck on a
clear day, where you may be able
to catch a glimpse of the glorious
aforementioned mountain.
Tours run every 30 minutes,
last about 70 minutes and are
conducted in Japanese. However,
there’s English audio guides
and pamphlets, and much of the
signage is bilingual.
à970 Shibanta, Gotemba, Shizuoka (Gotemba
Station). 0550 89 4909. www.kirin.co.jp/
entertainment/factory/english/whisky.
9am-4.30pm, closed Mon (Tue if Mon is hol).
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MITOSAYA

RIGHT HERE,
RIGHT NOW

About two and a half hours
from Tokyo Station

Want to go out and about in Tokyo? Whether it’s a
comedy show, a live gig or even a music festival,
you can now book your tickets through us.
KEISUKE TANIGAWA

A former herb farm that’s been
repurposed into a brandy distillery
certainly makes for an interesting
day out from Tokyo. Located in
Otaki, Chiba prefecture, Mitosaya
was developed by owner-distiller
Hiroshi Eguchi in 2018 on the back
of a successful crowdfunding
campaign, and released its first
products last year in summer.
It’s a sprawling, green hideaway
comprising three buildings and
two greenhouses, including an
exhibition room containing over
500 specimens of medicinal
plants, a legacy inherited from
the facility’s former life as a herbal
study and education centre.
Mitosaya makes botanical
brandy using raw materials handpicked from around 500 different
herbs, fruits and vegetables
that have been growing at the
16,000sqm farm for the last 30
years, including quintessential
Japanese ingredients like yuzu
and persimmon. Aside from
fruit brandy, the distillery also
produces herbal tea, cosmetics,
herbal water, herb-based
insecticides and syrups flavoured

timeout.com/tokyo/book-tokyo-tickets

with cherry blossom, red shiso and
cinnamon.
Mitosaya is only open to the
public once a month, when you’ll
be able to walk around the garden,
get in touch with nature, and
sample food and drinks at the bar
set up in a light-filled renovated
greenhouse.
à 486 Otaki, Otakimachi, Isumigun, Chiba (Otaki
Station). 0470 64 6041. mitosaya.com. Check the
website or Instagram for opening days.

Get our maps and mag in Shibuya
Stop by the Shibuya Station Tourist Information Centre

About two and a half hours
from Tokyo Station

Baird Beer is distinctly aromatic,
whether you’re sipping the Rising
Sun Pale Ale, Red Rose Amber
Ale, Suruga Bay IPA or any one of
their seasonal and special craft
brews. This is thanks to the use of
whole flower hops, rather than the
processed pellets more commonly
used by other breweries.
This is just one of the nuggets
of information you’ll learn on the
Baird Brewery tour, which runs
on weekends and public holidays
at 12pm, 2pm and 4pm, and lasts
between 30 and 45 minutes. As
you walk through the brewery,
you’ll learn about the beermaking process in general, and
the ingredients, techniques and
processes that make Baird Beer
special. In a fitting conclusion, the
tour winds up at the 20-tap tasting
room to put what you’ve learned
into context. A large deck juts out
of the tasting room, overlooking
Time Out Tokyo October-December, 2019
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the tranquil natural scenery,
where you’ll easily lose track of
time working your way through
the tasty offerings.
Founded by husband and
wife Bryan and Sayuri Baird, the
brewery is one of Japan’s first
craft beer producers, with its
foundations dating back to 1997.
This Shuzenji brewery opened in
2014 after outgrowing its former
location, and is set by the stunning
Kano River, surrounded by the
lush nature Shizuoka prefecture is
famous for.
Catch a taxi from Shuzenji
Station (around ¥1,800), or a bus:
get off at the Yasutake stop and
walk east for about five minutes
through the rice fields and past
hops vines. Sure, Baird Beer has
several taprooms in Tokyo but
making a trip out to Shuzenji is
an informative and enriching
experience. Bryan Baird explains
its allure in a simple equation:
‘Beer + Nature = Paradise’.
à 1052-1 Odaira, Izu, Shizuoka (Shuzenji Station).
0558 73 1225. bairdbeer.com. Mon-Thu 12noon7pm, Fri 12noon-9pm, Sat 11am-9pm, Sun
11am-7pm.

Stations:
Select Toei Subway stations, including
Shinjuku and Roppongi
Tourist information centres:
Tokyo Metropolitan Government
Headquarters
Shibuya Station Tourist Information Centre
Tokyo City Air Terminal
Ginza Mitsukoshi Tourist Information Desk
Tokyo City i
... and more tourist information centres
Airports:
Haneda Airport (International Terminal)
Narita International Airport
Shops:
Tsutaya Tokyo Roppongi
Books Kinokuniya Shinjuku Main Store
Books Kinokuniya Tokyo
Tower Records Shibuya
... and more shops
Restaurants:
Time Out Café & Diner
Hard Rock Café Tokyo (Roppongi)
All British Pub Hub locations in Tokyo
... and more restaurants

SHIBUYA INFORMATION CENTER: KEISUKE TANIGAWA

BAIRD BEER
BREWERY GARDENS
SHUZENJI
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Pick up our magazine and maps here:

TIME OUT READERS will know
about our popular series of free
maps: pocket-sized guides to the
multifarious delights this city has
to offer. They’re hard to miss these
days – as well as our ever-popular
‘101 things to do in Shibuya’
edition and the comprehensive
‘88 things to do in Tokyo’, we’ve
come up with maps for nearly
all the top areas including
Roppongi, Shinjuku, Nihonbashi,
Marunouchi, Koenji and Ginza.

All of these publications, along
with issues of our free quarterly
magazine, are available to pick
up at Shibuya Station’s Tourist
Information Centre, conveniently
located in the underground
passage on the second basement
floor of the station. The Englishspeaking guides will help you
stock up, provide sightseeing tips
and assist you in navigating the
bowels of the cavernous station
itself.

Each edition squeezes the best
of the capital into a compact guide,
complete with a city map, and
we’ve included everything from
offbeat art galleries and otaku
meccas to ancient shrines and
hipster hangouts.
We’ve also recently expanded
the series to include places beyond
Tokyo, launching special maps for
those of you heading to Shimane
or the temples of Nikko – both
make for a great mini getaway.
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Hotels that have Les Clefs d’Or Japan
member concierge:
ANA InterContinental Tokyo
The Peninsula Tokyo
Palace Hotel Tokyo
Park Hyatt Tokyo
Mandarin Oriental,Tokyo
Cerulean Tower Tokyu Hotel
Grand Hyatt Tokyo
Conrad Tokyo
Hotel Okura Tokyo
The Prince Park Tower Tokyo
Royal Park Hotel Tokyo
... and more hotels
Note: If you can’t find the map you’re looking
for, this probably means we’ve temporarily run
out of stock. Please be patient while we work
on the next print run.
Please direct any advertising queries to
sales@timeout.jp.
October-December, 2019 Time Out Tokyo

Getting Around

GETTING THERE & AWAY

Getting
Around

NARITA AIRPORT

The main international airport,
Narita is roughly 70km away from
central Tokyo. The fastest way to
reach the city is either the Narita
Express (53 minutes to Tokyo
Station, generally runs every 30
min, ¥4,070 round trip) or the
Keisei Skyliner (40 minutes to
Ueno Station, up to three times an
hour, ¥2,470).
The cheaper options, which
take around 90 minutes, are the
Access Narita bus (to Tokyo
Station or Ginza Station, every 15
minutes at peak times, ¥1,000,
pay on board or reserve online)
and the Tokyo Shuttle bus (to
Tokyo Station, every 20 minutes,
¥1,000, buy ticket at a counter or
reserve online). Otherwise, take
the Keisei Narita Sky Access
train to Nippori or Ueno (slightly
over an hour, ¥1,240).

All you need to know for an easy, enjoyable holiday
in the metropolis. By the Time Out Tokyo team
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Public wi-fi used to be sparse, but nowadays it’s easy to find.
Reception can be a bit patchy though, so your best bet for staying
online at all times is to buy a data SIM card or rent a pocket wi-fi.
Get yours at the airport (either at a vending machine or a wi-fi
counter), or at larger Bic Camera and Yodobashi Camera stores.

that can also be used to buy things
at convenience stores, vending
machines and much more.
Day passes for Tokyo Metro,
Toei subways, Toei buses and JR
trains are available too and cost
¥500 to ¥1,600 depending on the
range of services. If you plan to
move around in one day, this may
be the cheaper option.
Taxis are reasonably affordable
for short distances or if you’re
with a small group of up to four
people. It’s ¥410 for the first
1.052km and then rolls at a rate of
¥80 for every 237m. A 20 percent
night surcharge is usually added
between 10pm and 5am.

Cash is still king in Tokyo, although more and more places have
started accepting cards in recent years. Don’t expect your local ramen
joint to be one of them, though. For foreign cards, the 7-Eleven and JP
Post (post office) ATMs are the most reliable. Some FamilyMarts now
have JP Post ATMs installed – look out for a green machine.
For foreign currency, seek out the exchange booths and machines
around major JR train stations (often offering better rates than
at the airport). Or, get it done at major department stores such as
Mitsukoshi, Isetan and Takashimaya.

SAFETY
Tokyo, and Japan in general,
is pretty darn safe. But on the
off-chance that you find
yourself the victim of a
crime – or have simply lost
something – head to the nearest
koban (‘police box’), usually
found at the corner of bigger
intersections. They’ll be able to
help you out. The emergency
services number is 119.

day, plus tax-free consumables
should not be opened while in
Japan and need to be taken out
of the country within 30 days of
purchase, or within six months
for non-consumables. Also,
you have to bring your actual
passport, ie no photocopy and no
scanned copy on your phone.
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In case of a severe earthquake
or other natural disasters such
as typhoon, check the Japan
Meteorological Agency’s
website for advice and updates
in English: jma.go.jp. To know
what to do in such a situation
or how to prepare, check out
the multilingual Disaster
Prevention Portal, mlit.go.jp/
river/bousai/olympic.

Note: prices are correct at time of print, but may change after the consumption tax hike from 8 to 10 percent, which takes effect from Oct 1.

MONEY

TAX-FREE SHOPPING
For non-Japanese tourists
staying in Japan for less than
six months, it’s possible to
avoid the 10 percent (from Oct 1)
consumption tax while shopping
– just look out for the ‘Japan
Tax-free Shop’ stickers. Here are
the requirements: minimum
purchase of ¥5,000 per shop per
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The airport most Tokyoites
love for its sheer convenience,
Haneda is actually the bigger
and busier airport, but sees a
lot of domestic traffic. Getting
into town is easiest by Tokyo
Monorail (to Hamamatsucho
Station, about 15 minutes, ¥490)
or the Keikyu line (to Shinagawa
Station, about 11 minutes, ¥410).
The Keikyu bus goes to
many central destinations;
it takes about an hour from
the international terminal to
Shibuya (¥1,030). A taxi is also
semi-economical from Haneda,
with fares to central Tokyo being
around ¥7,000 (pre-book for a
flat fee).

GETTING ONLINE

GETTING AROUND
Tokyo’s public transport map
looks like the deranged scribbles
of a toddler, but it’s one of the
most amazing networks in the
world: punctual, convenient and
virtually all-encompassing. Do
note there is no public transport
service at night; most trains,
metros and buses run from 4am
or 5am until around midnight
(1am on certain lines).
Public transport consists of
metro, train and bus, all of which
are run by several different
companies. To save yourself the
hassle of having to buy separate
tickets each time, get a Suica or
Pasmo, a rechargeable smart card

HANEDA AIRPORT

Getting Around

Your Tokyo
starter pack

Going
Goingunderground?
underground?

You should avoid taking a taxi,
which will cost you over ¥20,000
and take up to two hours.
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… you’re addicted
to your bar snacks

You know
you’re
in Tokyo
when…
1 Nankotsu

As a general rule,
anything that’s deep-fried
and salted makes an excellent
accompaniment to booze – and
evidently chicken cartilage is no
exception. While the crunchy
texture of the cartilage may catch
those expecting tender meat off
guard, the golden brown morsels
are ideal for sharing on a night of
drinking. They’re best eaten while
hot with a squeeze of fresh lemon
and a dollop of mayonnaise.

By Emma Steen
Pairing small dishes with drinks isn’t exactly
a concept exclusive to Tokyo, but the bar snacks
you see in Japan are a lot less conventional
than your standard bowl of mixed nuts.
At izakaya, the small dishes are supposed to
encourage more drinking and many places
will require a minimum order of one food
item per customer. These popular otsumami
(bar snacks or drinking food) are surprisingly
addictive when enjoyed with booze, so you
might easily find yourself ordering more
dishes as the night goes on.

2 Tsukemono
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Tsukemono is typically
a serving of pickled vegetables
that are eaten with leftover rice at
the end of a meal, but it can also
include small fish or seafood. Due
to their high salt content, these
pickles make an ideal pairing
with beer or sake, and are often
served at high-end bars as well as
more casual izakaya. It’s common
for pubs and bars to source their
tsukemono from particular
regions around Japan, but
some also take pride in pickling
their own garnishes in-house
and displaying the jars on bar
counters.

Edamame

A basket piled high with
these tender soybeans will
likely be reduced to a heap of
empty pods within moments
of landing on the table. These
ubiquitous beans hardly need an
introduction – they’re the most
popular snack in local izakaya
and no Japanese pub menu
would be complete without them.
Although available all year round,
they come into season in August
and also make a popular street
food at matsuri (festivals).

4 Shiokara

Fermented viscera is just as
pungent as one might imagine,
and its sharp, penetrating taste
can put off even those with a
penchant for bold flavours.
While shiokara can be made from
many types of seafood, it most
commonly consists of fermented
squid. If you want to give yourself
the possibility of actually enjoying
this strange side dish, you must
understand that it’s only meant
to be tasted in small quantities
due to its extreme salt content.
Take a strand about as thin as your
chopstick and chew briefly before
chasing it with a sip of whisky.

5 Hiyayakko
Izakaya often impose an
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which is dried, smoked and
usually grilled just before serving.
Its firm, chewy consistency makes
it most akin to jerky, and when
sprinkled with a dash of shichimi
chilli powder, it’s tasty enough
to dissolve any lingering doubts
about eating a creature better
known for its venom than its
delicious taste.
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KENTO IIDA

Eihire
6 Eihire
refers to skate fin,

3
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otoshi, meaning ‘cover charge’,
but this usually gets you an
appetiser on the house. The
said appetiser will typically be
hiyayakko, tofu seasoned with
dashi shoyu and sometimes
grated ginger, as it’s quick and
easy to serve. Neither meaty nor
deep fried, this little square of
chilled tofu is perhaps the last
thing you’d expect to get to go
with your beer. Still, you can’t go
wrong with this light and subtly
sweet start to a night of drinking.

